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ABSTRACT 

EXPLORING THE STATISTICAL METHOD OF MOMENTS FOR SOLUTE 

TRANSPORT IN FRACTURED POROUS ROCK AQUIFERS: BRIDGING THE GAP 

BETWEEN LOCAL AND REGIONAL SCALES 

Teresa Pilato 

University of Guelph, 2021

Advisor(s): 

Dr. Beth Parker 

Dr. Emil Frind 

This study uses the Method of Moments (MoM) to define formation-specific 

macrodispersivities for the simulation of transport and the delineation of capture zones 

in fractured porous media. This combines the advantages of the efficient Equivalent 

Porous Medium (EPM) method, which has limited validity, and the Discrete Fracture 

Matrix (DFM) method, which is unconditionally valid but impractical for regional-scale 

applications. The underlying concept was shown to be valid for highly heterogeneous 

systems by embedding it into a stochastic process and using data from the Gasport 

formation (Guelph, ON). Challenges encountered include the limitations of available 

computing power, which forced reducing the 3D system to 2D, in turn affecting the 

modelled transport behaviour. Uncertainties in the macrodispersivities due to MoM 

implementation were dominated by uncertainties due to hydrogeologic heterogeneities. 

Overall, a MoM-enhanced regional-scale EPM model can be an efficient tool for 

simulating transport and delineating capture zones in fractured porous media. 
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1 Introduction 

The understanding of transport phenomena in groundwater systems is vital for the 
impact analysis and remediation of contamination problems due to dissolved 
contaminants, as well as for the delineation of well capture zones. In the case of porous 
granular aquifers, either type of problem can be solved by means of flow modelling 
followed by particle tracking, or by flow modelling followed by running an advective-
dispersive transport model (Blandford & Huyakorn, 1990; Frind et al., 2002; Sousa et 
al., 2013).   

In the case of fractured porous materials, a challenge arises due to the superposition of 
two flow systems: one for the fracture network and another for the porous matrix blocks. 
If the problem to be studied is limited to flow, the matrix part can be neglected, and the 
problem treated as a porous medium problem. If transport is involved, however, the 
matrix becomes important on account of the diffusive interaction between the two flow 
systems (Gillham & Cherry, 1982).  

There are three main methods for modelling flow and transport through fractured rock 
aquifers (Anderson & Woessner, 1992). The first treats the modelled fractured formation 
as some equivalent porous medium (EPM) where the properties informing the fractures 
and the matrix are averaged into some effective representation over a representative 
elementary volume (REV) of the modelled formation (Anderson & Woessner, 1992; 
Berkowitz et al., 1988). This method is applicable on a regional scale, where a coarse 
matrix grid is possible given that a fracture network is not explicitly represented. EPM 
models are representative of flow, but not necessarily solute transport. Due to the 
averaging nature of the EPM framework, the actual velocities experienced by solutes 
within fractures may be underestimated (Frind & Molson, 2018) or overestimated 
depending on how diffusion into and out of the lower permeability zones is represented. 
Most importantly, the EPM method cannot represent the advective-diffusive exchange 
that plays an important role in the transport process. 

A second method, the Dual Porosity (DP) method, treats the formation as a grid or set 
of spheres of immobile and mobile zones, where an exchange term controls the mass 
movement between the immobile “matrix blocks” and the mobile “fractures” (Anderson & 
Woessner, 1992). DP models assume a densely fractured formation and require a mass 
exchange term, which is empirically derived through curve fitting as calibration 
coefficient (Brettmann et al., 1993; Huyakorn et al., 1983). Recent literature suggests 
the exchange term can be better estimated and calibrated using geophysical methods 
(Day-Lewis et al., 2017). However, they do not explicitly represent diffusion into finite 
matrix geometries with finite storage capacity. Additionally, like EPM models, DP 
models are highly sensitive to changes in flow, requiring additional calibration when the 
flow system is changed (Blessent et al., 2014). This method is mostly used for large-
scale systems with regular fracture networks and as such, it is not a preferred method 
for the study at hand.  
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The third major method for modelling flow and transport in fractured rock is the discrete 
fracture matrix (DFM) method. The DFM method explicitly represents the fracture 
network of a fractured rock aquifer together with the intervening matrix blocks. The DFM 
method is also referred to as the discrete fracture network (DFN) method on occasion. 
However, the DFN method also encompasses methods that do not factor in the matrix 
contribution to flow and transport within a fractured formation (Berre et al., 2019). For 
this study, the DFM distinction is made to emphasize the importance of the matrix as a 
contributor to flow and transport.  

Fracture networks can be generated using fracture statistics corresponding to 
hypothetical fracture-matrix systems, which can be informed by fracture measurements 
from outcrop mapping and borehole logs. The time-varying physical processes of flow 
and transport are accurately represented in DFM models, as the advective-diffusive 
exchange is directly modelled without consistent calibration (Blessent et al., 2014; 
Sudicky & McLaren, 1992; Therrien & Sudicky, 1996).  However, to provide a high 
degree of accuracy, DFM models require a fine discretization with a certain minimum 
number of nodes between neighbouring fractures (Sudicky & McLaren, 1992; Weatherill 
et al., 2008). Because of these requirements, DFM models tend to be computationally 
intensive, which make them impractical and difficult to apply at the 3D regional scale 
(Weatherill et al., 2008).  

Due to the computational demands associated with DFM models, these models tend to 
be implemented either at the local scale in 3D (10s of metres), or at the larger scale in 
2D (100s to 1000s of metres). This poses a dilemma when modelling solute transport 
(Frind & Molson, 1989) or well capture zones, either of which requires the consideration 
of the 3D flow field (Frind et al., 2002).  Studies have been performed using a coupled 
3D EPM and 2D DFM approach to represent contaminant flow and transport in a 
fractured rock aquifer as a means to bridge the gap between these two methods 
(Chapman et al., 2013, 2014).  Chapman’s study focuses on using a 3D EPM flow 
model to inform a 2D DFM model for modelling contaminant transport when developing 
a site conceptual model. 

1.1 Objectives 

The overall goal of this study is to bridge the gap between the EPM method, which is 
efficient but limited in terms of validity, and the DFM method which is unconditionally 
valid but impractical for real-world applications such as simulating transport in fractured 
porous media such as sedimentary rocks and clays at a large scale. This will be 
accomplished by adapting the Method of Moments (MoM) from Frind et al. 1987, where 
“the effective longitudinal dispersivity converges to the macroscopic value” and “a 
unique macrodispersivity for a given heterogeneous medium” can be obtained (Frind et 
al., 1987) for fractured porous systems. The immediate objectives for reaching this goal 
are: 
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(1) To show that the concept of a formation-specific macrodispersivity is valid for 
fractured porous rock systems and appropriate macrodispersivity values can be 
found using the well-studied Gasport Formation of Silurian age as a 
representative example.  

(2) To show that an MoM-informed EPM model is an appropriate and 
computationally efficient tool for the simulation of solute transport and the 
delineation of well capture zones in fractured porous rock systems. 

The study is organized into multiple sections. First, the background of the study site and 
method will be presented in Section 2. The foundation of the methodology used in this 
study will be introduced in Section 3. Then in Section 4, the MoM will be applied to a 2D 
DFM framework, where the updated methodology, 2D model set-up, results, and 
calculated macrodispersivities are discussed. The implications of using a 2D framework 
will be explored by making a comparison between 2D and 3D DFM models in Section 5. 
The final phase of this work applies the obtained macrodispersivities obtained in the 
prior to EPM models in Section 6. The limitations, recommendations, and conclusions 
are explored in Section 7, 8, and 9, respectively. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Characteristics of the Bedrock in Southwestern Ontario 

The bedrock in southwestern Ontario can generally be characterized by Palaeozoic 
sedimentary stratigraphy, mainly carbonate formations such as limestones and 
dolostones interspersed with shales (Eyles et al., 1997). The bedrock was impacted by 
a mid-continent tectonic stress field, potentially causing average bedrock jointing over 
the area of consideration oriented at 104° and 52° with respect to north. In addition to 
the joint sets, dolostones and limestones tend to be characterized by extensive bedding 
planes at the interfaces of mechanical units. In some limestone formations at quarry 
outcrops in Wisconsin, bedding plane fracture lengths up to 14 km have been measured 
(Underwood et al., 2003). Within southern Ontario, there is some evidence of some 
karstic features such as solution-enlarged joints in outcrops and vuggy and cavernous 
porosities within the matrix due to dissolution within the Amabel Formation (Kunert et 
al., 1998).  

This study focuses on the City of Guelph, Ontario, which relies almost entirely on 
groundwater for its municipal water supply. Most of the water is drawn from the Gasport 
Formation, a confined fractured dolostone aquifer (Grand River Source Protection Area, 
Approved Assessment Report, 2020). The Gasport Formation, a component of the 
previously undivided Amabel Formation, is a fossiliferous grainstone-packstone formed 
in reef-mound complexes, with a varying thickness from 25 m to 70 m. For the Gasport 
Formation in the Guelph area, the fracture orientation and frequencies are seen in 
Figure 2.1. It is overlain by the Goat Island, Eramosa, and Guelph Formations, all of 
which are fractured dolostone to shale-dolostone bedrock. The Goat Island and 
Eramosa Formations are considered aquitards due to their relative bulk hydraulic 
conductivities within this stratigraphic sequence but often included as part of the 
production intervals in water supply wells. The top of the Gasport Formation is ~30-40 
mbgs in the Guelph area. As discussed by Kunert et al. (1998), the Gasport Formation 
has a variable secondary porosity due to vugs and cavernous features as well as karst-
conduit development (Brunton, 2009). It is unknown to what extent these features 
contribute to local or regional flow. High-resolution depth discrete studies have been 
performed within the Guelph area in an attempt to understand aquitards and historic 
contaminant migration in fractured porous bedrock (Belan, 2010; Hommersen, 2020; 
Johnson, 2020; Kennedy, 2017; Munn, 2012; Parker et al., 2018; Perrin et al., 2011; 
Skinner, 2019). These studies have incorporated small-scale matrix measurements, 
outcrop mapping, and fracture analysis from borehole logging with hydraulic data sets at 
various scales to develop site conceptual models. These studies have also yielded 
some of the necessary matrix and fracture statistics to inform DFM modelling.  
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Figure 2.1: Potentiometric surface map from the GGET Tier 3 Report (Guelph and Guelph/Eramosa 
Tier 3 Water Budget and Local Area Risk Assessment, 2017) compared to the fracture statistics 
reported by Munn (2012). The average groundwater flow direction is oblique to the joint sets. The 
groundwater flow direction is ~40° off from the major joint set at ~300-310° and is ~30° off from the 
minor joint set at ~20-30°. 

2.2 Wellhead Protection Legislation in Ontario: The Clean Water Act  

Wellhead protection areas (WHPAs) for wells used for water supply are a necessary 
legislative tool within source protection plans in Ontario for managing and monitoring 
potential drinking water threats from surrounding land-use (Province of Ontario, 2006). 
The need for this legislation was spurred on by the Walkerton incident, in which more 
than 2300 people within the community of Walkerton became ill due to E.coli 
contamination of a supply well. This incident became the subject of the Walkerton 
Inquiry (O’Connor, 2002a), which subsequently provided the basis for the Clean Water 
Act 2006. According to the regulations set down in the Act, wellhead protection areas 
are to be established by a regional watershed conservation authority and delineated by 
local municipalities with the help of consultants (O’Connor, 2002b; Province of Ontario, 
2006). The concept of wellhead protection is used around the world for managing 
groundwater resources. In Ontario, wellhead protection areas are defined in terms of  4 
categories: (1) 100 m radius about wellhead, (2) travel time to wellhead is 2 years or 
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less, (3) travel time to wellhead greater than 2 years but less than or equal to 5 years, 
(4) travel time to wellhead is greater than 5 years but less than or equal to 25 years 
(Grand River Source Protection Area, Approved Assessment Report, 2020).    

The City of Guelph lies within the Grand River watershed, hence, the Lake Erie Source 
Protection Region established by the Clean Water Act 2006. For the City of Guelph, the 
fractured bedrock formations within the Guelph area have been modelled using an EPM 
framework for capture zone delineation (Lake Erie Region Source Protection 
Committee, 2020), where the capture zones were delineated using forward and 
backward particle tracking of a conservative and non-reactive solute while varying 
hydraulic and geologic properties in accordance to the estimated uncertainties. Due to 
the EPM assumption, solute travel times to the wellhead where fracture flow dominates 
could be shorter than what is modelled due to the averaging of the groundwater velocity 
of the matrix and fractures (Frind & Molson, 2018). Thus, there is a need for a novel 
modelling method that can handle the heterogeneities created by the presence of 
fractures yet is still usable at a regional scale. The Gasport Formation will serve as a 
test case for the applicability of the Method of Moments to highly heterogeneous media. 
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3 Methodology: Underlying Principles 

3.1 The Macrodispersivity Concept 

The important physical processes impacting solute transport in a saturated porous 
medium are advection, dispersion, and diffusion. Solute advection deals with the bulk 
movement of a solute through an aquifer solely due to the average linear groundwater 
velocity  (Bear, 1972). The velocity field is not uniform in most formations. Mechanical 
dispersion describes the process through which solutes spread through an aquifer due 
to the variation in the velocity field caused by variability at a small scale in pore size and 
flow path length and, at a larger scale, formational heterogeneities such as sand lenses 
(Fetter, 2001; Fitts, 2013). Within fractured sedimentary rock aquifers, diffusion, where 
solute movement is also influenced by the concentration gradient into low permeability 
but porous zones, is considered to have a great impact on plume movement (Grisak & 
Pickens, 1980).  

In granular (i.e. porous) media such as sandy aquifers, diffusion and mechanical 
dispersion combine in the hydrodynamic dispersion term and follow Fick’s first law 
(Bear, 1972; Freeze & Cherry, 1979). According to classical theory, the principal 
components of the dispersion tensor, ,  , and , are defined as:  

,  ,   Eq. 1 

where   is the local longitudinal dispersivity,  is the average longitudinal 

groundwater velocity,  is the local horizontal transverse dispersivity,  is the local 

vertical transverse dispersivity, and   is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient 

(Fitts, 2013; Frind et al., 1987). It is difficult to quantify the local-scale dispersivities. 
Furthermore, dispersivities are impacted by geologic structures of varying scales, from 
pore-scale variation to larger scale structures such as fractures and small-scale 
heterogeneities in the form of lenses (Gillham & Cherry, 1982). Micro-scale modelling 
has been used by Frind et al. (1987) to study the interaction of dispersive processes 
between zones of different velocity in a heterogeneous medium, and hence the 
evolution of a formation-specific macrodispersivity. 

Macrodispersivity values can be defined through the statistical moments of a plume. 
Gelhar et al. (1983) evaluated complex flow and solute mixing using a “stochastic 
continuum theory” for “three-dimensional heterogeneous porous media”, finding that the 
stochastically-derived dispersivities were in line with field-derived dispersivities and that 
small scale geologic heterogeneities and asymmetry greatly impact dispersion (Gelhar 
& Axness, 1983). Gelhar et al. (1983) also highlighted the importance of dimensionality, 
where flow features can be lost when limited to two dimensions. Another study focused 
on characterizing 3D solute transport in a mildly heterogeneous sand aquifer (Mackay et 
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al., 1986) was able to define plume movement at late time using the statistical moments 
of depth-averaged concentration data (Freyberg, 1986). According to Freyberg (1986), 
Mackay et al. (1986), and Sudicky (1986), macrodispersion at field-scale is defined as : 

 

Eq. 2 

where  is the variance about the plume centroid in relation to the direction of 

groundwater flow. From this formulation, corresponding macrodispersivity values for the 
formation can be calculated using the equation:     

,           ,   Eq. 3 

where  is the longitudinal macrodispersivity,  is the horizontal transverse 

macrodispersivity,  is the vertical transverse macrodispersivity, and  is the average 

groundwater velocity.   

Numerous field studies have been performed since then attempting to define the 
macrodispersivity coefficients through tracer experiments, including the tests conducted 
at CFB Borden in Ontario, the Macrodispersion Experiment (MADE) site at Columbus 
AFB in Mississippi, and a research site in Cape Cod, Massachusetts (Feehley et al., 
2000; Freyberg, 1986; Garabedian et al., 1991).  

The tracer experiments conducted at Borden, Cape Cod, and other studies were 
consolidated by Gelhar et al. (1992) in a literature review of field-derived longitudinal 
dispersivities in porous and fractured media, showing that observational scale and 
formation matter when determining dispersivities (Gelhar et al., 1992). Zhou et al. 
(2007) extended this idea further into fractured formations by performing a similar 
literature review focusing on studies using forced and natural gradient tracer 
experiments in fractured rock to calculate dispersivities, agreeing that dispersivities 
found are scale dependent, and site-specific.  

Zech et al. (2015) took a different approach where they consolidated and critically re-
evaluated the data presented by Gelhar et al. (1992), along with more recent field 
experiments focusing solely on the tracer studies in porous media (Zech et al., 2015). 
Zech re-iterated that the longitudinal macrodispersivity is formation-specific, and where 
the formation adheres to Fickian transport, some constant macrodispersivity value 
exists at some field-scale for a given formation (Zech et al., 2015). At the field scale, it 
was shown that transport in even moderately heterogeneous media, where 
heterogeneity is identified by the log covariance hydraulic conductivity and longitudinal 
correlation scale, converges to the conventional advection dispersion model to obtain 
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some macrodispersivity value for the given formation, such as the Krauthausen site 
evaluated the literature review of Zech et al. (2015). They question the validity of 
macrodispersivity values found in consolidated formations, as “transport in consolidated 
media often exhibits dual porosity behavior and transport along preferential flow paths”, 
and “in those cases, transport cannot be assumed to be Fickian and alternative 
conceptualizations … may be required for transport description.” Zech et al. (2015) 
observed that “for the highly heterogeneous sites” included in their study “the travel 
distance of the tracer was apparently too short to arrive at constant asymptotic 
behavior”, as seen in the re-evaluation of the tracer test date associated with the 
Horkheimer Island and Corbas sites. Zech et al. (2019) broadened this analysis to the 
less-frequently investigated transverse macrodispersivities, which were also shown to 
be formation-specific with no scale dependency, concluding that these should not be 
estimated using the conventional 1/10 ratio (Zech et al., 2019). Nevertheless, some 
studies suggest that macrodispersivity values could be valid for highly heterogeneous 
formations. For example, Barlebo et al. (2004), re-evaluated a tracer experiment 
performed at the MADE site in Mississippi within a sand and gravel aquifer, suggesting 
that the a dual porosity approach was not necessary when characterizing transport in a 
highly heterogeneous medium and that classical advection-dispersion processes would 
suffice (Barlebo et al., 2004).   

Frind and Molson (2018) explored the current state of modelling solute transport in 
fractured rock and the resulting implications on groundwater management. They posited 
that the macrodispersivity concept could extend to highly heterogeneous media, 
including fractured rock. At the field scale, it has been shown that transport in 
moderately heterogeneous media converges to the conventional advection dispersion 
model to obtain some macrodispersivity value for the given formation (Zech et al., 
2015). The potential uses of field scale macrodispersivity is furthered in its potential 
application within a capture probability model for wellhead protection area delineation in 
Ontario while dealing with uncertainty (Frind and Molson, 2018; Sousa et al., 2013). The 
present work is a follow-up on this idea.   

3.2 The Method of Moments 

The main drive of this study is to explore the macrodispersivity concept for highly 
heterogeneous media, characterized by the wide range of hydraulic conductivities in the 
formation, and its applicability to region-scale modelling. The Method of Moments 
(MoM) approach proposed herein uses multiple, statistically equivalent field-scale DFM 
Monte Carlo realizations to model transport and to find some average macrodispersivity 
value for the specified formation. If this process converges to some macrodispersivity 
value for a formation despite being highly heterogeneous, the resulting 
macrodispersivity values can then be applied to a regional scale for transport modelling 
and, eventually, capture zone delineation that incorporates the heterogeneities 
introduced by the existing fracture network while staying within the normal 
computational limits encountered in this study.  
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The MoM approach is implemented for a hypothetical field scale aquifer informed by 
data from a well-characterized dolostone aquifer used for groundwater supply in the City 
of Guelph and characterized using advanced, high-resolution depth-discrete methods to 
inform both the fracture and matrix properties as described by Parker et al. (2012).  

This study is divided into phases. The first phase outlines and implements the workflow 
for the Method of Moments applied to a 2D field scale DFM model. Due to the 
computational limitations associated with DFM modelling, it was not possible to create 
3D field scale DFM models, where the full movement of the solute plume could be 
evaluated over time. The second phase deals with the implications of using a 2D model 
for finding formational macrodispersivity values, focusing on how the reduction in 
dimensionality can impact flow and transport within the model. Finally, in the third 
phase, a hypothetical macrodispersivity-enhanced EPM model is created to show the 
applicability of the calculated macrodispersivity value for larger-scale transport 
modelling relevant to pumping well capture zone evaluations.  

3.3 Tools 

Commercial software exists that can handle both the DFM and EPM approach. 
FRACTRAN and HydroGeoSphere (HGS) are two such programs. FRACTRAN was 
originally developed in 1991 by the Sudicky and McLaren (1992, 2003). It has the ability 
to model steady-state flow and transport in 2D randomly generated orthogonal fracture 
networks with a porous and permeable matrix representing fractured rock systems. The 
random fracture network generation is built into the FRACTRAN program. FRACTRAN 
requires fracture statistics including 2D fracture densities, in the number of fractures per 
model area, minimum fracture spacing, a range of fracture apertures, and a range of 
fracture lengths. With FRACTRAN the matrix grid is created about the fracture network 
and controlled by a designated maximum element size and required number of nodes in 
relation to fractures. The program suggests a minimum of three nodes between 
adjoining fractures to accurately model diffusion (Sudicky & McLaren, 1992, 2003). 
FRACTRAN is limited to orthogonal fracture networks. FRACTRAN uses the LTG 
technique when solving for solute transport (Sudicky & McLaren, 1992, 2003), thus 
avoiding the need for time stepping.  

HGS was originally developed in 2002, based on work done by Therrien et al. (1996), 
and then commercialized under Aquanty Inc. (Aquanty, 2015b; Brunner & Simmons, 
2012). HGS is a more robust program which can handle 2D and 3D steady-state and 
transient flow through fractured rock aquifers. HGS has a standalone program called 
RFGen, which generates 2D and 3D random fracture networks based on given fracture 
statistic inputs. RFGen requires linear fracture frequencies, fracture lengths with 
uniform, normal or exponential distributions, and fracture apertures with uniform, 
normal, or exponential distributions. When a fracture network is created in RFGen, the 
corresponding matrix grid is created simultaneously. For RFGen, the fracture statistics 
used for DFM modelling informs the maximum discretization size of the elements within 
the model domain. To accurately model diffusion, three nodes are needed between 
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adjoining fractures. However, RFGen does not consider the minimum allowable spacing 
when generating a fracture network. A separate script needs to be used to shift 
fractures over to a minimum allowable spacing, seen in Appendix F.1. Then the matrix 
grid needs to be modified to ensure that the 3-node minimum requirement is satisfied. 
The fracture frequency inputs do not always match the outputs, so it is necessary to 
check that the output fracture network is consistent with the desired formation 
properties. The fracture networks generated by RFGen are limited to orthogonal fracture 
networks. Additionally, RFGen on its own does not differentiate between fracture 
lengths by the fracture set in 3D. Fracture lengths are specified in the X-, Y-, and Z-
directions. Any fracture plane that is oriented in the X-direction will conform to that 
specified distribution of fracture lengths. Additional steps for fracture network generation 
are needed to be able to differentiate fracture lengths between fracture sets. These 
steps were not explored in this study. HGS solves for solute transport using a variable 
time-stepping procedure, explicitly modelling diffusion, advection, and dispersion in both 
the fractures and matrix (Aquanty, 2015b). Transient flow, solute reactivity, and sorption 
can be accounted for with HGS, but are not used in this study. 

With these software, multiple types of boundary conditions are allowed for both flow and 
transport. Specifically, both FRACTRAN and HGS can set Type-1, Type-2, and Type-3 
boundary conditions for transport and Type-1 and Type-2 boundary conditions for flow. 
For this study, only Type-1 boundary conditions are used for flow and transport. For 
flow, this corresponds to a constant head boundary. For transport, this corresponds to a 
specified concentration. 

These programs are very similar in how they treat DFM models. The porous matrix is 
represented by orthogonal block elements. Fractures are treated as line elements 
concurrent with the block element edges. Both programs can generate statistically 
equivalent fracture networks by changing the seed to the random number generator 
informing the fracture lengths and apertures. Based on the fracture generation 
programs, the fracture networks generated for this study are orthogonal. Furthermore, 
both programs simulate flow and transport similarly, where solute mass is transported 
through the fracture network and into, out of, and through the matrix. A small 
representative example is seen in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of orthogonal fracture network with grid. 

Multiple statistical tools are used to assess the validity and comparability of the DFM 
models included within the MoM approach. When proving the equivalency of all the 2D 
Monte Carlo realizations, some basic statistics are used. Numerous variables can be 
output for each Monte Carlo realization to help gauge the equivalency of the models, 
including modelled fracture frequencies, average fracture lengths, total solute input 
mass, bulk model (model-domain size) hydraulic conductivity, and fracture porosity.  

The modelled fracture frequencies are calculated according to the statistics outlined by 
Dershowitz (Mauldon & Dershowitz, 2000). The linear fracture frequency, or P10, used 
within this study implements the scanline approach across the domain of the model with 
reference to the coordinate directions.  P10 values are calculated as: 

,  ,   Eq. 4 

where the scanlines are oriented in the principal coordinate directions and the P10 
statistics are averaged from 10,000 scanlines across the domain of the DFM model.   

The average fracture lengths are calculated by averaging the length of the fractures 
oriented in each of the principal coordinate directions within the model calculated by:  

 

Eq. 5 

The bulk model hydraulic conductivity is calculated as: 
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Eq. 6 

where  is the total cross-sectional flow through the upgradient side of the model 

domain,  is the hydraulic gradient, and  is the cross-sectional area or length 

depending on the dimensionality of the model.  

The bulk fracture porosity of the models is calculated by: 

 

Eq. 7 

where  is the bulk fracture porosity,  is the constant fracture aperture, 

 is the summation of the fracture lengths within the 2D model domain, 

 is the summation of the fracture plane areas within the 3D model domain, 

 is the area of the 2D modelling domain, and  is the volume of the 3D 

modelling domain. 

The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for these variables to see if 
variability in these model properties across Monte Carlo realizations were related. 
Additionally, these coefficients were calculated to validate the equivalency of the Monte 
Carlo realizations as well as determine if the use of the Type-1 point source boundary 
term impacts the resulting macrodispersivity calculations. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient is calculated by: 

 

Eq. 8 

where  is the Pearson correlation coefficient,  and  are the sample means and  

and  are the sample standard deviations. The Pearson correlation coefficient is a 

measure of the interdependence between two variables (Brown & Hollander, 1977). 
Two variables can be interpreted to have strong, moderate, or weak/no dependence 
based on the degree of correlation. These bounds are different depending on the field of 
science implementing the statistical analysis. Generally, the closer r is to -1 or 1, the 
stronger the correlation is. If r is 0, there is no correlation between the two variables. For 
this study, the degree of correlation is defined in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1: Interpretation of the correlation coefficient, demarcations of the correlation were 
informed by a study focusing on hydro-meteorological data (Wei et al., 2020) 

Degree of 
Correlation 

Extremely 
Strong 

Strong Medium Weak Extremely 
Weak/No 

Range of 
correlation 
coefficient, r 

0.8 to 1.0, 

 -0.8 to -1.0 

0.6 to 0.8, 

-0.6 to -0.8 

0.4 to 0.6, 

-0.4 to -0.6 

0.2 to 0.4, 

-0.2 to -0.4 

-0.2 to 0.2 

Due to the stochastic approach of the method of moments, it is necessary to check the 
normality of the resulting macrodispersivity values. This is to ensure that enough model 
realizations are included within the method of moments study when finding average 
formational macrodispersivities. The quantile-quantile (Q-Q plot) was used to provide a 
graphical evaluation of the univariate normality of the calculated macrodispersivity 
values (Chambers et al., 1983). With a Q-Q plot serving as a probability plot, the 
quantiles of an existing data set are plotted against a hypothetical generated normally 
distributed data set based on the existing data. The hypothetical generated data set is 
created through finding the rank of the existing data, calculating its percentile, and 
transforming it into the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution, known as 
the rank-based z-score. The z-score is also defined as a standard score, which 
represents the distribution of data as: 

 

Eq. 9 
 

This allows for the comparison of different data set distributions (Corder & Forman, 
2011). With this formulation of a Q-Q plot, a linear best fit-line is imposed up the data, 
where any deviation from the line indicates non-conformance to a normal distribution.  
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4 Calculating Macrodispersivities for Fractured Porous 
Rock: The 2D Large-Scale Model 

4.1 General Algorithm 

To demonstrate the Method of Moments for one realization of a given fractured porous 
aquifer, a hypothetical aquifer is created based on an existing formation’s properties. A 
head gradient is applied across the domain of the model using Type-1 flow boundary 
conditions. Flow is taken to be steady state. A finite source supplying a conservative 
and non-reactive solute is placed within the modelled aquifer, Flow and transport are 
then solved for, with transport being evaluated over time, allowing for the calculation of 
a macrodispersivity value for one realization. This process is visualized in Figure 4.1, 
showing a solute plume propagating through a modelled domain. Using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, 
the spreading of the plume is evaluated and macrodispersivity values can be calculated 
for the modelled formation. 

 

Figure 4.1: Simple diagram illustrating how the Method of Moments approach uses the spatial 
moments of a plume to characterize field-scale solute transport. Left: Plume at time t1 and t2, with 
centroids indicated by dots. Right: Rate of change of plume variance with respect to time. 

Since the medium is heterogeneous, it is necessary to use a stochastic approach. The 
general flow of the Method of Moments for the 2D field scale DFM models is seen below 
in Figure 4.2. The basic flow of the Method of Moments requires measured fracture 
statistics. Formation fracture statistics are used to inform multiple Monte Carlo (MC) 
realizations of statistically equivalent randomly generated fracture networks within a 
program that can handle DFM modelling, such as FRACTRAN and HGS. The formation 
matrix properties, flow properties, and hypothetical solute input properties are held 
constant across all Monte Carlo realizations. With all the Monte Carlo realizations, flow 
and transport are solved for, and transport solutions are output regularly. From the 
transport solutions, the plume moments are calculated over time for all the model 
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realizations. Through analyzing the montage of plume moments from all Monte Carlo 
realizations, average directional macrodispersivity values can be calculated.        

  

Figure 4.2: Basic flow of the Method of Moments implemented in a fractured porous rock 
formation. 

Within this study, both FRACTRAN and HGS were evaluated for their usefulness in 
applying the MoM approach to a fractured porous formation. Even though these 
programs handle DFM models in a similar fashion, using FRACTRAN for the Method of 
Moments proved to be a challenge since the mass was difficult to control within the 
modelling domain. Depending on the location and implementation of the solute input 
term, erroneous mass would enter the system after the source term was turned off. 
FRACTRAN implements their Type-1 concentration boundary conditions as a step 
function. When the source was turned off within the domain, the source in turn began to 
act as a sink. Furthermore, when the source was placed too close to the bounds of the 
model domain, more mass would enter the domain than intended due to how the source 
term interacted with the boundary conditions. While refining the grid about the source 
area did alleviate additional errors due to negative concentrations, erroneous mass 
would enter the model domain about the source area at late-time. Despite faster runtime 
of the FRACTRAN models through the LTG technique, HGS produced more reliable 
outputs. A consistent plume mass is necessary to evaluate plume moments over time. 
HGS also offers a wider array of built-in features, has fewer issues when controlling 
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solute input mass, and has the ability to handle 3D DFM models. Thus, HGS was used 
exclusively for the modelling in this study. 

Implementing the Method of Moments for a DFM system requires a reformulation of the 
equations calculating the formational macrodispersivities. 2D and 3D DFM models deal 
with multiple types of data. The matrix with HGS is treated as a 2D or 3D block 
depending on the dimensions of the model. The fractures are represented by line 
elements or planes falling on the boundaries of the matrix blocks. To calculate the 
moments associated with the plume across the entirety of the model, it is necessary to 
consider both domains. The equations used to calculate the moments of the plume 
across these two modelling domains then become: 

 

Eq
. 
10 

Once the differing domains in the DFM model are accounted for, the 0th to the 2nd plume 
moments are calculated as follows: 

 

Eq. 11 

 

 

Eq. 12 

 

 

Eq. 13 

Higher-order moments are not considered in this study. 

The calculation of macrodispersivities also requires an average groundwater velocity. In 
the case of fractured porous media, the fracture velocity is very different from the 
velocity in the matrix and averaging these would not be meaningful. Also, the plume 
mass does not move at the same rate as the linear groundwater velocity in fractured 
porous media due to diffusion and dispersion. Under these conditions, the appropriate 
measure of plume velocity is the rate of advance of the plume centroid, which accounts 
for both advection in the fractures and diffusion in the matrix. Thus Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 are 
modified to take the form (for 3D): 
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Eq. 14 

 

,  ,      Eq. 15 

where  is the average velocity of the plume centroid calculated by: 

 

Eq. 16 

 

 

Eq. 17 

Mass input is provided by a slug source into the modelled domain. For this study, a 
Type 1 point-source boundary term is used. For a fractured porous system, the 
placement of the point source is important to consider. The point source is manually 
placed within a horizontal fracture for every Monte Carlo realization, allowing for fracture 
network changes for each realization. This placement within a fracture ensures that the 
point source is connected to the fracture system and thus becomes representative of 
the flow and transport processes occurring across the modelled formation. Care must 
be taken to avoid placing the source into a porous block, which would result in the 
temporary trapping and delayed release of the mass.  

Due to the use of the Type-1 finite source term and the variable placement of the point 
source within a randomly generated fracture network, the total mass that enters each 
Monte Carlo realization is not identical across all realizations. The differences must be 
accounted for in interpreting the results. Alternatively, a Type-3 source condition could 
eventually be used. A Type-1 or Type-3 source condition could be created that is 
adaptively turned off once a maximum total mass is reached within the modelling 
domain for each Monte Carlo realization. These options were not explored in this study. 

When representing real field conditions by means of a hypothetical DFM model for the 
MoM approach, the features contributing to the bulk flow volume must be included 
within the DFM model. For fractured rock, the fractures themselves contribute most to 
the bulk flow. The modelled hypothetical formation is assumed to be laterally continuous 
in extent and of an infinite thickness. This allows for transport to be modelled within the 
formation itself without considering external geologic constraints. Based on this, a 
general model set-up for implementing the Method of Moments in a fractured porous 
formation is seen below in Figure 4.3. The point solute source is located within the 
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modelling domain. While the point source can shift vertically into different horizontal 
fractures for each Monte Carlo realization, its general location should remain the same. 

 

Figure 4.3: General 2D DFM model set-up for implementing the Method of Moments in a fractured 
porous formation. 

In fractured porous media, diffusion across the fracture surface area is an important 
solute transport process within the formation. With the velocity difference experienced 
between the matrix and the fractures, mass that diffuses into the matrix is temporarily 
retarded from further transport within the fracture network domain. This tends to create 
a long tailing plume that stays connected to the inactive source area longer than would 
occur in a granular medium. When calculating macrodispersivity values obtained from 
the moments of the modelled plume, the solute plume must move freely and be 
spreading at some constant linear rate (Frind et al., 1987). In a strongly diffusion-
influenced domain, this tends to occur only with late-time data. It is also necessary that 
the domain of the plume is large enough to encompass the totality of the input solute 
mass as it disperses throughout the domain and detaches from the source area. This 
results in a time frame, or data-fit window, for each DFM Monte Carlo realization where 
the solute plume is moving freely through the domain without losing mass to the 
boundaries of the model. Depending on the modelled fracture statistics and other 
formation properties, this can result in a large field scale model in 2D.   

Furthermore, as noted in Section 3.3, in order to accurately model diffusion for these 
model set-ups, DFM models must have at least 3 nodes between adjoining fractures 
(Sudicky & McLaren, 2003). Considering all these caveats, the updated MoM algorithm 
for fractured porous systems is seen in Figure 4.4. Additional steps were added from 
what is seen in Figure 4.2 specific to the use of HGS for the MoM DFM modelling. 
Multiple checks, where the generated fracture networks statistics were calculated with a 
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script seen in Appendix F.2, were implemented to ensure that the fracture statistics 
generated matched what was specified by the measured statistics from the formation. 
Once the appropriate fracture inputs are determined, multiple MC realizations can be 
run where the seed number informing RFGen is changed. For each MC realization, 
other considerations had to be made as well. Outside scripts, seen in Appendix F.2 and 
F.3, were implemented to shift fractures to a minimum spacing so that a minimum 
element size for the matrix grid could be met. Further steps are shown regarding the 
evaluation of each MC realization output. Given the need to focus on late time data with 
the MoM, a data-fit window is identified by a start time and an end time specific to each 
MC realization. The start time is identified as the point in time at which the solute plume 
detaches from the source area. The end time is the point in time at which more than 
0.5% of the total plume mass begins to exit the modelling domain. Within the 
realization-specific data-fit window, the macrodispersivities can be calculated for each 
MC realization and averaged to obtain the macrodispersivity values for the modelled 
DFM formation. 
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Figure 4.4: Updated flow chart for implementing the Method of Moments in a fractured porous 
formation. 

4.2 DFM Model Inputs for Gasport Formation 

The procedure outlined in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4 was implemented for the Gasport 
Formation in the Guelph area. There are three prominent fracture sets in the Gasport 
Formation: the horizontal bedding plane fractures, a major joint set oriented at NE-SW, 
and a minor joint set is oriented at ENE-WSW (Munn, 2012). The corresponding 2D and 
3D fracture statistics are listed in Table 4.1.    

Table 4.1: Fracture statistics input into the 2D and 3D DFM models. Fracture length ranges are 
differentiated based on the model domain and orientation they would apply to. Transverse 
dispersivity within a fracture plane only applies to 3D DFM models. 

Fracture Properties – Gasport Dolostone 

Bedding Plane Fractures Value Units 

Fracture Frequency, P10 [1] 1.3 frac/m 

Fracture Length Range – 2D, XZ [2] 1.0 – 100 m 

Fracture Length Range – 3D, X [2] 1.0 – 100 m 

Fracture Aperture, 2b [3] 150 μm 

Minimum Fracture Spacing [2] 0.2 m 

Retardation, R [2] 1 - 

Local Longitudinal Dispersivity, αL 
[4] 1 m 

Local Transverse Dispersivity, αT – 3D only [4]  0.1 m 

Major Joint Set Value Units 

Fracture Frequency, P10 [5] 0.45 frac/m 

Fracture Length Range – 2D, XY [6] 0.5 – 7.0 m 

Fracture Length Range – 3D, Y [6] 0.5 – 7.0 m 

Fracture Aperture, 2b [3] 150 μm 

Minimum Fracture Spacing [2] 0.2 m 

Retardation, R [2] 1 - 

Local Longitudinal Dispersivity, αL 
[4] 1 m 

Local Transverse Dispersivity, αT – 3D only [4] 0.1 m 

 
1 Fracture frequency from vertical boreholes in the Guelph area from Skinner 2019 (Skinner, 2019) 
2 Assumed 
3 Aperture taken from hydraulic apertures measured through packer testing corresponding to the 
Guelph\Gasport Formation from Belan 2010 (Belan, 2010) 
4 Assumed from HGS (Aquanty, 2015a) 
5 Fracture frequencies taken from inclined boreholes in the Guelph area and fracture length ranges for the 
XZ plane derived from mechanical layer thicknesses corresponding to ML3-ML6 from Munn 2012 (Munn, 
2012) 
6 Fracture lengths taken from outcrop mapping of the Eramosa Formation from Kennedy 2017 (Kennedy, 
2017) 
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Minor Joint Set Value Units 

Fracture Frequency, P10 [5] 0.33 frac/m 

Fracture Length Range – 2D XY [6] 0.5 – 7.0 m 

Fracture Length Range – 2D XZ [5] 0.5 – 20  m 

Fracture Length Range – 3D, Z [5] 0.5 – 20 m 

Fracture Aperture, 2b [3] 150 μm 

Minimum Fracture Spacing [2] 0.2 m 

Retardation, R [2] 1 - 

Local Longitudinal Dispersivity, αL [4] 1 m 

Local Transverse Dispersivity, αT – 3D only [4] 0.1 m 

Fracture frequencies were informed by 1D vertical and inclined boreholes extending into 
the Gasport Formation (Munn, 2012). Bedding plane fracture length cannot be inferred 
from these data. An assumption of the fracture length varying ~2 orders of magnitude 
had to be made. Also the joint sets lengths could not be informed by the Gasport 
Formation due to limitations of existing data, so these were obtained from other studies 
of dolostone formations within the Guelph area and literature values for similar depth 
sedimentary rocks (Underwood et al., 2003). Given that the Eramosa Formation 
endured the same stress field, has a similar fracture orientation, and has a similar 
geologic make-up as compared to the Gasport Formation, fracture joint lengths were 
informed by outcrop mapping of the Eramosa Formation (Kennedy, 2017). The joint sets 
in the Gasport (Munn, 2012) and the Eramosa Formation have the same orientation. 
However, the fracture frequencies between the joint sets are at odds. For the Gasport 
Formation, the major joint set is oriented NE-SW at 300-310°, and the minor joint set is 
oriented ENE-WSW at 20-30° (Munn, 2012). For the Eramosa Formation, the major set 
is oriented at 10-30° and the minor set is oriented at 270-300° (Kennedy, 2017). For this 
study, the joint set fracture frequencies reported by Munn (2012) are used.  

The fracture aperture used in this study corroborates with the hydraulic aperture of 148 
μm from packer testing reported for the Guelph and Gasport Formations as the 
weighted geometric average of the flow averaged hydraulic aperture from Belan (2010) 
which was within the range fractures apertures of 15 – 407 μm also measured by Munn 
(2012). Other studies have been conducted in the Guelph area focusing on fracture 
statistics since these ones and should be included in applications of the MoM. Finally, 
for simplicity, when initially implementing the MoM in a fractured rock aquifer, the 
distribution of fracture lengths was assumed to be uniform across the specified range 
and the fracture apertures were held constant.  

The fracture statistics used for DFM modelling informed the maximum discretization 
size of the elements within the model domain. Given that RFGen does not factor in 
minimum fracture spacings into the random fracture generation, the separate script was 
used to shift fractures over to a minimum allowable spacing of 0.2 m, and the matrix grid 
was refined about the fractures to ensure there were at least three nodes between 
neighbouring fractures, as this is necessary to ensure that diffusion into an out of the 
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matrix is accurately represented. An informal discretization test was performed to see 
how calculated macrodispersivities are impacted by discretization about the fractures 
where it was verified that the macrodispersivity calculations approach a singular 
macrodispersivity value with three nodes between neighboring fractures. Through trial 
and error, a maximum possible element size of 0.4 m in the X-direction and 0.1 m in the 
Z-direction was established for the 2D DFM models (see Chapter 4.3-4.5). The 3D DFM 
models and corresponding 2D slice models have a maximum element size of 0.4 m in 
the X-direction, 0.2 m in the Y-direction, and 0.3 m in the Z-direction (see Chapter 5). 
The model coordinate system is aligned with the axial directions of the fracture network. 

Given that macrodispersivity values depend on the structure and properties of the 
formation and not the flow direction, the observed relationship between the fracture set 
orientations of the Gasport Formation and the groundwater flow direction can be 
ignored for this portion of the study. The gradient applied to the model was obtained 
from the magnitude of the gradient of the potentiometric surface map seen in Figure 2.1. 
The flow properties are included below in Table 4.2. Since the solute input into the 
model was assumed to be conservative and non-reactive, a hypothetical chloride solute 
is used when modelling solute transport through the system. 

Table 4.2: Flow system input properties and relevant chloride properties for the solute input. 

Hydraulic and Solute Properties – Gasport Dolostone Value Unit 

Hydraulic gradient, i 0.005 - 

Free solute diffusion coefficient, chloride, DO,Cl  
[7]

 1.51E-9 m2/s 

The matrix properties used within the 2D DFM modelling seen below in Table 4.3. The 
matrix properties of the Gasport Formation were informed by cm-scale samples taken 
from core drilled in Guelph, ON and Halton Hills, ON (Hommersen, 2020; Johnson, 
2020; Skinner, 2019).  The local-scale dispersivity values listed in Table 4.3 are 
informed by the maximum element size within the DFM models. All the matrix input 
properties were assumed to be homogeneous across the model domain. 

Table 4.3: Matrix input values informing the 2D DFM and 3D DFM modelling for the Method of 
Moments. 

Matrix Properties – Gasport Dolostone Value Unit 

Hydraulic Conductivity, Km 
[8]

 4.26E-8 m/s 

Porosity, Ѳm 
[8] 7.3 % 

 

7 Free effective chloride diffusion coefficient of 1.51E-9 m2/s at 23°C used in Turner (2001). 

8 All values informed from physical properties samples taken in Guelph and Halton Hills, reported by 
Skinner (Skinner, 2019) Johnson (Johnson, 2020), and Hommersen (2020). The porosity was obtained 
through gravimetric analysis. The matrix hydraulic conductivity was informed by the arithmetic average 
from the samples from gas permeability tests converted to hydraulic conductivities, assuming 10°C. The 
dry bulk density was informed by the geometric average from the samples. 
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Dry bulk density, ρd 
[8] 2486 kg/m3 

Diffusion Coefficient, Deffective 
[9] 3.88E-10 m2/s 

Tortuosity, τ [9] 0.257 - 

Local Dispersivity, Longitudinal, αL – 2D [10] 0.2 m 

Local Dispersivity, Transverse, αT – 2D [10] 0.0005 m 

Local Dispersivity, Longitudinal, αL – 3D [10] 0.2 m 

Local Dispersivity, Horizontal Transverse, αHT – 3D [10] 0.02 m 

Local Dispersivity, Vertical Transverse, αVT – 3D [10] 0.0015 m 

Retardation, R [11] 1 - 

The 2D DFM model orientation controls the modelled fracture sets. Given that the 
bedding plane fractures are one of the major flow features in the Gasport Formation, it 
was necessary to capture their effect on transport within the DFM modelling used in the 
MoM approach. Orienting the 2D field-scale DFM model in the XZ plane allows for the 
transport within the bedding plane fractures to be captured. The orthogonal joint set that 
is included within this 2D modelling domain is the minor joint set. It was assumed that 
the joints transverse to flow did not contribute much to the bulk flow. The field-scale 2D 
DFM model captures flow and transport within the bedding plane fractures and the 
minor joint set oriented at ~20-30° ENE-WSW. The 3D DFM models (see Chapter 5) 
capture flow and transport through all the fracture sets.  

4.3 2D DFM Model Set-Up for the Gasport Formation 

The model set-up for the 2D DFM field-scale model is seen in Figure 4.5. The domain of 
each Monte Carlo realization is 600 m x 50 m oriented in the XZ plane. The solute input 
source for all the Monte Carlo realizations within the “Guelph2DXZ” model set-up is 
located 15 m downgradient from the inflow boundary. A total of 36 Monte Carlo 
realizations were created for the Guelph2DXZ model set-up. These realizations have, 
on average, ~6832 nodes in the X-direction and ~997 nodes in the Z-direction, resulting 
in an average of ~6,811,000 nodes for the Guelph2DXZ model domains.  

 

9 Chloride effective diffusion coefficients taken from Turner 2001 (Turner, 2001), tortuosity calculated 
using a free effective chloride diffusion coefficient of 1.51E-9 m2/s. 

10 Local matrix dispersivities informed by the model matrix grid, based on the maximum allowable 
dispersivity in relation to the maximum element size found by Frind, 2013 (Frind M.E., 2013).  

11 Assumed 
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Figure 4.5: Example HGS model fracture network based on the model properties listed in Table 
4.1-Table 4.3. Lateral flow is imposed across the modelled domain. The approximate location of 
the solute input source is indicated by the red dotted line. 

A constant head boundary condition of 3.0 m is placed on the left-hand side of the 
domain; another constant head boundary of 0.0 m is placed on the right-hand side. All 
other initial nodal head values were set at zero, allowing for HGS to solve for flow 
between the two boundary conditions. This results in a steady state hydraulic gradient 
of 0.005 across the domain of the model. For the Guelph2DXZ models, the point solute 
source is active for the first 10 days of the simulation. All other initial nodal 
concentrations were set at zero. At 10 days, the source term is turned off, and solute 
transport is modelled up to ~15,000 days, when mass begins leaving the model domain. 
The time weighting factor for the transport solution was set for central time-weighting.  
Time step multiplier was limited to “2” and the maximum allowable change in nodal 
concentration was set at 1E-2. The modelled solute concentration distribution for each 
Monte Carlo realization is output at regular intervals for plotting. HGS uses a pre-
processor called “grok.exe” to set up each realization, “phgs.exe” to solve for flow and 
transport, and post-processing executables “hsplot.exe” and “preplot.exe” convert the 
HGS outputs into a viewable format. On average, it took ~30 minutes to initialize each 
realization to execute “grok.exe”. Then on average, “phgs.exe” solved for flow and 
transport in ~six hours using parallel processing with 8 CPUs. Finally, it took 
approximately three to four hours to perform the post-processing steps to convert the 
HGS outputs to plottable files for each realization. See Appendix A.1.5 for further detail. 
Figure 4.6 shows the advance of the solute plume for one of these realizations.  

Orthogonal fracture network 
consisting of bedding plane 
fractures and minor joint set 
in 2D 
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Figure 4.6: Example of flow and transport occurring in one Monte Carlo realization (mc001) for the 
Guelph2DXZ model set-up over time.  

4.4 2D Monte Carlo Approach for finding Macrodispersivities 

The algorithm for finding macrodispersivity values for a fractured porous aquifer 
formation (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4) calls for the analysis of models that are 
statistically equivalent. In the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations, the only things that 
should vary between the models are the locations of the fractures. The 36 models 
analyzed all have constant aperture, uniform distribution of fracture lengths, constant 
fracture frequencies, and homogenous matrix properties. The random fracture 
generation software provided with HGS, RFGen, places the fractures and assigns 
lengths randomly so that the given distributions and fracture densities are satisfied. 
Despite the inputs being held constant, it was necessary to validate that all the resulting 
model realizations are statistically equivalent, described further below.  
 
Initially, this was done by comparing the model output fracture and flow properties, 
including the output fracture frequencies, the output average fracture lengths, the 
fracture porosities, and the bulk hydraulic conductivities, as seen in Table 4.4 and Table 
4.5. As seen in Table 4.4, the bulk hydraulic conductivity of the models is nearly 
identical across all 36 models, with an average bulk hydraulic conductivity (KB) of 2.99E-
6 m/s and a standard deviation of 7.66E-8 m/s which is almost two orders of magnitude 
smaller than the average. The bulk groundwater flow (QB) across these 36 MC models 
is equivalent. 
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Table 4.4: Resulting average model bulk hydraulic properties associated with the Guelph2DXZ 
Monte Carlo realizations and data fit windows for finding a macrodispersivity value. 

Model 
Iterations 

n = 36 

Model Outputs 

Bulk 
Flow, QB 

(m
3
/s) 

Cross-
Sectional 
Area (m) 

KB (m/s) 
Fracture 
Porosity 

(%) 

Input 
Mass 
(kg) 

Adjusted Data Fit Window 

Start 
(d) 

Stop 
(d) 

# of data 
points 

AL (m) 
AVT 
(m) 

Average  7.47E-07 50 2.99E-06 0.0253 0.02003 8944 14306 6.36 24.287 0.060 

Standard 
Deviation  

1.92E-08 - 7.66E-08 0.0005 0.00495 1739 577 1.62 3.237 0.011 

Min 7.15E-07 50 2.86E-06 0.0246 0.00564 7000 13000 3.000 17.225 0.039 

Max 7.97E-07 50 3.19E-06 0.0267 0.02770 12000 15000 9.000 31.693 0.084 

 

Table 4.5: Resulting average fracture statistics of associated with the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo 
realizations. 

Model Iterations 
n = 36 

Fracture Statistics 

P10-X P10-Z X Length - Avg Z Length - Avg 

Average 0.328 1.385 45.147 9.597 

Standard Deviation 0.005 0.032 1.035 0.146 

Min 0.316 1.324 43.187 9.245 

Max 0.343 1.471 47.995 10.029 

The fracture porosity and fracture statistics of the Monte Carlo realizations were also 
calculated to evaluate the comparability of the randomly generated fracture networks. 
The average fracture porosity across the 36 Monte Carlo realizations is 0.0253%, as 
seen in Table 4.4, and varies minimally with a standard deviation of 0.0005%. The 
fracture frequencies and lengths, as seen in Table 4.5, vary minimally in the X-direction 
and Z-direction. When focusing on the bulk model properties and fracture statistics, the 
Monte Carlo realizations are statistically equivalent. 
 
It was necessary to also consider the total mass and plume behaviour over time when 
evaluating the comparability of the statistically equivalent Monte Carlo realizations. The 
Type-1 solute point source location within the model domain varies between Monte 
Carlo realizations due to the random location of the fractures within the network. 
Despite a constant solute concentration being imposed at the source for each Monte 
Carlo realization for identical durations, the total mass that enters each realization 
varies about 0.005 kg about the mean of 0.02 kg. This is seen in Table 4.4. Across the 
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Monte Carlo realizations, the total mass varies a little less than an order of magnitude, 
from 2.77E-2 kg to 5.64E-3 kg of total input mass.  
 
The variable source input due to variations in fracture density and fracture velocity in the 
source area also results in variations of the data-fit windows across the Monte Carlo 
realizations. The “# of data points” variable indicates the number of output times within 
each MC realization where the plume has detached from the source zone, but mass has 
yet to be lost to the domain boundaries. As seen in Table 4.4, the data-fit windows from 
which the macrodispersivity values are calculated vary over all the Monte Carlo 
realizations with a minimum of 3 data points to a maximum of 9 data points contributing 
to calculations. On average, the plume has detached from the source by ~9000 days 
into the model simulation and it starts to exit the model by ~14000 days, which brackets 
the data-fit window that is available for the determination of macrodispersivity values. 
This is seen in Figure 4.7 superimposing the plume envelopes of all the 36 MC 
realizations included within Guelph2DXZ model. 

 

Figure 4.7: Aggregate of relative concentrations from 36 Monte Carlo realizations for 2D large-
scale model. Plume envelopes shown by plotting values equal to or greater than 1E-6.  (a) 9000 
days: the plumes from an average number of realizations have just detached from source.  (b), 
14000 days: the plumes from an average number of realizations have reached downgradient 
boundary. Point source located in a fracture intersected by dotted red line. 

Even though these models have equivalent flow and fracture networks, the variable 
solute input could call into question the equivalency of the Monte Carlo realizations and 
whether it might impact the resulting macrodispersivity values. Thus, it was necessary 
to investigate if variability seen in the total mass correlated with variability seen with 
other model outputs. Table 4.6 shows the correlation between the input mass and all 
these values. It is shown that the variability in the input mass of the 36 Monte Carlo 
realizations is moderately correlated to the solute input fracture length and is extremely 
strongly correlated to the horizontal velocity within the solute input fracture, with a 
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.945. Their correlation plots are seen in Figure 4.8. 
This correlation is reasonable based on the source condition used in the model set-up. 
A faster groundwater velocity within the solute input fracture allows more mass to enter 
the model over the fixed time period the source is active. These models are impacted by 
local-scale heterogeneities. The stochastic approach of the MoM should accommodate 

(a) (b) 
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for this. In the future, the source term can be modified to better confine the amount of 
mass input into each Monte Carlo realization through the introduction of a porous 
medium block about the point source solute or by modifying the Monte Carlo 
realizations to deactivate their point source when a maximum input mass is reached. 
However, additional correlation tests are necessary to determine if the variable mass 
caused by the source term impacts the resulting macrodispersivity values from the 
MoM. 

Table 4.6: Table correlating variability seen in the solute input mass from each model to all the 
other relevant variables in the study. A dark green highlight denotes an extremely strong 
correlation and gradates down to no highlight denoting no correlation between variables. 

Input Mass Correlated to Various Model Variables from 2D Monte Carlo Realizations 

Input Mass (kg) Correlated to: 

Pearson 
Correlation 
Coefficient: r 

T-test: p-
value 

T-test: 
Significant? 

F
ra

c
tu

re
 S

ta
ti

s
ti

c
s

 

P10 - X (frac/m) -0.275 8.1E-58 YES 

P10 - Z (frac/m) -0.024 4.1E-59 YES 

X Length - Avg (m) -0.015 1.7E-59 YES 

Z Length - Avg (m) -0.291 1.5E-65 YES 

Input Fracture Length (m) 0.419 1.2E-17 YES 

Input Fracture Horizontal Velocity (m/s) 0.945 8.7E-24 YES 

M
o

d
e
l 
O

u
tp

u
ts

 

Bulk Flow, QB (m3/s) 0.056 8.7E-24 YES 

KB (m/s) 0.053 8.7E-24 YES 

Fracture Porosity (%) -0.015 1.3E-23 YES 

Input Mass (kg) 1.000     

Plume Velocity (m/s) -0.041 4.3E-03 YES 
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Figure 4.8: Dependence of input mass on fracture properties, 36 Monte Carlo realizations. (a) 
correlation with fracture length. (b) correlation with flow velocity in fracture. 

Given that the models are statistically equivalent based on multiple model properties 
outlined in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, including KB, and the variability of the input mass in 
the Monte Carlo realizations correlates only with local-scale heterogeneities such as the 
input fracture velocity, these models can be accepted as valid for determining the 
average macrodispersivity values associated with the modelled formation. The average 
data-fit window for calculating these values extends from 9000 days to 14,000 days, 
when the plume has detached from the source zone and spreads at a constant rate. 
With each realization’s individual data-fit window identified, a macrodispersivity value is 
calculated for each Monte Carlo realization using Eq. 11 to Eq. 17. The 1st and 2nd 
moments of the 36 modelled plumes and the resulting distribution of macrodispersivities 
are shown in Figure 4.9. Given enough Monte Carlo realizations, a relatively normal 
distribution of macrodispersivities is found for the modelled formation. As seen in Figure 
4.9, the average longitudinal macrodispersivity, AL, is 24.287 m and the average 
transverse vertical macrodispersivity, AVT, is 0.060 m.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.9: Plot illustrating the Method of Moments: (a) centroid position,  (b) variance, (c) 
resulting macrodispersivity value for each of the 36 Monte Carlo realizations in the x-direction 
(longitudinal), and (d) centroid position, (e) variance, (f) resulting macrodispersivity value in the z-
direction (transverse vertical), all over individual data-fit windows for each realization. 

A qualitative check was performed to see if enough Monte Carlo realizations were 
included to obtain normally distributed macrodispersivity values. Normal quantile plots 
were created, focusing on AL and AVT, as seen in Figure 4.10. The empirical distribution 
of the macrodispersivity values is compared to a theoretical normal quantile, plotted as 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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the rank-based z-score. Given that the empirical distribution produced by the MoM 
forms a nearly linear trend when plotted against the theoretical normal distribution, there 
are enough realizations included within this study for the data to approach a normal 
distribution. Thus, the macrodispersivity values from the 36 Monte Carlo realizations 
converge to some average in the longitudinal and transverse vertical directions, 
respectively. Average macrodispersivity values have been found for this modelled 
fractured formation. 

 

Figure 4.10: Normal Quantile Plots (Q-Q plots) showing the distribution of the (a) calculated 
longitudinal macrodispersivity and (b) transverse vertical macrodispersivity from 36 Monte Carlo 
realizations to theoretically generated normal quantile distributions denoted by the rank-based Z-
score. 

Due to the orientation of Guelph2DXZ in the XZ plane, there are no moments calculated 
in the Y-direction for these models. Thus, it is not possible from the 2D model to say 
anything on the transverse horizontal, or Y-direction, of flow, nor the transverse 
horizontal component of plume spreading. Thus, the reduction of the modelling domain 
to 2D results in an incomplete understanding of plume movement. This aspect will be 
addressed in Chapter 5. 
 
As seen in Figure 4.9, variability exists in calculated macrodispersivities of the Monte 
Carlo realizations with the MoM approach. The longitudinal macrodispersivity has a 
standard deviation of 3.237 m and the transverse vertical macrodispersivity has a 
deviation of 0.011 m. Like with the solute input, a quick correlation test was performed 
to investigate if the variability seen in the macrodispersivities is correlated to other 
model properties, focusing on the longitudinal macrodispersivity, transverse vertical 
macrodispersivity, and plume velocity (calculated by Eq. 15, Eq. 16, and Eq. 17). This 
analysis assumes linearity between variables. In Table 4.7, the correlation coefficients 

(a) (b) 
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between the longitudinal macrodispersivity, fracture statistics, and model output 
properties are listed. The longitudinal macrodispersivity correlates weakly with the input 
fracture horizontal velocity and has a medium correlation with the plume velocity and 
transverse vertical macrodispersivity. It should be noted that there is only a very 
weak/no correlation between the longitudinal macrodispersivity and the solute input. 
Based on this observation, the variable input mass across the Monte Carlo realizations 
does not seem to correlate or impact the calculated longitudinal macrodispersivities. 
The stronger correlations with the plume velocity and the transverse vertical 
macrodispersivity are seen in Figure 4.11. There is a negative correlation between the 
longitudinal and transverse vertical macrodispersivities: a larger AL correlates to a 
smaller AVT. There is a weak negative correlation seen between AL and the plume 
velocity. This is reasonable since the plume velocity factors into the calculation of 
macrodispersivity. The transverse vertical macrodispersivity does not correlate with any 
other model parameter, as seen in Table 4.8, other than a weak correlation with the 
solute input mass. These correlations, or the lack thereof, can be accepted as proof that 
the imperfect source condition does not impact the MoM and the calculated 
macrodispersivities. 

Table 4.7: Table correlating variability seen in the calculated longitudinal macrodispersivity from 
each model to all the other relevant variables in the study. A dark green highlight denotes an 
extremely strong correlation and gradates down to no highlight denoting no correlation between 
variables. 

Longitudinal Macrodispersivity Correlated to Various Model Variables from 2D Monte 
Carlo Realizations 

Longitudinal Macrodispersivity (m) Correlated 
to: 

Pearson 
Correlation 
Coefficient: r 

T-test: p-
value 

T-test: 
Significant? 

F
ra

c
tu

re
 S

ta
ti

s
ti

c
s

 

P10 - X (frac/m) -0.076 1.1E-32 YES 

P10 - Z (frac/m) -0.128 5.6E-32 YES 

X Length - Avg (m) -0.138 2.6E-29 YES 

Z Length - Avg (m) -0.086 2.2E-25 YES 

Input Fracture Length (m) -0.058 6.7E-09 YES 

Input Fracture Horizontal Velocity (m/s) -0.221 7.1E-33 YES 

M
o

d
e
l 
O

u
tp

u
ts

 

Bulk Flow, QB (m3/s) -0.114 7.1E-33 YES 

KB (m/s) -0.116 7.1E-33 YES 

Fracture Porosity (%) -0.162 7.1E-33 YES 

Input Mass (kg) -0.184 7.4E-33 YES 

Plume Velocity (m/s) -0.428 7.4E-33 YES 

AL (m) 1.000   

AVT (m) -0.577 8.3E-33 YES 
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Figure 4.11: Plots correlating (a) the longitudinal macrodispersivity within a model realization to 
the vertical transverse macrodispersivity and (b) the longitudinal macrodispersivity to the 
calculated plume velocity.    

 

Table 4.8: Table correlating variability seen in the calculated transverse vertical macrodispersivity 
from each model to all the other relevant variables in the study. A dark green highlight denotes 
extremely strong correlation and gradates down to no highlight denoting no correlation between 
variables. 

Transverse Vertical Macrodispersivity Correlated to Various Model Variables from 2D 
Monte Carlo Realizations 

Transverse Vertical Macrodispersivity (m) 
Correlated to: 

Pearson 
Correlation 
Coefficient: r 

T-test: p-
value 

T-test: 
Significant? 

F
ra

c
tu

re
 S

ta
ti

s
ti

c
s

 

P10 - X (frac/m) 0.108 2.3E-50 YES 

P10 - Z (frac/m) 0.117 1.2E-58 YES 

X Length - Avg (m) 0.114 1.7E-59 YES 

Z Length - Avg (m) 0.084 1.1E-65 YES 

Input Fracture Length (m) -0.060 1.3E-17 YES 

Input Fracture Horizontal Velocity (m/s) -0.181 1.2E-28 YES 

M
o

d
e
l 
O

u
tp

u
ts

 

Bulk Flow, QB (m3/s) 0.057 1.2E-28 YES 

KB (m/s) 0.058 1.2E-28 YES 

Fracture Porosity (%) 0.146 1.4E-28 YES 

Input Mass (kg) -0.231 3.2E-20 YES 

Plume Velocity (m/s) 0.071 1.3E-23 YES 

AL (m) -0.577 8.3E-33 YES 

AVT (m) 1.000   

(a) (b) 
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Finally, the question of whether the modelled formation within these statistically 
equivalent Monte Carlo realizations is comparable to the Gasport Formation is 
considered. While the model inputs for the fracture network and matrix are informed by 
the Gasport Formation as seen with the model set-up, a final check was performed to 
ensure the 2D Monte Carlo realizations were still representative of a 3D Gasport 
Formation. This requires a comparison to be made between the modelled bulk 
properties of the Guelph2DXZ model set-up and measured bulk aquifer properties 
derived from past field experiments in the Guelph area. Within the Guelph area, multiple 
flow tests were historically performed to find varying scales of bulk hydraulic 
conductivity. Based on the scale of the flow tests, packer testing and pumping tests 
performed within the Guelph/Gasport Aquifer were used as a comparative guide for the 
resulting 2D DFM models’ bulk hydraulic conductivities. A summary table of relevant 
bulk hydraulic properties tests performed in the Guelph area are seen in Table 4.9.  

Table 4.9: Table showing the range of bulk aquifer properties from field tests conducted in the 
Guelph\Gasport Formations and their sources. 

Summary of Bulk Hydraulic Conductivity from Hydraulic Testing in the Guelph Area 

Test Area 
Guelph CRD, 
SEN06  

Guelph CRD, 
SEN07 Guelph Tool, Multiple Wells 

Test Type 
Straddle Packer 
Testing 

Straddle Packer 
Testing 

Conventional 
Straddle Packer 
Testing Pumping Testing 

Arithmetic 
Mean 8.93E-05 8.52E-05 5.94E-06   

Geometric 
Mean 1.55E-05 2.56E-05 3.48E-06   

Min 5.37E-07 2.30E-07 6.01E-07 8.01E-06 

Max 3.76E-04 3.62E-04 1.72E-05 2.98E-05 

The data summarized in Table 4.9 can also be seen plotted in Figure 4.12, illustrating 
the distribution of field measurements in comparison to the Guelph2DXZ model output, 
denoted as “2D MC Realizations Output”. The measurements plotted in for the Sentry 
wells, SEN06 and SEN07, correspond bulk hydraulic conductivities from 1.5 m packer 
testing intervals in the Gasport Formation (Hommersen, 2020; Johnson, 2020; Skinner, 
2019). The bulk hydraulic conductivity measurements reported for the Guelph Tool 
packer testing correspond to a summation of the bulk hydraulic properties over intervals 
of a borehole spanning the full thickness of the Silurian dolostone sequence, including 
the Guelph and Gasport Formation, for multiple boreholes at the study site (Belan, 
2010). Three boreholes, MW24, MW25, and MW367-6, highlighted in red, span both the 
Guelph and Gasport Formations. All other boreholes, in grey, only span the Guelph 
Formation. At Guelph Tool, the packer testing data was summed over the stratigraphic 
sequences spanned by the wells in an attempt to create a larger-scale representation of 
the bulk aquifer properties about each borehole (Belan, 2010). The bulk hydraulic 
conductivities reported from the Guelph Tool pumping test were obtained from the 
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hydraulic analysis conducted where the pump was in a well spanning both the Guelph 
and Gasport Formation and the interpretation was averaged from the hydraulic 
response measured at multiple wells at the Guelph Tool site. Based on the field 
measurements, the Gasport Formation has highly variable aquifer properties typical of 
shorter interval (smaller spatial scale) tests. The bulk hydraulic conductivity varies over 
3 orders of magnitude from 3.76E-4 to 2.3E-7 m/s for the Gasport Formation as 
measured by straddle packer testing. The results from the pumping tests vary over one 
order of magnitude, from 2.98E-5 to 8.01E-6 m/s, due to the larger scale hydraulic test. 
The modelled formation underestimates the bulk hydraulic properties of the Gasport 
Aquifer, where the magnitude of this underestimation depends on the test location and 
type of test. Specifically, the Sentry wells, SEN06 and SEN07, and the pumping test 
results from the Guelph Tool site have average bulk hydraulic conductivities almost an 
order of magnitude larger than the average model output bulk hydraulic conductivity of 
2.99E-6 m/s. The average bulk hydraulic conductivity of the 2D MC Realization output is 
far closer to the average bulk hydraulic conductivity, 5.94E-6 m/s of the packer testing 
conducted throughout the Guelph\Gasport Formations. The 2D MC realizations average 
output bulk hydraulic conductivity still falls within the range of measured bulk hydraulic 
conductivities from the packer testing, as seen in Figure 4.12. However, the modelled 
bulk hydraulic conductivity, due to the stochastically equivalent models, varies very little 
across all MC realizations. For the 36 realizations, the bulk hydraulic conductivity only 
spans from 3.29E-6 to 2.86E-6 m/s as seen in Table 4.4. Based on this observation, the 
DFM models used for this initial validation of the MoM are equivalent to each other but 
do not encompass the geologic variability seen within the Gasport Formation. 

Using an average constant aperture for all the fractures within the modelled formation 
could contribute to the underestimation of bulk flow through the modelled aquifer. 
Additionally, it should be noted that DFM models are representative of fracture-matrix 
formations. However, the Gasport Formation is also known to contain large karstic 
features, such as small vugs and voids (Skinner, 2019), which can greatly contribute to 
the bulk flow, QB, seen in an aquifer. Given the approach used in the DFM simulations 
in this study and not accounting for the karstic features in the Gasport Formation, it is 
reasonable that the 2D MC realizations underestimate the bulk flow and hydraulic 
conductivity compared to the range of conditions observed in the field; however, it falls 
within the range of field conditions. Thus, the DFM models from which the 2D 
macrodispersivities were obtained with the MoM approach, while underestimating bulk 
flow, are still representative of the Gasport Formation.  
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Figure 4.12: Scatter plot showing the output bulk model hydraulic conductivity in relation to 
measured bulk hydraulic conductivities in the Guelph Area reported from Belan (2010), Skinner 
(2019), and Johnson (2020). Plotted atop each distribution of packer data is the geometric mean. 
Hydraulic testing data points for SEN06 and SEN07 correspond to 1.5 m packer testing intervals 
within the Gasport Formation at each well. Data for the packer testing at Guelph Tool corresponds 
to the summation of the hydraulic properties across the intervals tested for all the wells at the 
study site, which are a mix of wells focusing on the Guelph and Gasport Formations. MW24, 
MW25, and MW367-6, extend into the Gasport Formation, and are denoted in red. The hydraulic 
data reported by the pumping test at Guelph Tool was the average response measured at 
observation wells due to pumping at a well spanning the Guelph and Gasport Formations. 

4.5 Sources of Error 

Given the range of geologic variability associated with the Gasport Formation, it would 
be valuable to assess how the uncertainties associated with geologic heterogeneity 
compares to the uncertainties due to MoM. Additionally, it is necessary to understand 
how these uncertainties might impact the range of calculated formation 
macrodispersivities. Once the impacts of dimensionality are assessed and uncertainty is 
better quantified, these macrodispersivity values can be applied to represent solute 
transport within a regional EPM framework. 
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As seen in Figure 4.13, the model inputs are within the highly variable range of matrix 
properties measured through small-scale physical properties tests taken from core 
samples in the Gasport Formation. It should be noted that the matrix porosity and 
hydraulic conductivity input for the matrix corresponds to the arithmetic average. Given 
the amount of variability seen in the matrix hydraulic conductivity seen in Figure 4.13, 
the use of an arithmetic average potentially overestimates the matrix hydraulic 
conductivity. However, when comparing the resulting bulk hydraulic conductivity of the 
2D Monte Carlo models to bulk flow properties found through packer testing and 
pumping testing in the area as seen in Figure 4.12, the modelled bulk flow 
underestimates the total flow through the Gasport Formation by an order of magnitude, 
but still remaining within the geological margin of error. Thus, the modelled formation in 
Guelph2DXZ is similar to the Gasport Formation. 

 

Figure 4.13: Scatter plot showing the distribution of matrix properties, mainly the (a) matrix 
porosity and (b) matrix hydraulic conductivity in relation to the model inputs for the matrix. 
Gasport core samples are a combination of core samples for the Gasport Formation from the 
SEN06 and SEN07 in the Guelph area and DAV01 in Halton Hills. 

To estimate how the hydrogeological uncertainty may affect the macrodispersivity, we 
consider Figure 4.12. For the Gasport Formation reported from SEN06 and SEN07 in 
the Guelph area, KB ranges three orders of magnitude, from 3.72E-4 to 2.3E-7 m/s, 
from smaller scale 1.5 m straddle packer hydraulic testing. For the Guelph/Gasport 
Formation reported at Guelph Tool, KB ranges from 1.75E-5 to 6.01E-7 m/s from large 

(a) (b) 
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scale pumping test, and from 6.01E-7 to 1.72E-5 m/s for the summed Thiem derived 
hydraulic conductivity from conventional straddle packer testing. To simulate this 
variability, the bulk hydraulic conductivity of the Guelph2DXZ model is allowed to vary 
one order of magnitude, from 3E-7 to 3E-5 m/s, to estimate its impact on the resulting 
macrodispersivity values. This produces a similar range of bulk hydraulic conductivity 
values to those produced by Belan (2010). Figure 4.12 shows that the range of the 
observed bulk K estimated using the short interval (1.5 m) test zones extends over more 
than an order of magnitude on either side of the mean value reported by the 2D MC 
realizations, with the modelled output falling within that range. This larger variability in 
the data reported by Skinner (2019) and Johnson (2020) are reasonable, due to the 
smaller scale of hydraulic measurement occurring within their respective studies. 
However, this variability may be overestimated when compared to the results of the 
large-scale pumping tests in the Guelph/Gasport Aquifer from Belan (2010). Thus, this 
is an initial attempt to assess how variability in the KB might impact the calculated 
macrodispersivities. Refining the uncertainties in the estimated KB on an appropriate 
scale is vital producing a more accurate representation of how geologic variability might 
impact field-scale macrodispersivity values. Assuming that flow is dominated by flow in 
the fractures, and fracture flow varies as the cube of the aperture, a one-order-of-
magnitude increase in bulk K, denoted as the multiplier FK =10, would give a change in 
the average aperture of: 

 

Eq. 18 

As macrodispersivity increases linearly with fracture aperture (see Eq. 11, Eq. 12, and 
Eq. 13), the macrodispersivity would change in the same proportion. Therefore, a one-
order-of-magnitude increase in bulk K would correspond to an increase in the 
macrodispersivity by a factor Ff. With a mean longitudinal value of AL,mean = 24.287 m 
from Figure 4.9, the maximum becomes: 

  

Eq. 19 

and the minimum becomes: 

 

Eq. 20 

For practical purposes, the longitudinal macrodispersivity for this fractured aquifer could 
lie between about 11 m and 52 m. This simple calculation serves to give a realistic 
estimate of effective macrodispersivity values under hydrogeologic uncertainty. The 
same procedure with the same multiplier was applied to the transverse vertical 
macrodispersivity, resulting in the estimated transverse vertical macrodispersivity 
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ranging from 0.028 m to 0.13 m. 

Thus, the estimated range of macrodispersivity values factoring hydrogeologic 
uncertainty could be far greater than the range found through the MoM given the initial 
approach presented in this study. The uncertainty identified with the MoM-calculated 
macrodispersivities reported in Figure 4.9 is due to the stochastic method and minor 
model differences. This type of uncertainty spans 6.9 m about the longitudinal 
macrodispersivity and 0.022 m about the transverse vertical macrodispersivity, which is 
much smaller than that estimated due to hydrogeologic uncertainty. While it has been 
possible to estimate the impacts of the hydrogeologic uncertainty on the 
macrodispersivity values, future MoM iterations for the Gasport Formation should 
incorporate more of the formation fracture network and matrix variability observed. 
Given all these uncertainties, macrodispersivities obtained in this study will be reported 
with no more than 2 significant figures. 

Assumptions made to create the DFM fracture network representing the Gasport 
Formation could be an additional source of error. Based on the data used to inform the 
model, fracture length could not be inferred. The bedding plane fracture lengths were 
assumed to vary 1 – 100 m. This could be a source of error in the model, as limestones 
and dolostones have been known to contain longer bedding plane fractures 
(Underwood et al., 2003). Additionally, the joint set lengths were informed by statistics 
taken from the overlaying Eramosa Formation. Even though the joint sets in the Gasport 
(Munn, 2012) and the Eramosa Formation have the same orientation, the fracture 
frequencies between the joint sets are at odds. This could be attributed to differences 
between the formations as well as sampling bias of the two fracture logging methods. 
Given the difference between the fracture frequencies of the joint sets for the Gasport 
and Eramosa Formations, using the Eramosa Formation to inform the joint set lengths 
when modelling the Gasport Formation may be a poor estimate. However, some 
estimate from a dolostone unit that has undergone the same stress-field as the Gasport 
Formation is believed to be better than no estimate at all. This source of error is only 
relevant to the 3D DFM models, where the joint set lengths of 0.4 – 7 m are used to 
generate a 3D fracture network. Additionally, the measured fracture statistics for the 
Gasport Formation correspond to a small volume of the total formation. Variability of 
these fractures statistics across the formation is not considered within this study due to 
the limited amount of data. Due to the uncertainties associated with the fracture inputs 
for the MoM approach, future iterations should vary the fracture statistics to produce 
more representative bulk flow across the domain of the model. 
 
The fracture aperture used in this study correlates with the hydraulic aperture of 148 μm 
from packer testing reported by Belan and Munn (Belan, 2010; Munn, 2012). However, 
these average apertures do not agree with those found by Skinner, where an average 
geometric mean aperture for the Gasport Formation is reported as ~280 μm (Skinner, 
2019). This could be due to the averaging that occurs across multiple formations that 
occurs in both Belan and Munn’s studies, leading to a potential underestimation of the 
fracture aperture in the Gasport Formation.  Finally, for simplicity when initially 
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implementing the Method of Moments in a fractured rock aquifer, the distribution of 
fracture lengths was assumed to be uniform across the specified range. The fracture 
aperture was held constant for all fractures within the system. While the current 
approach accounts for some variability in fracture length and location, further studies 
could look at the impacts of differing, non-uniform distributions of fracture lengths and 
apertures. 
 
In 2D, the Guelph2DXZ model set-up was oriented in the XZ plane, representing flow 
through the bedding plane fractures and the minor joint set. The 2D model orientation 
could have contributed to some error in the transverse vertical macrodispersivity value. 
If the 2D DFM model for the MoM approach was oriented so that the bedding plane 
fractures and the major joint set were modelled, potentially the plume could spread 
differently resulting in a larger transverse vertical macrodispersivity that may also 
reduce the longitudinal macrodispersivity given the known influence of the transverse 
spreading on plume front retardation in the longitudinal direction (Freeze & Cherry, 
1979). However, this is just conjecture, since no study has been performed on the 
sensitivity of the calculated macrodispersivities to fracture frequency, since the major 
and minor joints sets in this instance would only differ by ~0.12 fractures/m. Additional 
iterations of the MoM should be performed, investigating the sensitivity of the calculated 
macrodispersivities to inputs such as fracture frequency. 
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5 Linking 2D to 3D: The Source Area Models 

5.1 3D/2D DFM Model Set-Up for Comparison of Model 
Dimensionality 

Given the need to reduce the dimensions of the DFM model from 3D to 2D so that 
diffusion could be accurately modelled at a field scale, it becomes necessary to 
investigate the impacts of dimensionality on plume moments. 3D source area models 
were created for comparison with the 2D field-scale DFM models. The source area 
models have a limited domain with respect to the Guelph2DXZ model set-up. The 
fracture frequencies of the bedding plane and joint sets forces a fine discretization of the 
3D model. It was necessary to find a domain size that satisfied the necessary fracture 
statistics and discretization about the fractures while staying within the capacity of the 
computer. For the computer used within this study, 3D DFM models failed if there were 
more than 70 million nodes. This resulted in a domain size of 40 m x 25 m x 25 m for 
the 3D source area models. This is shown in relation to the Guelph2DXZ model set-up 
in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1: 3D Source area model orientation in relation to the field-scale Guelph2DXZ model. 

A 3D source area model with two realizations was created. The first realization is 
labelled as “3D Source Area Model 1” and abbreviated as 3D_1. The second realization 
is labelled as “3D Source Area Model 2” and abbreviated as 3D_2. While the fracture 
networks are statistically equivalent, there are slight differences between these 
realizations with regards to the point solute input location and output time steps. These 
differences do not have a major impact on the results. For the 3D Source Area Model 1, 
the solute input source is centered within a horizontal fracture in the modelling domain 
at X = 10 m as opposed to X = 15 m in the Guelph2DXZ model. The 3D Source Area 
Model 2 has the solute input source located at X = 8.6 m. This places the solute at the 
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intersection of a bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Another difference between the 
1st and 2nd 3D realizations is the output concentration times. For the 1st realization, the 
last output time step was at 10,000 days. For the 2nd realization the output times were 
set to be equivalent with the Guelph2DXZ model, resulting in a last output time step of 
15,000 days. For the 3D DFM models, it took approximately one hour to run the pre-
processing steps, 21 hours to execute “phgs.exe” using parallel processing with 6 CPUs 
dedicated to the process, and 18 hours for post-processing steps to convert the HGS 
outputs into a plottable format. See Appendix A.1.5 for more detail, as the same steps 
for the 2D DFM model are applied to the 3D DFM models. In order for a flow solution to 
be reached within a reasonable time frame, the 3D source area models were run as 
finite difference models. Additionally, the transport time weighting term was set to be 
fully implicit to reduce computation time. Other HGS time step controls remained 
identical to that used with the 2D DFM models. 

An example of the 3D source area model with the fracture set orientations is seen in 
Figure 5.2. The 3D domain includes all 3 fracture sets within the Gasport Formation. 
The bedding plane fracture frequency is informed by P10-Z; the major joint set is 
informed by P10-Y; the minor joint set is informed by P10-X. Given that fractures in 3D 
are planes, the bedding plane fractures are defined by the range of fracture lengths in 
the Z- and Y-directions; the minor joints are defined by the range of fracture lengths in 
the X- and Y-directions; the major joints are defined by the range of fracture lengths in 
the Z- and X-directions, as reported in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the bedding 
plane fractures are truncated to 40 m due to the reduced model domain. Because of 
issues implementing 3D fracture networks with RFGen, there is no distinction between 
fracture lengths based on the fracture set. All fracture planes that are oriented in the X-
direction will have a fracture length of 1.0 – 40 m, resulting in the major joint set having 
fracture lengths up to 40 m. This is not representative of jointing that occurs in 
dolostones like that of the Gasport Formation. 
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Figure 5.2: Example of the 3D source area model showing the orientation of the major and minor 
joint sets and bedding plane fractures. This set-up and fracture network correspond to the 1st 3D 
realization, “3D Source Area Model 1”. The groundwater flow direction is indicated by the light 
blue arrows. The location of the 2D XY slice model is indicated by the dark blue line. The location 
of the 2D XZ slice model is indicated by the dark red line. The fracture networks that are 
intersected at these slices are converted into the fracture network within the 2D slice models 
oriented in the XY and XZ planes. The slice models should intersect the solute input point. 

Two comparisons were performed with the 3D source area model realizations. For the 
first comparison, the fracture network remained constant while the dimensionality of the 
model was reduced. This was performed by extracting the fracture network at a 2D slice 
and running a comparative 2D model, as seen in Figure 5.2 with the dark blue and dark 
red lines representing the slice locations. The 3D models were sliced at the location of 
the solute source. For the first realization, this creates a vertical (XZ) slice at Y = 12.6 m 
and a horizontal (XY) slice at Z = 13 m. For the second realization, the corresponding 
slices are located at Y = 13.4 m and Z = 12.4 m. Flow and transport were solved for 
each slice, and the moments of the 2D and 3D plumes were calculated with time. The 
output concentration data comparing transport in the 3D source area models to the 
corresponding 2D slice models plotted at 7000 days is shown for the 1st and 2nd source 
area model realizations in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: 1st realization of the source area model, “3D Source Area Model 1”. 2D Slice models 
derived from the source area model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 
m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is 
plotted for 7000 days, when most of the plumes began detaching for the 2D Monte Carlo 
Realizations. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z 
= 13 m. (c) 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. 
(d) 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (e) 2D Concentration 
output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 

        7000 days (a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

3D Source 
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Figure 5.4: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model, “3D Source Area Model 2”. 2D Slice 
models derived from the source area model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed 
at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. 
Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 7000 days, when most of the 
plumes began detaching for the 2D Monte Carlo Realizations. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are 
ignored. (a) 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) 2D XY view of the 3D 
envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope 
plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (e) 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ 
Slice model.  

The second comparison was performed by reducing the domain from the Guelph2DXZ 
field-scale Monte Carlo realizations to be equivalent to the 3D source area models, 
creating a subset of the output data. Thus, the subset of the Guelph2DXZ models have 
a domain spanning 40 m x 1 m x 25 m, with the solute source being situated in a similar 
location to the 3D source area models. This reduced domain is shown in blue in Figure 
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5.1 as the area of the Guelph2DXZ model domain that intersects the 3D Source Area 
Model. The moments of the subset Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations were re-
evaluated under this new domain constraint.  

With these three model types, the moments were calculated and compared looking at 
the impacts of dimensionality. Because mass is retained in the reduced modelling 
domain only for a short time which is insufficient for the calculation of 
macrodispersivities, the results can only be compared in terms of the moments. These 
moments were used as a comparative gauge for transport. Due to mass leaving the 
model domains within 70 days, the moments of the plume only describe the mass that 
remains in the domain, not the whole solute plume. This analysis focuses on late-time 
data, where moments are considered after 7000 days. This corresponds to the 
beginning of the approximate data-fit window for some of the Guelph2DXZ models 
where the solute plumes have begun to detach from the source zone and are spreading 
at a constant rate.  

Finally, the 3D source area models were used to estimate the transverse horizontal 
macrodispersivity for the modelled formation. To accurately estimate the average plume 
movement over time in 3D, the plume must remain within the domain. Since mass 
leaves the modelling domain after 70 days for the 3D source area models, this analysis 
is limited to the early time data, identified as any time before 70 days since the start of 
the transport model. Data before 50 days was identified to be highly impacted by local 
scale heterogeneities and was eliminated from consideration. Given this time constraint, 
the relationships between the plume variances must be used as a proxy for the 
relationship between macrodispersivities. Also, given the focus being on late-time data, 
the built-in moment calculations provided by HGS had to be used for calculations relying 
on early time data. Since the transverse dispersivities are not dependent on observation 
scale (Zech et al., 2019), and thus are not as sensitive to local heterogeneities and the 
impacts of using early time data, the relationship between the transverse vertical and 
transverse horizontal variances were used to estimate the transverse horizontal 
macrodispersivity. The ratio of variances was calculated by: 
 

 

Eq. 21 
 

where  is the variance in the transverse vertical direction and  is the variance in 
the transverse horizontal direction. This relationship was evaluated over the early-time 
period of 50 – 70 days. Given that a transverse vertical macrodispersivity was 
calculated with the Guelph2DXZ model, this relationship will allow for the estimation of 
the transverse horizontal macrodispersivity.  
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5.2 2D – 3D Model Dimensionality Comparison 

To apply the macrodispersivities found in the 2D DFM models to a 3D EPM model, the 
impacts of dimensionality for DFM models are evaluated. The 3D source area models, 
2D slice models, and Guelph2DXZ subset models created for this portion of the study 
and their output fracture statistics and bulk properties are listed in Table 5.1 and Table 
5.2. Due to the difference in bulk properties between the 3D source area models and 
the 2D slice models, the slices are not a good representation of transport occurring in 
the corresponding 3D source area model. The 2D slice models have identical fracture 
networks as compared to the 2D plane within the 3D models they were derived from, as 
seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. However, these 2D models do not result in equivalent 
bulk flow. The bulk hydraulic conductivity in the 2D slice models spans ~8E-7 m/s – 3E-
6 m/s. While the variability in the bulk hydraulic conductivity of the 2D slice models is 
small in a hydrogeologic context, this variability impedes on a controlled model 
comparison across dimensions. The 3D source area model realizations’ bulk hydraulic 
conductivities are 3.02E-6 m/s and 3.00E-6 m/s. This is comparable to the bulk 
hydraulic conductivity of the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations, seen in Table 4.4, 
which ranges from 3.19E-6 – 2.86E-6 m/s and corresponds to a standard deviation of 
7.6E-8 m/s. When the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations are further limited by the 
domain, as reported in the “Subset Domain Guelph2DXZ MC realizations” in Table 5.1, 
the deviation about the mean increases to 3.1E-7 m/s. The bulk hydraulic conductivity of 
some of the 2D slice models falls outside of the range of expected values based on 
prior modelling. The more highly variable bulk hydraulic conductivity seen in the 2D slice 
models is due to the reduction in the domain. The fracture statistics corresponding to 
the 2D slice models are highly variable depending on where the plane slices through the 
3D model. When this 2D slice model variability is viewed in relation to the range of flow 
measured within the Gasport Formation, as reported in Figure 4.12, these models still 
fall within the range of bulk hydraulic conductivity seen in the Gasport Formation, as 
compared to the stratigraphically averaged KB from conventional straddle packer testing 
from Belan (2010), and 1.5 m long hydraulic test intervals from Skinner (2019), and 
Johnson (2020).  

The fracture statistics associated with the Guelph2DXZ subset models also differ from 
that of the 3D source area models in fracture frequencies and length. Both realizations 
of the 3D source area models underestimate the fracture densities and overestimate 
fracture lengths with respect to Guelph2DXZ. For the source area model realizations, 
the P10 – X are 0.29 and 0.271 fractures per meter. In the Z-direction, the P10 – Z for 
the 3D source area models is ~0.99 fractures per metre. The fracture lengths of the 
fracture sets within the 3D source area models are higher than the average lengths 
seen in Guelph2DXZ, with 6 m of difference in the average bedding plane fracture 
length. Even with these differences in fracture statistics, the 3D source area models are 
more comparable to the 2D subset domains of the Monte Carlo realizations in 
Guelph2DXZ. The 3D source area models and the Monte Carlo realizations have nearly 
identical model bulk hydraulic conductivities of 3E-6 m/s. While the 2D slice models are 
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generally included in the rest of the figures analyzing the difference between moments 
within the modelled domain, the slice models will not be used to evaluate the impacts of 
dimensionality in a DFM model. The Subset Domain Guelph2DXZ MC realizations will 
serve as a better comparison to gauge the effects of dimensionality due the larger set of 
models available, a total of 36, with more consistent bulk hydraulic conductivity when 
comparing from 2D to 3D. While the 2D slice models are still reasonable models given 
the geologic uncertainty of the Gasport Formation, the bulk hydraulic conductivity 
variability seen in the 2D slice models and the number of models, a total of four, 
obscure and restrict the analysis that could be conducted on the impacts of 
dimensionality.  

Table 5.1: Model outputs comparing the Subset domain of the Guelph2DXZ Models, 3D source 
area models, and 2D slice models. The “2DSlice” set-up holds the fractures constant to that of a 
slice from the 3D source area models. The “Subset domain Guelph2DXZ MC realizations” hold the 
bulk properties more constant to that of the 3D source area models. 

Domain Subset 

Model 

Model Outputs 

Fracture 
Porosity 

Bulk Flow, QB 
(m3/s) 

Cross-
Sectional 
Area (m2) KB (m/s) 

Input 
Mass 

(kg) 

3D_1 0.000231 9.43E-06 625 3.02E-06 7.39E-03 

3D_2 0.000227 9.38E-06 625 3.00E-06 1.23E-02 

2DXYSlice_1 0.000096 9.90E-09 2.5 7.92E-07 8.23E-04 

2DXZSlice_1 0.000245 1.31E-08 2.5 1.05E-06 2.22E-03 

2DXYSlice_2 0.000113 3.78E-08 2.5 3.02E-06 2.73E-03 

2DXZSlice_2 0.000160 2.28E-08 2.5 1.82E-06 2.30E-03 

All Subset 
Domain 

Guelph2DXZ 
MC realizations 

Average 0.000247 3.70E-07 25 2.96E-06 2.00E-02 

Standard 
Deviation 0.000025 3.91E-08 0 3.13E-07 4.95E-03 

 

Table 5.2: Model fracture statistics comparing the Subset domain of the Guelph2DXZ Models, 3D 
source area models, and 2D slice models. The “2DSlice” set-up holds the fractures constant to 
that of a slice from the 3D source area models. The “Subset domain Guelph2DXZ MC realizations” 
hold the bulk properties more constant to that of the 3D source area models. 

Domain Subset 

Model 

Fracture Statistics 

P10-X P10-Y 
P10-
Z 

Average 
X-Length 

Average 
Y-Length 

Average 
Z-Length 

3D_1 0.29 0.299 0.991 29.293 3.55 9.106 

3D_2 0.271 0.325 0.994 30.023 3.569 8.269 

2DXYSlice_1 0.313 0.328 - 29.873 3.637 - 

2DXZSlice_1 0.326 0.442 - 31.586 3.816 - 

2DXYSlice_2 0.373 - 1.292 28.764 - 9.8 
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2DXZSlice_2 0.275 - 0.913 26.847 - 9.147 

All Subset 
Domain 

Guelph2DXZ 
MC realizations 

Average 0.345 - 1.327 24.047 - 7.117 

Standard 
Deviation 0.053 - 0.156 1.862 - 0.591 

The limited domain size impacts the analysis of the 3D/2D dimensionality effect. Since 
the source area models are losing mass to the domain boundaries, it is not possible to 
calculate macrodispersivities. Additionally, it is not possible to compare the spreading of 
the plume given that the full extent of the plume is cut off by the limited domain size. 
The dimensionality comparison is therefore focused on the plume moments of the mass 
remaining within the model domain over time as an indicator of solute transport.  

The moments of the 3D source area model and 2D slice model are shown in Figure 5.5. 
As seen with the total mass remaining within the model domain, more than half of the 
total mass within each model leaves the 3D and 2D slice modelling domains within 1000 
days. There is variability in the moments between the 3D source area model 
realizations. It could be due to the random fracture generation and fracture density 
immediately about the source area. Additionally, it could be due to the change in source 
placement for the 2nd 3D source area model so that the source intersected a “horizontal” 
fracture in 3D, 2DXZ, and 2DXY. Given the small number of model realizations in 3D it 
is not possible to perform as in-depth an analysis in 3D as was done for the 2D MC 
realizations. It is assumed that the cause of the variability seen in the 
macrodispersivities from the Guelph2DXZ model can be extended to the 3D models. 
Thus, the random placement of the fractures about the source is believed to be the 
main cause of variability in the moments seen in the 3D source area model realizations. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the plume moments within the restricted domains of the source area 
models. Plotted are the (a) total mass, (b) X centroid, (c) Y centroid, (d) Z centroid, (e) X variance, 
(f) Y variance, (g) Z variance of the 2 source area models realizations and their corresponding 2D 
slice models.  

As seen in Figure 5.5, some of the moments for the 2D slices are zero due to the 
reduced dimensionality. The 2D moments from the slice models show some deviation 
from the 3D moments of the corresponding source area models. While the slices are 
included, the moments produced from the 2D slice models correspond to models with a 
lower bulk hydraulic conductivity than the 3D source area models, as seen in Table 5.1. 
This was a by-product of how the dimensions were reduced in the 3D slice models, 
making comparison difficult between the 2D slice models and corresponding 3D source 
area models. 

The subset domains of the Guelph2DXZ models provide a better comparison to the 3D 
source area models due to the matching modelled bulk hydraulic conductivity. The 
moments for the 36 realizations of the Guelph2DXZ model set-up are plotted against 
the 3D source area models and 2D slice models in Figure 5.6. There are no calculated 
moments for the Guelph2DXZ model in the Y-direction. More mass enters the subset 
modelling domain for the Guelph2DXZ model realizations. The variability in total mass 
for the Guelph2DXZ realizations is due the variability in the horizontal fracture velocity 
experienced at the solute input point from the randomly generated fracture networks, as 
seen in Figure 4.8. It is assumed that the variable fracture velocity impacts the total 
mass of the 3D source area models as well. Mass is lost over time due to the restricted 
domain; however, a larger proportion of mass remains in the model over time compared 
to the 3D source area models. The variability in the centroid position for the subset 
domain of the Guelph2DXZ models spans more than 10 m in the X-direction and 5 m in 
the Z-direction. The variability of the variance spans approximately 80 m2 in the X-
direction and 20 m2 in the Z-direction. Furthermore, there is no constant trend in the 
variance of the mass of the plume remaining in the subset domain: some plumes have 
constantly increasing variance about the centroid, others have variance decrease as 
more mass is flushed out of the modelled domain. From the analysis of the full-scale 
Guelph2DXZ models, it was found that the variability seen in the macrodispersivities, 
which were derived from the plume moments, was due to the random fracture 
placement and not the source term as seen through the analysis in Section 4. Thus, it 
can be concluded that the variability in the moments seen about the subset domain of 
the Guelph2DXZ models is still due to random fracture placement and fracture 
interconnectivity within the statistically equivalent fracture networks.  

The moment variability seen in the Guelph2DXZ model realizations encompass the 
variability seen in the two realizations of the 3D source area model. Given that the 
variability in the 2D models obscures any potential differences in transport between the 
2D and 3D models, more model realizations in 3D would allow a more rigorous 
stochastic analysis, where the distribution of moments over time could be compared. 
However, when limiting the analysis to the existing models, it is seen that over time the 
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mass within the restricted domain is being transported similarly in the Guelph2DXZ and 
the 3D source area models. The transport seen within the 3D source area models lies 
within the range of solute transport and spreading seen in the limited 2DXZ domain. 
Therefore, based on this limited analysis, transport is similar within the 2D and 3D 
domains, and the macrodispersivities found in the Guelph2DXZ model can be applied to 
3D.  

As mentioned before, this analysis is limited by the domain of the 3D model. Due to the 
model size, computing power, and working memory available, the 3D models were 
limited to ~70 million nodes. The density of the fracture network and the number of 
nodes necessary between each fracture pair limited the 3D domain to a size of 40 m x 
25 m x 25 m. This domain size is not large enough to encompass a full plume. The 
truncated domain could have restricted the potential difference between the 2D and 3D 
moments. Additionally, early time data cannot be used to evaluate plume moments due 
to the impacts of local-scale velocity contrasts and the fracture network immediately 
about the source area dominating solute transport, and the limited influence of matrix 
diffusion on the solute movement at early time due to limited fracture surface area. 
Therefore, this comparison should be seen as only a first approximation of the effects of 
dimensionality. Nevertheless, the uncertainty arising is well within the range of 
uncertainties from other sources. A more accurate comparison could be obtained with 
an increase in computing power. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of plume moments within the restricted domains of the source area 
models, corresponding slice models, and Guelph2DXZ model domain subsets. Plotted are the (a) 
total mass, (b) X centroid, (c) Y centroid, (d) Z centroid, (e) X variance, (f) Y variance, (g) Z 
variance. 

5.3 2D – 3D Model Comparison for Estimating a Transverse 
Horizontal Macrodispersivity 

The 3D source area model realizations allow for a rough estimate of the transverse 
horizontal macrodispersivity to be made. The results of the variance comparison in the 
transverse directions are seen in Figure 5.7. The mass remains relatively constant over 
the plotted time. The plumes generally remain within the source area modelling domain. 
The transverse variances were evaluated over time, and both the Y-variance and Z-
variance are seen to increase over time at a constant rate, while the ratio of Z- to Y-
variance remains relatively constant over time. The average ratio of Z- to Y-variance 
over the two models for the time period of 50-70 days was found to be 0.477. While a 
standard deviation is reported, it is not considered relevant due to the small sample size 
of 3D source area model realizations. It does indicate that this relationship is variable. 
More source area model realizations would help to improve this estimation. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the transverse variances over time. (a) mass in source area model 
realizations at early-time before the plume begins leaving the model domain. (b) Y-variance, or 
variance in the transverse horizontal direction. (c) Y-variance, or variance in the transverse 
vertical direction. (d) calculated ratio with time of the Z-variance to the Y-variance. 

A transverse horizontal macrodispersivity can be estimated for the formation. With the 
transverse vertical macrodispersivity of 0.06 m found with the Guelph2DXZ models, the 
transverse horizontal macrodispersivity can be estimated by: 

 

Eq. 22 

With Eq. 22, an estimated transverse horizontal macrodispersivity of ~0.13 m is 
obtained. With some estimate for the three directional macrodispersivities, 2D and 3D 
EPM modelling better representing the modelled fractured formation can be performed. 
Because only two models contribute to the estimated relationship between the 

(a) 

(b) (c) (d) 
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transverse macrodispersivities, an independent estimate of uncertainty in the transverse 
horizontal macrodispersivity is not available. However, it can be said that any 
uncertainty in the horizontal macrodispersivity estimate will be due to uncertainty in the 
calculated transverse vertical macrodispersivity. When considering the uncertainty in 
the vertical transverse macrodispersivity from the MoM, this results in a potential range 
of transverse horizontal macrodispersivities of ~0.1 m to 0.15 m. The uncertainty due to 
the estimates of geologic uncertainty result in a larger range of potential transverse 
horizontal macrodispersivities, from ~0.058 m to 0.27. This range was obtained by using 
the estimated range of vertical transverse macrodispersivities calculated in Section 4.5, 
with Eq. 19 and Eq. 20. 
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6 Application to Transport in Fractured Porous Rock: 
Macrodispersivity-Enhanced EPM  

6.1 2D and 3D EPM Model Set-Up 

2D and 3D EPM models are used as a comparison for the appropriateness and utility of 
the macrodispersivity values calculated through the Method of Moments from DFM 
transport solutions. The Guelph2DXZ model was recreated as an EPM model, called 
the “2D EPM Guelph2DXZ comparison model”. The bulk hydraulic conductivities 
informing the EPM models were calculated off the 3D source area models, where the 
flow direction was varied in the axial directions to find KX, KY, and KZ. The EPM models 
are homogenous and anisotropic. The 3D source area model was re-run and flow was 
solved for within the 3D source area models while varying the flow gradient in the x-, y-, 
and z-directions. Using Eq. 6, the anisotropic hydraulic conductivities were calculated 
off additional model runs. The bulk formation porosity was calculated through the 
summation of the average fracture porosity calculated from the Guelph2DXZ Monte 
Carlo realizations (0.0253%) and the model matrix porosity (7.3%), for a value of 
7.3253%. The 2D EPM Guelph2DXZ comparison model provides a juxtaposition to the 
composite of the 36 Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations. The comparison model 
properties and basic domain set-up are listed below in Table 6.1. The domain size and 
source condition of the comparison model are identical to the Guelph2DXZ model set-
up. Flow and transport are solved for and the modelled solute concentration distribution 
for the 2D EPM Guelph2DXZ comparison model is output at identical times to the 2D 
DFM realizations.   

Table 6.1: 2D EPM comparison model porous media properties and domain size. 

Matrix Properties and Domain Set UP – 2D EPM 
Guelph2DXZ Comparison Model 

Value Unit 

Hydraulic Conductivity, KX 3E-6 m/s 

Hydraulic Conductivity, KZ 1.2E-6 m/s 

Total Porosity, ѲB (ѲF + ѲM) 7.3253 % 

Dry bulk density, ρd 
 2486 kg/m3 

Diffusion Coefficient, Deffective 3.88E-10 m2/s 

Tortuosity, τ 0.257 - 

Macrodispersivity, Longitudinal, αL – 2D 24 m 

Macrodispersivity, Transverse, αT – 2D 0.060 m 

Retardation, R 1 - 

Model Length, X 600 m 

Model Length, Z 50 m 

Element Size, X 0.5 m 

Element Size, Z 0.125 m 

Source Location, X 15 m 

Source Location, Z 25 m 

Source Duration 10 days 
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The uncertainties of the MoM-derived macrodispersivities are also considered in this 
comparison (Section 6.3). The resulting uncertainty in solute transport is considered 
using the uncertainty of ~3.5 m in the longitudinal direction and ~0.01 m in the 
transverse vertical direction. Finally, the amount of mass in each DFM realization that 
escapes the MoM-informed EPM approximation was calculated, quantifying the 
difference between the EPM and DFM models (Section 6.2). For this calculation, the 
amount of mass in the DFM models that escapes the 1E-6 envelope delineated by the 
EPM model is compared to the total mass of the corresponding Monte Carlo realization. 
Another, more qualitative comparison is made factoring in the estimated uncertainty in 
the calculated macrodispersivity values due to hydrogeologic variability measured in the 
Gasport Formation (Section 6.3). 

A second comparison was performed focusing on the effects of dimensionality on the 
EPM models (Section 6.4). A 3D EPM model was created for comparison to the 2D 
EPM Guelph2DXZ comparison model. The “3D EPM Guelph2DXZ comparison model” 
properties are seen in Table 6.2. Due to the change in dimensionality, it was necessary 
to increase the element size to minimize the computational demands of the model. The 
macrodispersivity uncertainties due to the MoM and hydrogeologic variability are also 
considered (Section 6.5). 

Table 6.2: 3D EPM comparison model porous media properties and domain size. 

Matrix Properties and Domain Set UP – 3D EPM 
Guelph2DXZ Comparison Model 

Value Unit 

Hydraulic Conductivity, KX 3E-6 m/s 

Hydraulic Conductivity, KY 1.6E-6 m/s 

Hydraulic Conductivity, KZ 1.2E-6 m/s 

Total Porosity, ѲB (ѲF + ѲM) 7.3253 % 

Dry bulk density, ρd 
 2486 kg/m3 

Diffusion Coefficient, Deffective 3.88E-10 m2/s 

Tortuosity, τ 0.257 - 

Macrodispersivity, Longitudinal, αL – 3D 24 m 

Macrodispersivity, Horizontal Transverse, αHT – 3D 0.13 m 

Macrodispersivity, Vertical Transverse, αVT – 3D 0.060 m 

Retardation, R 1 - 

Model Length, X 600 m 

Model Length, Y 75 m 

Model Length, Z 50 m 

Element Size, X 2 m 

Element Size, Y 0.5 m 

Element Size, Z 0.5 m 

Source Location, X 15 m 

Source Location, Y 37.5 m 

Source Location, Z 25 m 

Source Duration 10 days 
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6.2 2D Results within an EPM Framework 

To show how the macrodispersivity-enhanced EPM model compares with the DFM 
approach, a 2D EPM model, with the model properties as listed in Table 6.1, was 
created. Flow and transport were solved for with output times, domain size, and solute 
duration and location equivalent to those used in the Guelph2DXZ DFM model set-up. 
The 2D EPM model uses the calculated macrodispersivities from the MoM to represent 
the transport seen in the DFM models. The composite envelopes of all the 2D DFM 
Monte Carlo realizations from Guelph2DXZ were compared to the anisotropic 2D EPM 
model in Figure 6.1. Each Monte Carlo realization does not necessarily have a 
Gaussian shape. Considering all the Monte Carlo realizations to account for the variable 
placement of the fractures within the fracture network yields an idea of all the potential 
flow and spreading of a plume within the DFM models. The anisotropic EPM model 
overlaps with most of this variation. Visually, the EPM plume seems to enclose most of 
the transport seen with the DFM models. 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of 2D EPM model vs Guelph2DXZ model, at 7000, 9000, 12,000 and 14,000 
days. Concentrations plotted up to 1E-06. 

From Figure 6.1, significant differences between the EPM and DFM plumes are 
apparent at the upgradient end of the plumes. These differences are caused in part by 
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the source condition used with the MoM and by the transport conditions modelled 
between the two modelling methods which leads to differences in plume detachment 
time. The matrix diffusion about the source area for the DFM models leads to a less 
Gaussian shape at early time, where the mass of the plume is skewed towards the 
upgradient source area and concentrated within a smaller portion of the domain. Large 
amounts of mass loading occur from the point source into the surrounding matrix. With 
the EPM model, mass easily diffuses and disperses upgradient, and mass is not 
anchored to the source zone by diffusive mass transverse into low permeability matrix 
with large mass storage at early time. The upgradient plume movement in the EPM 
approximation is not representative of plume movement in a fractured bedrock aquifer. 
Another important difference is that in the MoM model, the macrodispersivity at full 
value is applied throughout the entire time period, whereas in a real-world setting, the 
effective dispersivity would start with a local value at time t=0, gradually growing to the 
formation-specific macrodispersivity value. The ensuing error usually does not 
significantly affect the front of the plume or the downgradient plume shape; however, it 
could contribute to the presence of mass upgradient. The transverse vertical spreading 
is not impacted by the source condition.  

Since these macrodispersivities are to be used to predict plume transport with forward 
transport, or for capture zone modelling with backward transport, where the plume front 
is most relevant for predictive purposes, the difference in plume shape at the upgradient 
end of the plume is a non-issue for future application of macrodispersivities to large-
scale 3D EPM modelling. Thus, it can be concluded that the use of MoM-derived 
macrodispersivities provides a valid approach for EPM models to simulate solute 
transport arrival to receptors (discharge zones, either natural or pumping wells) in 
fractured porous systems. 

The amount of mass that escapes the 2D MoM-informed EPM approximation is 
quantified in Figure 6.2. This figure shows the amount of plume mass lying outside the 
1E-6 contour lines (see Figure 6.1) of the MoM-informed EPM model, using the average 
macrodispersivity value, as calculated for each DFM Monte Carlo realization and plotted 
in light blue (Figure 6.2). For the average of the 36 DFM realizations, the amount of 
mass escaping is plotted with a dark blue dashed line. At early time, there is a great 
amount of variability in whether the EPM approximation encompasses the transport 
seen within each realization. At 1000 days, as much as 16% of the total mass of the 
solute plume is outside of the MoM-informed EPM approximation; however, this 
difference decreases with time, as observed in Figure 6.2. With late-time, the MoM-EPM 
approximation encompasses more of the total mass within the DFM realizations. After 
3000 days the average of the mass difference between the 36 DFM Monte Carlo 
realizations and the EPM approximation is under 1%. At 7000 days, the maximum mass 
difference between a DFM realization and the EPM approximation is ~2.7%, while the 
average is 0.71%. Given that the macrodispersivity values were calculated off of the 
late-time data from the DFM Monte Carlo realizations, for times greater than 7000 days, 
it is reasonable that the field scale EPM approximation is not as valid a representation 
of solute transport at early time. Dispersion is scale dependent, till it approaches a 
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constant spreading rate at late time, denoting transport has reached a “field scale” for a 
given formation. It should be noted that “field-scale” transport is a relative scale, 
dependent on the range of hydraulic properties within a formation. While the field-scale 
dispersion was appropriately represented by the MoM, local scale dispersivities at early 
time are not, resulting in more mass escaping the EPM approximation at early time. 
When considering the average amount of mass within the 36 DFM Monte Carlo 
realizations from Guelph2DXZ of 0.020029 kg, this corresponds to ~0.00014 kg. This 
amount of mass escaping the model is negligible. 

 

Figure 6.2: Plot of the % of mass in 36 DFM Monte Carlo realizations, in light blue, outside of the 
1E-6 boundary delineated by the MoM-informed EPM approximation. The average % of mass 
escaping the DFM Monte Carlo realizations is plotted in dark blue. At early time, more mass 
escapes the EPM approximation with some of the Monte Carlo realizations. 

6.3 Effects of Uncertainty in 2D due to MoM and Gasport Geology 

The uncertainty of the macrodispersivities due to the MoM is investigated with Figure 
6.3. The focus of Figure 6.3 is on late time data, from 7000 days to 14000 days. The 
envelope of the 2D MoM-informed EPM model, in dark blue, is plotted atop the 36 DFM 
Monte Carlo realizations.  
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of MoM-informed EPM forward transport model to Guelph2DXZ composite 
plot of the 36 Monte Carlo Realizations factoring in the standard deviation of the calculated 
macrodispersivities. The 1E-6 envelope corresponding to the MoM-informed EPM model using the 
average macrodispersivities is plotted in dark blue. The 1E-6 envelopes corresponding to the 
standard deviations about the average macrodispersivity values are seen in light blue. Data is 
output at late time, from 7000 days to 14000 days.  

As can be seen in Figure 6.3, the front end of the EPM approximation encompasses 
most of the mass spreading in the longitudinal direction. What becomes evident with the 
comparison between the DFM and EPM models is that most of the mass that escapes 
the MoM-informed EPM approximation is in the transverse vertical direction towards the 
front of the plume, again, due to the MoM being unable to account for local scale 
dispersivities at early time. Again, the upgradient difference between the EPM and DFM 
models is visible at early time. The upper and lower deviations about the average 
macrodispersivity result in a difference in the solute transport seen in the EPM models, 
shown as light blue lines, which increases with time. This is most evident with the plume 
front of the EPM approximation. At 7000 days, the plume front is at ~410 m +/- 18 m. At 
12000 days, the plume front is at ~570 m +/- 24 m. A standard deviation of ~3.2 m in the 
longitudinal macrodispersivity results in a variability of ~40 m in the plume front. The 
impacts of the variability in the transverse vertical macrodispersivity are less evident. In 
the transverse vertical direction, the top and bottom of the plume only vary by 1.8 m 
when factoring the standard deviation of the transverse vertical macrodispersivity of 
~0.011.  
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Notwithstanding these uncertainties, the MoM-derived macrodispersivities still provide a 
better insight into appropriate macrodispersivity values for a given formation than 
literature values. These are limited and difficult to use to inform the dispersion process 
in transport modelling. Zech et al. (2015 and 2019) consolidated longitudinal and 
transverse macrodispersivities reported from well controlled tracer tests (conservative 
solute input, source term well defined, regional, radial, or dipole test with pulse inputs 
conducted in granular media, etc., see Zech et. al. (2015, 2019) for more details) in field 
studies from the literature, while Zhou (2007) did the same for longitudinal 
macrodispersivities for fractured media (consolidated tracer experiments with well-
defined conservative solute inputs in fractured media with a “significant contrast 
between the fracture and matrix permeability”, see Zhou et. al. (2007) for more details). 
Zech et al. (2015) reported a range of longitudinal macrodispersivity values spanning 
1.0 – 10.0 m from various porous, unconsolidated formations at the scale of ~600 m. 
Zech et al. (2019) reported a range of 0.1 – 1.0 for the transverse vertical 
macrodispersivity. Zhou et al (2007) reported a range of longitudinal dispersivities of 10 
– 200 m for various fracture formations. The values that are consolidated in these 
literature reviews are formation specific and highly variable. While these literature 
values can provide some perspective for reasonable macrodispersivity values, they 
cannot substitute for calculating or modelling a formation’s macrodispersivity in the field 
through tracer experiments, since macrodispersivities are formation ― thus, within the 
context of a fractured porous medium ―, fracture network specific.  Assuming that the 
DFM models used are representative of the formation, the MoM provides a way to 
better estimate macrodispersivities for regional transport modelling in fractured porous 
formations than using literature values.      

In addition to the MoM-related uncertainty in the macrodispersivity, the uncertainty due 
to hydrogeological heterogeneity must also be considered. The calculations in Section 
4.5 show that for a variation of the bulk hydraulic conductivity of one order of magnitude 
on either side of the mean, the longitudinal macrodispersivity for the Gasport formation 
can range between 11 m and 52 m, and, with a scaling factor applied, the transverse 
vertical macrodispersivity can range between 0.028 m and 0.13 m. This level of 
uncertainty is much larger than that due to the MoM model. In the longitudinal direction, 
the variability about the average seen with the MoM, +/- 3.2 m, is a full order of 
magnitude smaller than the variability estimated due to geologic uncertainties. The 
same is observed with the estimates of variability in the transverse vertical direction. 
The resulting 2D EPM plume considering this range of potential macrodispersivities is 
seen in Figure 6.4, with the plume envelopes corresponding to the minimum and 
maximum macrodispersivity values plotted in red. When factoring in a range of 
macrodispersivity values due to the geologic uncertainty, the potential plume 
advancement becomes less constrained. At 7000 days, the plume front could potentially 
be located anywhere from ~330 to 530 m. In the transverse vertical direction, the plume 
could spread between 34 and 42 m with respect to the source. As compared to Figure 
6.3, the estimated impacts of geologic variability in the Gasport Formation have a much 
larger impact on the resulting EPM solute transport. Thus, it is more important to 
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accurately represent the variability in KB seen in a modelled formation when 
implementing the MoM, as the method itself does not contribute much to the overall 
variability seen in the resulting EPM solute transport. 

 

Figure 6.4: Comparison of MoM-informed EPM forward transport model to the Guelph2DXZ 
composite plot of the 36 Monte Carlo Realizations, factoring in the estimated uncertainty in the 
macrodispersivities due to hydrogeologic uncertainty estimated from the variability measured in 
KB, see Section 4.5. The 1E-6 envelope corresponding to the MoM-informed EPM model using the 
average macrodispersivities is plotted in dark blue. The 1E-6 envelopes corresponding to the 
maximum and minimum values due to hydrogeologic uncertainty are shown in dark red. Data is 
output at late time, from 7000 days to 14000 days. 

6.4 Dimensionality Effects: 2D EPM vs 3D EPM 

Dimensionality is briefly considered for the 2D EPM models. A 3D equivalent model, 
with source and boundary conditions identical to the simple anisotropic 2D MoM 
informed EPM model, was created and the results were compared. Figure 6.5 shows 
the concentration output at 7000 days. The impacts of dimensionality are visually 
apparent. When solute transport is limited to 2D, the plume mass is confined, causing 
the plume front to travel faster and farther in 2D than would be observed in a 3D 
system. In 3D, mass is allowed to spread in three dimensions, leading a larger, more 
dispersed plume in the transverse directions. The plume front advances slower over 
time in 3D as compared to the 2D version. In 2D, the EPM plume front advances at a 
rate of ~34 m per 1000 days, while in 3D, the EPM plume front advances at a rate of 
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~23 m per 1000 days. The difference in the plume front locations between the 2D EPM 
model and the 3D EPM model increases with time.  

 

Figure 6.5: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 7000 
days. (a) 3D view, (b) XY plane view through centre of 3D plume, (c) XZ plane view through centre 
of 3D plume, and (d) 2D XZ EPM model. 

The dimensionality of the models and model type does impact the total plume mass 
within the 2D and 3D EPM and DFM models. This is due to the Type-1 source condition 
used across the models, which results in identical flow and transport boundary and 
initial conditions but variable total plume mass for individual models. The identical 
source inputs interact with the nodes surrounding the source differently in each model 
type. In 3D, there are more nodes adjacent to the source into which mass can diffuse 
and disperse while the source term is active. Thus, the 3D models correspond to 
plumes with a higher total mass than the 2D models. The Type-1 source condition also 
contributes to the difference in total mass seen in the EPM and DFM models. Mass 
more readily enters higher conductivity equivalent porous media nodes about the 
source term in the EPM model, in comparison to the DFM models. Due to the 
differences in how the source condition interacts with the model domains and model 
types, the total plume mass is not a good parameter for determining the impacts of 
dimensionality on plume movement. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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6.5 Effects of Uncertainty in 3D due to MoM and Gasport Geology 

The effect of variations of macrodispersivity values due to MoM uncertainty and 
geologic uncertainty was explored in 3D as well. The impact of macrodispersivity 
uncertainty due to the MoM on the EPM solute transport is seen in Figure 6.6, which 
shows the result of a 3D EPM forward transport simulation. The potential range of the 
plume in terms of the 1.0E-6 contour is plotted (in light blue) atop the average value. 
These results, focusing on the comparison of uncertainties as estimated from the MoM 
and the variability in KB from field measurements, are similar to those obtained in 2D. 
Due to the additional dimension for solute transport, as discussed in Section 6.4, the 
variability about the average model, is smaller. At 7000 days, the plume front ranges 
from ~300 to 349 m, and the lateral boundaries of the plume in the Y- and Z- directions 
only vary 1 to 2 m about the average.  
 

 

Figure 6.6: 3D EPM model, effect of uncertainty due to MoM: (a) 3D view, (b) XY plane view 
through centre of plume, (c) XZ plane view through centre of plume, all at 7000 days. Plume 
envelope corresponds to relative concentration of 1E-6 with average macrodispersivity, minima 
and maxima due to MoM shown in light blue.      

As noted in Section 6.3, there is a higher variability in plume movement when the 
estimated impacts on geologic uncertainty are factored into the 3D EPM forward 
transport models. The effect on the 3D EPM model is shown in Figure 6.7.Error! 
Reference source not found. The variability in the plume front location at 7000 days 
increases to ~100 m, where the front could lie anywhere between 298 m to 402 m. 

Macrodispersivity inputs 

AL,min = 21 m  AL,max = 28 m 

AHT,min = 0.10 m  AHT,max =0.15 m 

AVT,min = 0.049 m AVT,max = 0.071 m 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Additionally, there is a larger variability in the plume boundary in the Y- and Z-directions. 
In the Y-direction, the boundary varies about 5 m about the centroid of the plume. In the 
Z-direction, the boundary varies ~ 2 m.  

 

Figure 6.7: 3D EPM model, effect of uncertainty due to hydrogeologic uncertainty: (a) 3D view, (b) 
XY plane view through centre of plume, (c) XZ plane view through centre of plume, all at 7000 
days. Plume envelope corresponds to relative concentration of 1E-6 with average 
macrodispersivity, minima and maxima due to hydrogeologic heterogeneity estimated from the 
variability measured in KB, see Section 4.5 shown in red.  

The uncertainty explored above focuses on an uncertainty in macrodispersivity values. 
Given that the geologic uncertainty also corresponds to different degrees of bulk flow, a 
greater variability in plume movement is expected when factoring the range of potential 
bulk hydraulic conductivities to the EPM modelling. This was not considered within this 
study so that focus remained on qualifying the variability seen with the MoM. The issues 
that exist with the calculated macrodispersivities are not necessarily limited by the MoM 
itself, but also depend on the DFM models that inform the MoM and their ability to 
encapsulate the total variability of the formation. Given that the DFM models that inform 
the MoM all correspond to an equivalent bulk hydraulic conductivity, the 
macrodispersivity value obtained just represents a potential macrodispersivity value for 
the formation. A more robust analysis, in addition to letting the fracture locations vary, 
as is done with DFM modelling, would also allow the fracture statistics and modelled 
bulk hydraulic conductivities to vary across numerous Monte Carlo realizations resulting 
in a more informed range potential macrodispersivity values. While potentially 

Macrodispersivity inputs 

AL,min = 11 m  AL,max = 52 m 

AHT,min = 0.058 m AHT,max =0.27 m 

AVT,min = 0.028 m AVT,max = 0.13 m 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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computationally intensive, this would result in a more informed range of 
macrodispersivity values for a given formation.  

6.6 Implications for Capture Zone Modelling 

Present standard methodology (Lake Erie Region Source Protection Committee, 2020) 
for the delineation of well capture zones in fractured rock aquifers is based on EPM 
methodology, often using a commercial packages such as the finite element model 
FEFLOW. Assuming that in the limit as the fracture frequency increases, a fractured 
medium will behave much like a porous medium, the model is applied to solve for flow. 
Specific discharge values across element boundaries are calculated by applying 
Darcy’s Law, and converted to groundwater velocities by using the porosity. The 
velocities are then used in a standard particle tracking routine to generate well capture 
zones and wellhead protection areas (WHPAs) according to the requirements of the 
Ontario Clean Water Act of 2006. Uncertainty can be accounted for by embedding the 
particle tracking routine within a Monte Carlo framework where a number of equally 
probable realizations are generated and analyzed. Another option to address 
uncertainty is by varying the porosity, which results in an expansion or contraction of the 
capture zone in proportion of the velocity. A critical evaluation of the various options has 
been presented by Frind and Molson (2018). A more general discussion of the issue of 
uncertainty can be found in a White Paper by the National Groundwater Association 
(2017), with Paul Martin, principal of the local consulting firm Aqua Insight, being one of 
the leading authors.  

This study offers an alternative approach to present state-of-the-art methodology. 
Basically, particle tracking is replaced by transport modelling in a backward mode, 
where uncertainties, including the dominant uncertainty due to hydrogeological 
heterogeneity, could be accounted for in the macrodispersivity. Although the 
methodology still needs to be refined and the uncertainties associated to KB need to be 
better represented and quantified, it represents a viable option.   

Numerous uncertainties need to be accounted for in capture zone delineation, including 
matrix porosity, effective fracture porosity, and bulk hydraulic conductivity. Additional 
structural variability in stratigraphic thickness and extent of the modelled hydrogeologic 
units adds to the uncertainty in capture zone delineation. Variability in these properties 
impact the modelled bulk flow and solute transport in EPM modelling. Multiple model 
scenarios can be explored while varying these properties to create informed wellhead 
protection areas, where all potential routes of solute transport are accounted for, given 
the known uncertainties. Currently, the impacts that fractures have on solute transport 
are not well accounted for in EPM-based capture zone modelling. In regard to the 
Gasport Formation, highly mobile pathways in the form of permeable fractures and 
karstic features exist, further complicating the EPM assumption that must be made for 
regional scale modelling.  Macrodispersivities are not always easy to determine and 
constrain. Using the Method of Moments on DFM simulations allows for reasonable 
macrodispersivity values to be determined for a modelled fractured porous rock aquifer 
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which also account for the effects of the fracture network on the dispersion within this 
fractured aquifer.   
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7 Limitations of the MoM 

The Method of Moments approach for modelling and quantifying macrodispersivities 
within fractured porous media does have limitations. Like all models, the MoM approach 
is limited by the modelling software, the scale and type of heterogeneous geologic 
structures chosen to be most representative within the modelled formation, and the 
quality of the data that exists or its interpretation used to inform the DFM models. HGS 
was used as the main DFM modelling software. Given the computational limits of the 
DFM models, the maximum possible domain size for the 2D DFM models is controlled 
by the fracture network density. The number of modelled fractures constrains the model 
domain size, which should be large enough to simulate solute plumes at the field-scale 
while containing enough nodes in the matrix adjacent to fractures to account for matrix 
diffusion. Additionally, RFGen only generates orthogonal fracture networks, which is 
reasonable for the sedimentary rock system that is the focus of this study. This 
approach was not applied to other types of fracture configurations in this study. It is 
unknown if this approach would work for all types of fracture formations, such as 
fractured granite. Currently, with HGS, the MoM methodology has only been applied to 
one formation, the Silurian dolostone sequence, that is well-characterized by dense 
orthogonal fracture sets in the Guelph, Ontario research study sites. As well, karst 
features have not been accommodated in this work.   

Furthermore, computational constraints due to the available hardware may also 
constrain the dimensionality of the model. The impacts of dimensionality are easily seen 
in the EPM models in Figure 6.5; the same cannot be said for the DFM models due to 
computational limits truncating the solute plume about the source area. While attempts 
were made to estimate the transverse horizontal macrodispersivity, there is a lot of 
uncertainty associated with this estimation. The MoM approach could be used with 
other modelling software, should it exist, and computing approaches that can better 
handle 2D and 3D DFM modelling.  

Finally, the MoM approach is limited by the quality of the input data available to inform a 
field-representative DFM model, necessary to inform the formation-specific 
macrodispersivities. If the model created is to represent a certain formation, the DFM 
method requires numerous inputs that are best obtained from high-resolution depth-
discrete characterization, including the quantification of fracture statistics from angled 
and vertical boreholes and outcrop mapping along different orientations, including 
fracture lengths, frequencies, and apertures. Without these data, reasonable inputs 
must be estimated from literature values resulting in highly uncertain DFM models. 
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8 Recommendations 

One of the main goals of this study was to implement and validate the Method of 
Moments approach for estimating plume migration in fractured sedimentary bedrock 
formations. While this was attained, many assumptions were made for simplicity when 
initially verifying the method. Due to this, it is unknown how some uncertainties and 
variability in DFM model inputs, such as matrix porosity, hydraulic conductivity, fracture 
aperture, and fracture aperture and length distributions will impact the distribution of 
calculated macrodispersivities. The sensitivity of the Method of Moments to varying 
DFM input properties should be further investigated. Currently, the MoM is applied to a 
DFM model with a fixed bulk hydraulic conductivity and constant aperture fracture 
network, which is known to be an oversimplification of the natural fractured rock system 
it is intended to represent. Given that the Gasport Formation has a variable bulk 
hydraulic conductivity, an outside estimate had to be made to attempt to factor in the 
variable geology. Ways to adapt the current algorithm of the Method of Moments to a 
more robust formulation factoring more geologic variability at a regional scale should be 
explored. 

Assumptions made about bedding fracture length should also be investigated in 2D and 
in 3D DFM modelling. Issues with the fracture generation in source area models 
impacted the lateral expanse of the bedding plane fractures. The 3D source area 
models’ fracture network should be modified to better reflect the Gasport Formation, as 
the joint sets in the x-direction are overestimated and the lateral extent in the y-direction 
of the bedding plane fractures is underestimated. This error in the fracture network 
could have an impact on the transverse horizontal flow, as the major flow features in the 
transverse horizontal direction to flow were truncated. Additional 3D source area model 
realizations would refine estimation of the transverse horizontal macrodispersivity. With 
2D, the bedding plane fracture length was allowed to vary 2 orders of magnitude. 
However, bedding plane fractures in dolostone and limestone can be much longer than 
100 m, as seen in other formations, and the full extent of the bedding plane fracture 
lengths are unknown in the Gasport Formation. It is worth noting that real bedding plane 
fractures are not smooth, parallel plate fractures and these finite lengths also help to 
represent the variable aperture conditions and local closure of fractures at this scale. It 
should be investigated how sensitive the calculated macrodispersivities are to fracture 
length, as this is one of the least constrained and hardest properties to measure for a 
fractured rock aquifer.  

If computational demands and modelling methodologies change, a larger-scale 3D DFM 
model could be generated for a more robust comparison of dimensionality, perform the 
MoM in 3D, and directly calculate the three directional macrodispersivities. The source 
term should be modified to ensure that all models within the MoM have a consistent 
input mass. Further investigation into the best way to implement the source term for the 
MoM should be explored, including, shifting the term to the edge of the model, using a 
Type-3 source condition, increase the number of fractures where solutes are injected, 
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and modifying the area about the source term to facilitate plume detachment from the 
source area. 

Additional work could be performed to improve or validate the conclusions reached 
within this study. This includes additional fracture mapping studies of the Gasport 
Formation to better inform the DFM modelling. A tracer experiment could be performed 
within the Gasport Formation to calculate macrodispersivities via another method for 
comparison. The Method of Moments could be applied to another fractured rock 
formation to test the general applicability of the method. Finally, while some basic 2D 
and 3D EPM forward modelling was performed for the Gasport Formation, a single layer 
Gasport Model factoring in the geologic variability and undulations of the reef mound 
complex of the Gasport Formation, regional flow boundaries, and pumping should be 
created. With this model, hydrologic unit-specific capture zones can be delineated 
showing the ultimate application of the macrodispersivities obtained within this study.  

In this study, asymptotic values of macrodispersivity were used in all simulations for 
simplicity. This explains the spreading of the plume upgradient from the source, which 
was accepted for the purposes of the study because it does not significantly affect the 
leading edge of the plume. A more realistic approach would be to use a time-dependent 
value of dispersivity that starts with a small local value and gradually grows to the final 
formation-specific macrodispersivity value. This would eliminate upgradient spreading of 
a plume observed in the EPM comparison. This refinement may not significantly affect 
capture zone delineation. 

Because macrodispersivity is formation-specific, the values obtained in this study apply 
to the Gasport only. To make macrodispersivity-enhanced EPM modelling more widely 
accepted, it will be necessary to apply the MoM methodology also to other types of 
fractured porous formations. For example, the macrodispersivity for a fractured 
sandstone may be quite different from that for the Gasport, and so will a capture zone. 
Additionally, the MoM has only been applied assuming some conservative tracer, i.e. 
chloride, for the ultimate purpose of capture zone delineation for water supply wells. 
Perhaps the MoM may be required on a site and contaminant-specific basis. 
Macrodispersivities are shown to be strongly influenced by fracture network conditions 
and bulk hydraulic conductivity, with further work required to expand the current 
sensitivity analysis to matrix properties and internal fracture network variability. Such an 
expanded exploration would be a logical follow-up step to the present study. The tools, 
while still in need of some refinement, are basically ready.  
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9 Conclusions 

The results of the study affirm that the study objectives have been satisfied. Using data 
from the Gasport Formation, the concept of a formation-specific macrodispersivity has 
been shown to be valid for fractured porous rock systems, and appropriate 
macrodispersivity values can be found. While the source term was variable across the 
36 MC realizations, this variability had no impact on the calculated macrodispersivity 
values. As these values must reflect the uncertainties inherent in fractured porous 
media, they are not singular values, but take the form of ranges of possible values 
about some average. The fracture network characteristics must be well-characterized in 
order to determine this range of informed macrodispersivities for a specific formation. 

The Method of Moments, which integrates the physical properties of the fracture system 
and the porous matrix, representative of some of the most heterogenous hydrologic 
conditions serving as important water supply aquifers, was found to be applicable to 
such media and proved to be an indispensable tool for finding this range of asymptotic 
macrodispersivities.  

A major challenge encountered has been balancing the needs between simulating a 
freely moving plume in a large enough domain for a long enough period to extract the 
required moments along with discretizing the system finely enough to accurately 
represent matrix diffusion, with, on the other side, accommodating the limitations of 
available computing power. This challenge made a fully 3D DFM-informed investigation 
infeasible. 

These challenges were overcome by using a 2D approximation for the major part of the 
work. This in turn required that the effect of the 2D approximation in relation to the real-
world 3D situation be examined. As expected, it was found that in a 2D model the plume 
would advance farther than in 3D model given the lack of flow and/or associated 
dispersion in the missing third dimension; however, the ensuing error remains within the 
error range due to hydrogeological uncertainties. A more detailed evaluation will be 
contingent on the availability of adequate computing power. A smaller model focused on 
the source area was found to be of limited usefulness because of the truncated fracture 
system. 

Beyond the details of the 2D-3D relationship, the study has shown that an EPM model 
enhanced by appropriate macrodispersivities can be a viable tool for the simulation of 
solute transport in a fractured porous rock system to approximate the time rate of 
change to the plume’s position migrating toward sensitive receptors within a 3D flow 
system. This modelling approach will be far more computationally efficient than a 
comparable DFM model addressing the regional flow system scale needed for these 
water resource protection and vulnerability questions. Such a model can also be run in 
a backward mode for the delineation of well capture zones, providing an alternative to 
the present standard approach based on particle tracking.  
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A Appendix A: HGS Input Files Example 

A.1 Example 2D DFM files: Guelph2DXZ input files corresponding to 
MC036 

Included below are the necessary input files and illustration of the MoM procedure for 
the Guelph2DXZ model set-up. The fracture network was generated with RFGen. With 
each MC realization, the seed number were changed to ensure a new fracture network 
was generated. The script, “ofracs2hgs.dev.py”, written by Ken Walton (see Section 
F.1), was utilized to modify the RFGen output file so that a minimum fracture spacing of 
0.2 m, a minimum of 3 nodes between each fracture, and a maximum element size of 
0.4 m x 0.1 m were obtained. With the outputs of “ofracs2hgs.dev.py”, a “.grok” file, and 
an “.mprops” file, HGS was run for each realization. This procedure is illustrated below 
for the Monte Carlo realization, MC036. 

A.1.1 Example RFGen input file, fracs_e_2D.rfg 

! 

! Orthogonal Grid information corresponding to the Gasport Formation in the 

Guelph3D-1 Method of Moments simulations 

! 

 

GRID INFORMATION 

    0.  600. 

    0.   1. 

    0.   50. 

0.0               ! fractures to bottom of domain 

0                 ! no "well" source/sink terms 

    15.    15. 

    0.    1. 

    24.5  25.5 

0.02 1.0 0.02 

F        //fixed_grid_switch 

 

 

FRACTURE INFORMATION 

146              ! integer seed value 

0.35 

0.0 

1.55 

0. 

3 

50 

 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION X-AXIS 

1 

0 600 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION Y-AXIS 

1 
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0.5 0.5 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION Z-AXIS 

1 

0 50 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION X-AXIS 

1 

1.0 100 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION Y-AXIS 

1 

1 1 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION Z-AXIS 

1 

0.5 20 

XY FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 

0.00015 0.00015 

XZ FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 

0.00015 0.00015 

YZ FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 

0.00015 0.00015 

VERTICAL FRACTURE FROM TOP 

F 

ZONE FRACTURES HOW 

1 

END 

 

A.1.2 Command for converting RFGen output into grid_2D.txt, frac_2D.txt, 
frac_2D.fprops, and pickle.rfg 

Ofrac2hgs.dev.py reads in the output file of RFGen, “Report-Rfgen.txt”, and modifies 
the fracture network according to certain script functions. This script also outputs 
structured grid, fracture, and fracture properties files for HGS to read. The following 
command was used to modify the “Report-Rfgen.txt”: 

ofrac2hgs.dev.py Report-Rfgen.txt -n 0.2 -r "0.05,0.05,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4" --

force-extra-grid-lines x=15 --grid-out grid_2D.txt --frac-out frac_2D.txt --

fprops-out frac_2D.fprops --pickle-out pickle.rfg 

A.1.3 Example grok file input into HGS, Guelph2DXZ.grok 

!--------------------------  Problem description 

Guelph2D Model of Gasport Formation for Method of Moments 

Original Build Date: July 22, 2019 (T. Pilato) 

end title 

!--------------------------  Grid generation 

 

include grid_2D.txt 

    

!--------------------------  General simulation parameters 
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units: kilogram-metre-second 

control volume 

 

flow solver maximum iterations 

4000 

 

!-------------------------- Porous Media Properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

properties file 

Guelph3D1.mprops 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zone number 

1 

read properties 

porous medium 

 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Fracture media properties 

use domain type 

fracture 

 

 

properties file 

frac_2D.fprops 

 

include frac_2D.txt 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

1.0 

transverse dispersivity 

0.1 

aperture 

1.5E-4 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Porous media flow 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

choose nodes all 

initial head 

0.0 

 

!--------------------------  h1 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.0 

1.e-5 
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create node set 

h1 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h1 

 

    time value table 

       0 3.0 

    end 

 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------  h2 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

600 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h2 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h2 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.0 

    end 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------Module 4b Transport Details ----------------------

------ 

do transport 

 

solute 

name 

salt 

 

free-solution diffusion coefficient 

1.51E-9 

 

end solute 
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!------------------------ Initial conditions 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes all 

initial concentration 

0.0d0 

 

!---------- fracture 11 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes block 

 15, 15 

 -0.001,   1.001 

 25.999,  26.001 

 

 

specified concentration 

1 

0.0, 864000, 1.0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

 

!----------------------- Time step control 

transport time weighting 

0.5 

 

concentration control 

1e-2 

 

upstream weighting of velocities 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

!----------------------- Transport properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

0.2 

transverse dispersivity 

0.0005 

vertical transverse dispersivity 

0.0005 

tortuosity 

0.257 

 

!------------------------ Additional steps 

 

Compute statistical properties of plume 

 

!------------------------Output options 
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choose nodes x plane 

0.050 

1e-5 

slice flux output nodes from chosen 

x0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes x plane  

0.0 

1e-5 

slice flux contributing nodes from chosen 

clear chosen nodes 

 

output times 

864000 !10 

86400000 !1000 

259200000 !3000 

302400000 !3500 

345600000 !4000 

362880000 !4200 

380160000 !4400 

397440000 !4600 

414720000 !4800 

432000000 !5000 

475200000 !5500 

518400000 !6000 

561600000 !6500 

604800000 !7000 

691200000 !8000 

777600000 !9000 

864000000 !10000 

950400000 !11000 

1036800000 !12000 

1123200000 !13000 

1209600000 !14000 

1296000000 !15000 

end 

 

A.1.4 Additional HGS input, Guelph3D1.mprops 

! units: kilogram-metre-second 

!------------------------------------------ 

porous medium 

 

k isotropic 

4.26e-8 

 

specific storage                 

6.41E-7 

 

!specific storage                 

!0.0  

 

porosity 
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0.073      

 

bulk density 

2486 

 

 

end material 

!------------------------------------------ 

A.1.5 Tutorial for running HGS for the 2D DFM models 

Highlighted in green are executables provided within HydroGeoSphere. Highlighted in 
yellow are outside scripts used within the workflow. See HGS Reference Manual (2015) 
for more detail. List provides scripts and programs run to generate a single Monte Carlo 
realization in order of operation. Tecplot was the software used to view the HGS output 
data. 

• RFGen.exe: generates fracture network and domain grid based in input fracture 
statistics, reads in “frac_e_2D.rfg” and outputs “Report-Rfgen.txt”  

o ofracs2hgs.dev.py: reads in “Report-Rfgen.txt”, forces fractures to conform 
to a minimum fracture spacing of 0.2 m, additional discretization about 
each fracture (2 additional nodes at 0.05 m spacing about each fracture) 
to ensure that there are 3 nodes between each fracture that has a 
minimum spacing of 0.2 m), outputs “grid_2D.txt”, “frac_2D.txt”, 
“frac_2D.fprops”, and “pickle.rfg”, script written by Ken Walton 

o frac_grid.py: calculates the maximum and minimum element size of the 
model domain modified by ofracs2hgs.dev.py 

o re-run both ofracs2hgs.dev.py and frac_grid.py: adds additional 
discretization about the fractures to ensure that the maximum element 
size in the X, Y, and Z directions are not exceeded (0.4 m, 0.3 m, and 0.2 
m respectively) by adding additional discretization at 0.4 m intervals until 
frac_grid.py outputs the appropriate element sizes 

o ofracstats-pcalc.py: reads in either “Report-Rfgen.txt” or “pickle.rfg” to 
calculate the fracture statistics to ensure that the fracture network created 
has appropriate statistics for the modelled formation, run right after 
RFGen.exe and before grok.exe as a check for the model fracture 
statistics, script written by Ken Walton 

• grok.exe: pre-processor for HGS, reads in “Guelph2DXZ.grok” file which 
consolidates the model inputs for the porous media, fracture properties, initial 
conditions, boundary conditions, and flow and transport solver information, reads 
in “grid_2D.txt”, “frac_2D.txt”, “frac_2D.fprops” 
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o “array_sizes.default” is a file created by running “grok.exe”, needs to be 
modified so that the maximum “fractures: 2D elements” and other default 
model properties are large enough to handle the DFM network 
(~20,000,000) 

o “parallelindx.dat” allows for parallel processing to be implemented, see 
HGS Reference Manual (2015) and site for additional documentation 

• phgs.exe: flow and transport are solved once the problem is successfully set-up 
by grok.exe  

• hsplot.exe: post-processor for HGS, consolidates the porous media and fracture 
data into individual .dat files with all specified output times listed in the .grok file 

o tp-mergeHGSPlotOutputs.py: additional post-processing step to 
consolidate the fracture and porous media data into one .dat file, script 
written by Ken Walton 

o preplot.exe: used to convert the merged .dat file to a .plt file for quick 
Tecplot loading 

Given the example input files provided, one should be able to recreate the MoM 
procedure with licenses for HGS and Tecplot and use of Python version 3.6. Available 
working memory can potentially limit the model size. This study was conducted on a PC 
with 64 Gigabytes of working memory. Contact Dr. Beth Parker to ask about access to 
the data package used in this thesis. With all of the model outputs, the data package 
takes up ~1.4 Terabytes of space. To conserve space, the data package is reduced to 
initialization files and output images, leaving it to the user to replicate the models by 
running the HGS executables listed above. 

A.2 Example 3D DFM files: 3D source area inputs files 
corresponding to “3D Source Area Model 1” 

Included below is an illustration of the necessary input files for the 3D source area 
models and 2D slice model generation. The fracture network is generated with RFGen. 
The seed number in RFGen was changed for the second 3D source area model 
realization. The script, “ofracs2hgs.dev.py”, written by Ken Walton (see Section F.1) 
was utilized to modify the RFGen output so that a minimum fracture spacing of 0.2 m, a 
minimum of 3 nodes between each fracture, and a maximum element size of 0.4 m x 
0.3 m x 0.2 m were obtained. With the outputs of “ofracs2hgs.dev.py”, a “.grok” file, and 
an “.mprops” file, HGS was run for each 3D DFM realization. This procedure is 
illustrated below with “3D Source Area Model 1”. 

The procedure for generating the 2D slice models is showing with the XZ Slice Model 
for “3D Source Area Model 1”. The script, “ofrac_networkSlice.py”, written by Ken 
Walton (see Section F.9), takes the 3D DFM fracture network from “ofracs2hgs.dev.py” 
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and outputs a new pickle file at the specified slice location. The 2D pickle file then has 
to be input into “ofracs2hgs.dev.py” to ensure that the maximum grid size of 0.4 m x 0.3 
m x 0.2 m (in 2D) is retained. With the outputs from “ofracs2hgs.dev.py”, a “.grok” file, 
and an “.mprops” file, HGS was run for each DFM slice realization. 

A.2.1 Example RFGen input file, fracs_e.rfg 

! 

! Orthogonal Grid information corresponding to the Gasport Formation in the 

Guelph3D-1 Method of Moments simulations 

! 

 

GRID INFORMATION 

    0.  40. 

    0.   25. 

    0.   25. 

0.0               ! fractures to bottom of domain 

0                 ! no "well" source/sink terms 

    12.    12. 

    20.0  20.0 

    21.475427  21.475427 

0.01 0.01 0.01 

F        //fixed_grid_switch 

 

 

FRACTURE INFORMATION 

12                ! integer seed value 

0.35 

0.5 

1.8 

0. 

3 

50 

 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION X-AXIS 

1 

0 40 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION Y-AXIS 

1 

0 25 

FRACTURE LOCATION DISTRIBUTION Z-AXIS 

1 

0 25 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION X-AXIS 

1 

1.0 100 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION Y-AXIS 

1 

0.5 7 

FRACTURE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION Z-AXIS 

1 

0.5 20 

XY FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 
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0.00015 0.00015 

XZ FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 

0.00015 0.00015 

YZ FRACTURE APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 

1 

0.00015 0.00015 

VERTICAL FRACTURE FROM TOP 

F 

ZONE FRACTURES HOW 

1 

END 

 

A.2.2 Command for converting RFGen output into grid_source.txt, 
frac_source.txt, frac_source.fprops, and pickle.rfg 

Ofrac2hgs.dev.py reads in the output file of RFGen, “Report-Rfgen.txt”, and modifies 
the fracture network according to certain script functions. This script also outputs 
structured grid, fracture, and fracture properties files for HGS to read. The following 
command was used to modify the “Report-Rfgen.txt”: 

ofrac2hgs.dev.py Report-Rfgen.txt -n 0.2 -r "0.05,0.05,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4" --

force-extra-grid-lines x=15 --grid-out grid_2D.txt --frac-out frac_2D.txt --

fprops-out frac_2D.fprops --pickle-out pickle.rfg 

A.2.3 Example 3D DFM grok file input into HGS, Guelph3D1_test5.grok 

!--------------------------  Problem description 

Guelph3D-1 - 3D Model of Gasport Formation for Method of Moments 

Original Build Date: July 22, 2019 (T. Pilato) 

end title 

!--------------------------  Grid generation 

include grid_source.txt 

 

!--------------------------  General simulation parameters 

units: kilogram-metre-second 

finite difference mode 

control volume 

 

!-------------------------- Porous Media Properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

properties file 

Guelph3D1.mprops 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zone number 

1 

read properties 

porous medium 
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clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Fracture media properties 

use domain type 

fracture 

 

 

properties file 

frac_source.fprops 

 

include frac_source.txt 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

1.0 

transverse dispersivity 

0.1 

aperture 

1.5E-4 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Porous media flow 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

choose nodes all 

initial head 

0.0 

 

!--------------------------  h1 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.0 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h1 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h1 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.2 

    end 

 

 

end ! new specified head 
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!--------------------------  h2 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

40 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h2 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h2 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.0 

    end 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------Module 4b Transport Details ----------------------

------ 

do transport 

 

solute 

name 

salt 

 

free-solution diffusion coefficient 

1.51E-9 

 

end solute 

 

 

!------------------------ Initial conditions 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes all 

initial concentration 

0.0d0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes block 

9.999,  10.001 

12.599,  12.601 

12.999,  13.001 
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specified concentration 

1 

0.0, 864000, 1.0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

 

!----------------------- Time step control 

transport time weighting 

1.0 

 

concentration control 

1e-2 

 

upstream weighting of velocities 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

!----------------------- Transport properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

0.2 

transverse dispersivity 

0.02 

vertical transverse dispersivity 

0.0015 

tortuosity 

0.257 

 

!------------------------ Additional steps 

 

Compute statistical properties of plume 

 

output times 

864000 !10 

6048000 !70 

86400000 !1000 

259200000 !3000 

267840000 

276450000 

285120000 

293760000 

302400000 !3500 

311040000 

319680000 

328320000 

336960000 

345600000 !4000 

362880000 !4200 

380160000 !4400 

397440000 !4600 

414720000 !4800 

432000000 

518400000 
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604800000 

691200000 

777600000 

864000000 

end 

 

A.2.4 Additional HGS input, Guelph3D1.mprops 

! units: kilogram-metre-second 

!------------------------------------------ 

porous medium 

 

k isotropic 

4.26e-8 

 

specific storage                 

6.41E-7 

 

!specific storage                 

!0.0  

 

porosity 

0.073      

 

bulk density 

2486 

 

 

end material 

!------------------------------------------ 

 

A.2.5 Command for converting 3D DFM model into 2D slice models 
corresponding to 2D XZ slice model for “3D Source Area Model 1” 

ofrac_networkSlice.py was used to slice the 3D models at a specified plane into a 2D 
model with a thickness of 0.1 m. The script reads the pickle file output by the 3D 
manipulation of the RFGEN output with ofrac2hgs.dev.py and outputs a 2D pickle file 
corresponding to the slice location. 

The ofrac2hgs.dev.py tool was used to adjust the output of the ofrac_networkSlice.py to 
conform to the maximum element size using the following command: 

C:\Program_Files\tools\ofrac2hgs.dev.py pickle_new.rfg -r "0.05,0.05" --

force-extra-grid-lines 

"x=10.0,0.7,1.1,2.1,4.0,4.4,8.4,9.3,10.4,11.4,12.8,13.5,14.5,16.7,17.1,17.1,1

9.3,21.3,22.3,23.3,23.7,24.0,26.5,26.9,27.9,28.3,28.7,29.1,29.4,31.2,,32.0,32

.3,33.3,33.7,34.1,34.5,36.2,37.0,37.4,38.2,38.6,6.5,6.9,18.1,24.9,25.4,20.5,5

.6,25.2,z=1.6,2.3,2.6,3.6,5.1,5.7,6.8,8.75,10.2,10.8,11.3,11.6,14.1,15.0,15.4

,15.9,17.0,18.6,18.9,22.3,22.6,23.4" --grid-out grid_source.txt --frac-out 

frac_source.txt --fprops-out source_test.fprops --pickle-out pickleXZ.rfg 
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A.2.6 Example 2D grok file input for HGS, Guelph3D1_test5.grok 

!--------------------------  Problem description 

Guelph3D-1 - 3D Model of Gasport Formation for Method of Moments 

Original Build Date: July 22, 2019 (T. Pilato) 

end title 

!--------------------------  Grid generation 

 

include grid_source.txt 

 

!--------------------------  General simulation parameters 

units: kilogram-metre-second 

finite difference mode 

control volume 

 

!-------------------------- Porous Media Properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

properties file 

Guelph3D1.mprops 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zone number 

1 

read properties 

porous medium 

 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Fracture media properties 

use domain type 

fracture 

 

 

properties file 

frac_source.fprops 

 

include frac_source.txt 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

1.0 

transverse dispersivity 

0.1 

aperture 

1.5E-4 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Porous media flow 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

choose nodes all 
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initial head 

0.0 

 

!--------------------------  h1 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.0 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h1 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h1 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.2 

    end 

 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------  h2 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

40 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h2 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h2 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.0 

    end 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------Module 4b Transport Details ----------------------

------ 

do transport 



 

100 

 

 

solute 

name 

salt 

 

free-solution diffusion coefficient 

1.51E-9 

 

end solute 

 

 

!------------------------ Initial conditions 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes all 

initial concentration 

0.0d0 

 

!---------- fracture 11 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes block 

 9.999,  10.001 

 -0.001,   0.101 

 12.999,  13.001 

 

 

specified concentration 

1 

0.0, 864000, 1.0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

 

!----------------------- Time step control 

transport time weighting 

1.0 

 

concentration control 

1e-2 

 

upstream weighting of velocities 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

!----------------------- Transport properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

0.2 

transverse dispersivity 

0.0015 

vertical transverse dispersivity 

0.0015 
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tortuosity 

0.257 

 

!------------------------ Additional steps 

 

Compute statistical properties of plume 

 

output times 

864000 !10 

6048000 !70 

86400000 !1000 

259200000 !3000 

267840000 

276450000 

285120000 

293760000 

302400000 !3500 

311040000 

319680000 

328320000 

336960000 

345600000 !4000 

362880000 !4200 

380160000 !4400 

397440000 !4600 

414720000 !4800 

432000000 

518400000 

604800000 

691200000 

777600000 

864000000 

end 

 

A.3 Example 2D EPM files 

Included below are the input files for the 2D EPM transport model. For this model run, 
the only input files necessary for model recreation are a “.grok” file and a “.mprops” file. 

A.3.1 Example 2D EPM grok file input for HGS, Guelph2DXZ_epm.grok 

!--------------------------  Problem description 

Guelph3D-1 - 3D Model of Gasport Formation for Method of Moments 

Original Build Date: July 22, 2019 (T. Pilato) 

end title 

!--------------------------  Grid generation 

generate uniform blocks 

      600  1200        ! Domain length and number of blocks in X 

     1    1           ! Domain length and number of blocks in Y 

      50  400         ! Domain length and number of blocks in Z 

      

end grid generation 
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!--------------------------  General simulation parameters 

units: kilogram-metre-second 

control volume 

 

flow solver maximum iterations 

4000 

 

!-------------------------- Porous Media Properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

properties file 

Guelph_epm.mprops 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zone number 

1 

read properties 

porous medium 

 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Porous media flow 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

choose nodes all 

initial head 

0.0 

 

!--------------------------  h1 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.0 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h1 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h1 

 

    time value table 

       0 3.0 

    end 

 

 

end ! new specified head 
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!--------------------------  h2 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

600 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h2 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h2 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.0 

    end 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

!--------------------------Module 4b Transport Details ----------------------

------ 

do transport 

 

solute 

name 

salt 

 

free-solution diffusion coefficient 

1.51E-9 

 

end solute 

 

 

!------------------------ Initial conditions 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes all 

initial concentration 

0.0d0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes block 

 15, 15 

 -0.001,   1.001 

 24.999,  25.001 

 

specified concentration 

1 

0.0, 864000, 1.0 
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clear chosen nodes 

 

!----------------------- Time step control 

transport time weighting 

0.5 

 

concentration control 

1e-2 

 

upstream weighting of velocities 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

!----------------------- Transport properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

23.881 

transverse dispersivity 

0.061 

vertical transverse dispersivity 

0.061 

tortuosity 

0.257 

 

!------------------------ Additional steps 

 

Compute statistical properties of plume 

 

!------------------------Output options 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.500 

1e-5 

slice flux output nodes from chosen 

x0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes x plane  

0.0 

1e-5 

slice flux contributing nodes from chosen 

clear chosen nodes 

 

output times 

864000 !10 

86400000 !1000 

259200000 !3000 

302400000 !3500 

345600000 !4000 

362880000 !4200 

380160000 !4400 

397440000 !4600 
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414720000 !4800 

432000000 !5000 

475200000 !5500 

518400000 !6000 

561600000 !6500 

604800000 !7000 

691200000 !8000 

777600000 !9000 

864000000 !10000 

950400000 !11000 

1036800000 !12000 

1123200000 !13000 

1209600000 !14000 

1296000000 !15000 

end 

 

A.3.2 Additional HGS input, Guelph_epm.mprops 

! units: kilogram-metre-second 

!------------------------------------------ 

porous medium 

 

k anisotropic 

3e-6, 1.2e-6, 1.2e-6 

 

specific storage                 

6.41E-7 

 

!specific storage                 

!0.0  

 

porosity 

0.073253      

 

bulk density 

2486 

 

 

end material 

!------------------------------------------ 

 

A.4 Example 3D EPM files 

Included below are the input files for the 3D EPM transport model. For this model run, 
the only input files necessary for model recreation are a “.grok” file and a “.mprops” file.  

A.4.1 Example 3D EPM grok file input for HGS, Guelph2DXZ_epm.grok 

!--------------------------  Problem description 

Guelph3D-1 - 3D Model of Gasport Formation for Method of Moments 

Original Build Date: July 22, 2019 (T. Pilato) 

end title 
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!--------------------------  Grid generation 

generate uniform blocks 

      600  300        ! Domain length and number of blocks in X 

      75   150           ! Domain length and number of blocks in Y 

      50   100         ! Domain length and number of blocks in Z 

      

end grid generation 

 

!--------------------------  General simulation parameters 

units: kilogram-metre-second 

control volume 

 

flow solver maximum iterations 

4000 

 

!-------------------------- Porous Media Properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

properties file 

Guelph_epm.mprops 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zone number 

1 

read properties 

porous medium 

 

clear chosen zones 

 

!--------------------------  Porous media flow 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

choose nodes all 

initial head 

0.0 

 

!--------------------------  h1 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

0.0 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h1 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h1 
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    time value table 

       0 3.0 

    end 

 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

 

!--------------------------  h2 boundary condition assignment 

clear chosen nodes 

 

choose nodes x plane 

600 

1.e-5 

 

create node set 

h2 

 

boundary condition 

    type 

    head 

 

    node set 

    h2 

 

    time value table 

       0 0.0 

    end 

 

end ! new specified head 

 

!--------------------------Module 4b Transport Details ----------------------

------ 

do transport 

 

solute 

name 

salt 

 

free-solution diffusion coefficient 

1.51E-9 

 

end solute 

 

 

!------------------------ Initial conditions 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes all 

initial concentration 

0.0d0 

 

!---------- fracture 516 
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clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes block 

 16, 16 

 37.499,  37.501 

 24.999,  25.001 

 

specified concentration 

1 

0.0, 864000, 1.0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

 

!----------------------- Time step control 

transport time weighting 

0.5 

 

concentration control 

1e-2 

 

upstream weighting of velocities 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

!----------------------- Transport properties 

use domain type 

porous media 

 

clear chosen zones 

choose zones all 

longitudinal dispersivity 

23.881 

transverse dispersivity 

0.127 

vertical transverse dispersivity 

0.061 

tortuosity 

0.257 

 

!------------------------ Additional steps 

 

Compute statistical properties of plume 

 

!------------------------Output options 

 

choose nodes x plane 

2.00 

1e-5 

slice flux output nodes from chosen 

x0 

 

clear chosen nodes 

choose nodes x plane  

0.0 

1e-5 

slice flux contributing nodes from chosen 

clear chosen nodes 
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output times 

864000 !10 

86400000 !1000 

259200000 !3000 

302400000 !3500 

345600000 !4000 

362880000 !4200 

380160000 !4400 

397440000 !4600 

414720000 !4800 

432000000 !5000 

475200000 !5500 

518400000 !6000 

561600000 !6500 

604800000 !7000 

691200000 !8000 

777600000 !9000 

864000000 !10000 

950400000 !11000 

1036800000 !12000 

1123200000 !13000 

1209600000 !14000 

1296000000 !15000 

end 

 

A.4.2 Additional HGS input, Guelph_epm.mprops 

! units: kilogram-metre-second 

!------------------------------------------ 

porous medium 

 

k anisotropic 

3e-6, 1.6E-6, 1.2E-6 

 

specific storage                 

6.41E-7 

 

!specific storage                 

!0.0  

 

porosity 

0.073253      

 

bulk density 

2486 

 

 

end material 

!------------------------------------------ 
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B Appendix B: 36 DFM Monte Carlo Realizations Transport 
Solutions 

Table B.1: Detailed list of the grid properties of the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations included 
in the MoM analysis. 

Model Iteration 

Grid Domain 

X Cell Size Z 

Min Max Average Min Max Average 

Average of 36 MC 
realizations 

0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.093 0.050 

Standard Deviation of 
36 MC realizations 

- - 0.00059 - 0.018 0.00017 

mc001 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.05 0.05 

mc002 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc003 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc004 0.05 0.4 0.089 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc005 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc006 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc007 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc008 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc009 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc010 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc011 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc012 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.05 0.05 

mc013 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc014 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc015 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc016 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc017 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc018 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.05 0.05 

mc019 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.05 0.05 

mc020 0.05 0.4 0.089 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc021 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc022 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc023 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc024 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc025 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc026 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc027 0.05 0.4 0.089 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc028 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 
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mc029 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.051 

mc030 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc031 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc032 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc033 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc034 0.05 0.4 0.088 0.05 0.1 0.05 

mc035 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.05 0.05 

mc036 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.1 0.05 

 

Table B.2: Detailed list of the domain size, local input dispersivities, and nodal properties of the 
Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations included in the MoM analysis. 

Model Iteration 

Model Inputs 

Model Domain (m) Number of Nodes 
Input 

Dispersivities (m) 

X Z X Z X Z 

Average of 36 MC 
realizations 

600 50 6832.78 997.33 0.2 0.0005 

Standard Deviation of 
36 MC realizations 

- - 38.14 2.74 - - 

mc001 600 50 6869 1001 0.2 0.0005 

mc002 600 50 6893 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc003 600 50 6792 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc004 600 50 6777 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc005 600 50 6846 995 0.2 0.0005 

mc006 600 50 6850 1000 0.2 0.0005 

mc007 600 50 6828 993 0.2 0.0005 

mc008 600 50 6860 993 0.2 0.0005 

mc009 600 50 6782 998 0.2 0.0005 

mc010 600 50 6830 998 0.2 0.0005 

mc011 600 50 6831 997 0.2 0.0005 

mc012 600 50 6863 1001 0.2 0.0005 

mc013 600 50 6845 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc014 600 50 6855 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc015 600 50 6807 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc016 600 50 6782 997 0.2 0.0005 

mc017 600 50 6849 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc018 600 50 6866 1001 0.2 0.0005 

mc019 600 50 6857 1001 0.2 0.0005 

mc020 600 50 6776 998 0.2 0.0005 

mc021 600 50 6866 995 0.2 0.0005 

mc022 600 50 6838 995 0.2 0.0005 
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mc023 600 50 6803 998 0.2 0.0005 

mc024 600 50 6785 997 0.2 0.0005 

mc025 600 50 6908 999 0.2 0.0005 

mc026 600 50 6821 997 0.2 0.0005 

mc027 600 50 6769 993 0.2 0.0005 

mc028 600 50 6880 994 0.2 0.0005 

mc029 600 50 6861 990 0.2 0.0005 

mc030 600 50 6795 994 0.2 0.0005 

mc031 600 50 6783 1000 0.2 0.0005 

mc032 600 50 6818 995 0.2 0.0005 

mc033 600 50 6837 997 0.2 0.0005 

mc034 600 50 6796 996 0.2 0.0005 

mc035 600 50 6875 1001 0.2 0.0005 

mc036 600 50 6887 997 0.2 0.0005 

 

Table B.3: Detailed list of the fracture statistics associated with the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo 
realizations included in the MoM analysis. 

Model Iteration 
Fracture Statistics 

P10 - X P10 - Z X Length - Avg Z Length - Avg 

Average of 36 MC realizations 0.328 1.385 45.147 9.597 

Standard Deviation of 36 MC 
realizations 

0.005 0.032 1.035 0.146 

Min 0.316 1.324 43.187 9.245 

Max 0.343 1.471 47.995 10.029 

mc001 0.33 1.356 44.308 9.667 

mc002 0.323 1.397 45.529 9.479 

mc003 0.316 1.429 46.556 9.245 

mc004 0.325 1.393 45.482 9.516 

mc005 0.329 1.372 44.719 9.622 

mc006 0.335 1.398 45.595 9.842 

mc007 0.325 1.358 44.244 9.511 

mc008 0.332 1.377 44.838 9.728 

mc009 0.332 1.338 43.575 9.73 

mc010 0.33 1.361 44.315 9.667 

mc011 0.325 1.346 43.951 9.527 

mc012 0.332 1.413 45.921 9.745 

mc013 0.327 1.423 46.359 9.585 

mc014 0.33 1.471 47.995 9.647 

mc015 0.324 1.358 44.165 9.487 
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mc016 0.329 1.391 45.302 9.65 

mc017 0.322 1.395 45.52 9.457 

mc018 0.328 1.392 45.319 9.582 

mc019 0.333 1.41 45.967 9.753 

mc020 0.322 1.384 45.202 9.41 

mc021 0.327 1.381 44.986 9.592 

mc022 0.329 1.377 44.883 9.636 

mc023 0.328 1.385 45.216 9.615 

mc024 0.328 1.395 45.458 9.566 

mc025 0.343 1.429 46.574 10.029 

mc026 0.328 1.424 46.525 9.612 

mc027 0.321 1.364 44.474 9.383 

mc028 0.328 1.377 44.935 9.616 

mc029 0.323 1.365 44.555 9.457 

mc030 0.325 1.364 44.571 9.537 

mc031 0.335 1.324 43.187 9.796 

mc032 0.322 1.385 45.257 9.425 

mc033 0.328 1.447 47.27 9.612 

mc034 0.324 1.36 44.396 9.473 

mc035 0.326 1.348 43.864 9.543 

mc036 0.332 1.356 44.276 9.733 

 

Table B.4: Detailed list of the model outputs, model specific data fit window, and resulting 
macrodispersivities for the Guelph2DXZ Monte Carlo realizations included in the MoM analysis. 

Model 
Iteration 

Model Outputs 

Bulk 
Flow, QB 

(m3/s) 

Area 
(m) 

KB (m/s) 
Fracture 
Porosity 

(%) 

Input 
Mass 
(kg) 

Adjusted Data Fit Window 

Start 
(d) 

Stop (d) 
# of 
data 
points 

A_L 
(m) 

A_T 
(m) 

Average of 
36 MC 

realizations 
7.47E-07 50 2.99E-06 0.0253% 0.020029 8944.44 14305.56 6.36 24.287 0.060 

Standard 
Deviation 
of 36 MC 

realizations 

1.92E-08 - 7.66E-08 0.0005% 0.00495 1739.37 576.66 1.62 3.237 0.011 

Min 7.15E-07 50 2.86E-06 0.0246% 0.00564 7000 13000 3 17.225 0.039 

Max 7.97E-07 50 3.19E-06 0.0267% 0.02770 12000 15000 9 31.693 0.084 

mc001 7.30E-07 50 2.92E-06 0.0250% 1.69E-02 7000 14000 8 19.750 0.075 

mc002 7.44E-07 50 2.98E-06 0.0254% 2.24E-02 8000 14000 7 23.914 0.055 

mc003 7.73E-07 50 3.09E-06 0.0258% 2.24E-02 12000 15000 4 29.229 0.055 

mc004 7.52E-07 50 3.01E-06 0.0255% 1.28E-02 7000 14000 8 28.150 0.060 
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mc005 7.41E-07 50 2.96E-06 0.0252% 1.98E-02 7000 14000 8 19.904 0.075 

mc006 7.51E-07 50 3.00E-06 0.0257% 5.64E-03 8000 13000 6 27.010 0.063 

mc007 7.25E-07 50 2.90E-06 0.0250% 2.77E-02 11000 14000 4 25.174 0.057 

mc008 7.35E-07 50 2.94E-06 0.0252% 2.18E-02 7000 14000 8 23.728 0.063 

mc009 7.19E-07 50 2.88E-06 0.0246% 1.88E-02 8000 14000 7 23.270 0.055 

mc010 7.27E-07 50 2.91E-06 0.0249% 1.07E-02 11000 15000 5 31.693 0.053 

mc011 7.23E-07 50 2.89E-06 0.0248% 1.38E-02 7000 15000 9 22.521 0.068 

mc012 7.64E-07 50 3.06E-06 0.0258% 1.83E-02 11000 14000 4 18.441 0.067 

mc013 7.76E-07 50 3.10E-06 0.0260% 2.43E-02 8000 14000 7 26.807 0.051 

mc014 7.97E-07 50 3.19E-06 0.0267% 2.00E-02 8000 14000 7 19.809 0.084 

mc015 7.27E-07 50 2.91E-06 0.0249% 2.29E-02 12000 15000 4 23.408 0.076 

mc016 7.44E-07 50 2.98E-06 0.0253% 1.84E-02 7000 13000 7 24.138 0.051 

mc017 7.58E-07 50 3.03E-06 0.0255% 2.40E-02 9000 14000 6 17.225 0.071 

mc018 7.44E-07 50 2.98E-06 0.0254% 6.99E-03 11000 15000 5 25.452 0.077 

mc019 7.65E-07 50 3.06E-06 0.0257% 1.93E-02 9000 15000 7 25.979 0.042 

mc020 7.43E-07 50 2.97E-06 0.0252% 2.24E-02 8000 15000 8 21.632 0.071 

mc021 7.54E-07 50 3.02E-06 0.0254% 2.04E-02 12000 14000 3 28.246 0.055 

mc022 7.51E-07 50 3.00E-06 0.0253% 1.82E-02 8000 14000 7 26.950 0.048 

mc023 7.45E-07 50 2.98E-06 0.0254% 1.84E-02 8000 14000 7 21.820 0.065 

mc024 7.57E-07 50 3.03E-06 0.0255% 2.62E-02 7000 14000 8 24.846 0.054 

mc025 7.76E-07 50 3.10E-06 0.0262% 2.11E-02 12000 15000 4 23.079 0.073 

mc026 7.65E-07 50 3.06E-06 0.0260% 2.21E-02 8000 14000 7 20.332 0.064 

mc027 7.35E-07 50 2.94E-06 0.0249% 2.25E-02 10000 15000 6 23.979 0.056 

mc028 7.43E-07 50 2.97E-06 0.0252% 2.05E-02 9000 15000 7 24.925 0.064 

mc029 7.35E-07 50 2.94E-06 0.0249% 2.14E-02 10000 15000 6 23.875 0.052 

mc030 7.40E-07 50 2.96E-06 0.0251% 2.56E-02 8000 14000 7 25.952 0.043 

mc031 7.15E-07 50 2.86E-06 0.0246% 2.27E-02 7000 15000 9 26.259 0.059 

mc032 7.50E-07 50 3.00E-06 0.0254% 2.21E-02 9000 14000 6 22.031 0.061 

mc033 7.83E-07 50 3.13E-06 0.0262% 2.07E-02 11000 14000 4 26.572 0.039 

mc034 7.35E-07 50 2.94E-06 0.0251% 2.60E-02 11000 14000 4 29.146 0.058 

mc035 7.21E-07 50 2.88E-06 0.0248% 1.87E-02 8000 15000 8 26.769 0.050 

mc036 7.35E-07 50 2.94E-06 0.0251% 2.51E-02 8000 14000 7 22.325 0.050 
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Figure B.1: Guelph2DXZ mc001 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.2: Guelph2DXZ mc002 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.3: Guelph2DXZ mc003 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.4: Guelph2DXZ mc004 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.5: Guelph2DXZ mc005 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.6: Guelph2DXZ mc006 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.7: Guelph2DXZ mc007 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.8: Guelph2DXZ mc008 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.9: Guelph2DXZ mc009 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular output 
times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 
7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 
days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted a 
top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source location 
with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.10: Guelph2DXZ mc010 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.11: Guelph2DXZ mc011 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.12: Guelph2DXZ mc012 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.13: Guelph2DXZ mc013 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.14: Guelph2DXZ mc014 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.15: Guelph2DXZ mc015 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.16: Guelph2DXZ mc016 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.17: Guelph2DXZ mc017 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.18: Guelph2DXZ mc018 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.19: Guelph2DXZ mc019 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.20: Guelph2DXZ mc020 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.21: Guelph2DXZ mc021 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.22: Guelph2DXZ mc022 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.23: Guelph2DXZ mc023 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.24: Guelph2DXZ mc024 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.25: Guelph2DXZ mc025 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.26: Guelph2DXZ mc026 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.27: Guelph2DXZ mc027 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.28: Guelph2DXZ mc001 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.29: Guelph2DXZ mc029 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.30: Guelph2DXZ mc030 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.31: Guelph2DXZ mc031 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.32: Guelph2DXZ mc032 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.33: Guelph2DXZ mc033 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.34: Guelph2DXZ mc034 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.35: Guelph2DXZ mc035 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.36: Guelph2DXZ mc036 DFM Monte Carlo realization concentration plots at regular 
output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 
days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 
13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are 
plotted a top the randomly generated fracture network. Red line indicates the solute point source 
location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure B.37: Superposition of all 36 Guelph2DXZ DFM Monte Carlo realizations concentration 
plots at regular output times of (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 
days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 
12000 days, (m) 13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 
1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted as an envelope. Each realization is transparent, resulting in darker 
regions where mass is more common across all the 36 Monte Carlo realizations and lighter 
regions where it is less common. Red line indicates the solute point source location with respect 
to the x-direction. 
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C Appendix C: 3D Source Area Models and 2D Slice Model 
Transport Solutions 

 

Figure C.1: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 10 days, when 
the solute point source has been turned off. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.2: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 70 days, when 
mass begins exiting the modelling domain. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.3: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 1000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.4: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 3000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.5: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 4000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.6: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 5000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.7: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 6000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.8: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 7000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.9: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source area 
model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 8000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.10: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 9000 days. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.11: 1st realization of the source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted for comparison. Solute source was placed at (10 m, 12.6 m, 13 m) within a 
horizontal fracture. Solute location indicated by red dotted line. Data is plotted for 10000 days at 
the end of the model run. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of 
the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope 
plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 13 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D 
envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 12.6 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D 
Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D 
Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.12: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 10 days, when the solute point source has been turned off. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.13: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 70 days, when mass begins exiting the modelling domain. 
Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D 
source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture 
network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the 
fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 2D Concentration output and fracture 
network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.14: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 1000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.15: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 3000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.16: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 4000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.17: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 5000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.18: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 6000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.19: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 7000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.20: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 8000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.21: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 9000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.22: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 10000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.23: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 11000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.24: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 12000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.25: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 13000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.26: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 14000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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Figure C.27: 2nd realization of the 3D source area model. 2D Slice models derived from the source 
area model are plotted comparison. Solute source was placed at (8.6 m, 13.4 m, 12.4 m) at the 
intersection of a horizontal bedding plane fracture and a joint set. Solute location indicated by red 
dotted line. Data is plotted for 15000 days. Concentrations less than 1E-6 are ignored. (a) Plot 
showing 3D view of the envelope of the 3D source area model. (b) Plot showing the 2D XY view of 
the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Z = 12.4 m. (c) Plot showing the 2D XZ 
view of the 3D envelope plotted atop the fracture network sliced at Y = 13.4 m. (d) Plot showing 
the 2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XY Slice model. (E) Plot showing the 
2D Concentration output and fracture network for the 2D XZ Slice model. 
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D Appendix D: 2D EPM Model Transport Solutions 
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Figure D.1: MoM informed EPM model concentration plots at regular output times of (a) 10 days, 
(b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 
days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 days, (n) 14000 days, 
and (o) 15000 days. Relative concentrations above 1E-6 kg/m^3 are plotted. Red line indicates the 
solute point source location with respect to the x-direction. 
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Figure D.2: Comparative plot showing a MoM-informed EPM forward transport model to the 
Guelph2DXZ composite plot of the 36 Monte Carlo Realizations factoring in the standard deviation 
of the calculated macrodispersivities. The 1E-6 envelope corresponding to the MoM-informed EPM 
model using the average macrodispersivities is plotted in dark blue. The 1E-6 envelopes 
corresponding to the standard deviations about the average macrodispersivity values are seen in 
light blue. Data is output at (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, 
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(f) 6000 days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 
days, (m) 13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. 
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Figure D.3: Comparative plot showing a MoM-informed EPM forward transport model to the 
Guelph2DXZ composite plot of the 36 Monte Carlo Realizations factoring in the estimated 
uncertainty in the macrodispersivities due to geologic uncertainty. The 1E-6 envelope 
corresponding to the MoM-informed EPM model using the average macrodispersivities is plotted 
in dark blue. The 1E-6 envelopes corresponding to the standard deviations about the average 
macrodispersivity values are seen in dark red. Data is output at (a) 10 days, (b) 1000 days, (c) 3000 
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days, (d) 4000 days, (e) 5000 days, (f) 6000 days, (g) 7000 days, (h) 8000 days, (i) 9000 days, (j) 
10000 days, (k) 11000 days, (l) 12000 days, (m) 13000 days, (n) 14000 days, and (o) 15000 days. 

E Appendix E: 3D EPM Transport Solutions 

 

Figure E.1: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 10 
days. 
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Figure E.2: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 1000 
days. 

 

Figure E.3: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 3000 
days. 
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Figure E.4: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 4000 
days. 
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Figure E.5: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 5000 
days. 
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Figure E.6: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 6000 
days. 

 

Figure E.7: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 7000 
days. 
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Figure E.8: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 8000 
days. 
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Figure E.9: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 9000 
days. 
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Figure E.10: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 10000 
days. 

 

Figure E.11: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 11000 
days. 
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Figure E.12: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 12000 
days. 
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Figure E.13: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 13000 
days. 

 

Figure E.14: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 14000 
days. 
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Figure E.15: Dimensionality comparison of solute transport in the 2D and 3D EPM models at 15000 
days. 
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Figure E.16: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology: three EPM models are plotted, one corresponding to the average macrodispersivities as 
listed in Table 6.2, one using the minimum macrodispersivity values, and one using the maximum 
macrodispersivity values. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 10 days with 2 slices 
through the center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume 
envelopes, at a relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red on the slice models. The contour 
plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum 
isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

Macrodispersivity inputs 

AL,min = 11 m  AL,max = 52 m 

AHT,min = 0.058 m AHT,max =0.27 m 

AVT,min = 0.028 m AVT,max = 0.13 m 
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Figure E.17: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 1000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.18: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 3000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.19: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 4000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.20: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 5000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.21: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 6000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.22: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 7000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.23: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 8000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.24: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 9000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.25: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 10000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.26: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 11000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.27: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 12000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.28: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 13000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.29: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 14000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.30: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from Gasport 
geology. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 15000 days with 2 slices through the 
center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a 
relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in red. The contour plots show the data associated with 
the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.31: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM: three 
EPM models are plotted, one corresponding to the average macrodispersivities as listed in Table 
6.2, one using the minimum macrodispersivity values, and one using the maximum 
macrodispersivity values. The 3D model output shows the plume location at 10 days with 2 slices 
through the center of the model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume 
envelopes, at a relative concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal on the slice models. The contour 
plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum 
isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view, however, they are not visible due to the closeness of the 
three model outputs. 
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Figure E.32: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 1000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.33: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 3000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.34: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 4000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.35: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 5000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.36: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 6000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

Figure E.37: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 7000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.38: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 8000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view 
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Figure E.39: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 9000 days with 2 slices through the center of the model 
in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative concentration 
of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the average 3D EPM 
model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.40: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 10000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.41: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 11000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.42: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 12000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

 

 

Figure E.43: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 13000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.44: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 14000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 
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Figure E.45: 3D forward transport integrating the macrodispersivity uncertainty from MoM. The 3D 
model output shows the plume location at 15000 days with 2 slices through the center of the 
model in the XY and XZ planes. The minimum and maximum plume envelopes, at a relative 
concentration of 1E-6, are plotted in teal. The contour plots show the data associated with the 
average 3D EPM model. The minimum and maximum isosurfaces are plotted in the 3D view. 

F Appendix F: Python Code for HGS Grid Adjustment, 
Macrodispersivity Calculations, and Plot Creation 

F.1 ofrac2hgs.dev.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

"""Read RFGen or Fractran output data and write HGS code for a discrete 

fracture grid. 

 

Ken Walton 

Feb 20, 2015 

G360 Centre for Applied Groundwater Research  

 

Upd: 14 Dec 2018, KW, output pickled data. 

Upd: 18 Nov 2020, KW, new OFracGrid.merge interface. 

Upd: 24 Nov 2020, KW, fixes to --force-extra-grid-lines 

""" 

 

import sys,re,datetime,argparse,pickle,warnings 

from decimal import * 

from math import sqrt 

from functools import reduce 

 

from ofracs import * 

from gridgen_tools import * 

from parser_rfgen import * 

from parser_fractran import * 

from parser_hgs_rfgeneco import * 

 

__VERBOSITY__ = 0 

 

 

WISHLIST=""" 

 

Have RFG inherit from the OFracGrid object (or don't have an RFG class at 

all) 

 

""" 

 

class RFG: 

    """Parses, stores, manipulates, produces HGS-style grids and fracture 

definitions 

         

    TODO: refactor and use more code from 'ofracs' module 

    """ 

 

    def __init__(self, 
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            fnin, 

            domainSize=[], 

            forcedGridLines=[], 

            nudgeTo=0.0, 

            pmRefNearFx=[], 

            maxGlSpacing=[] 

        ): 

        """fnin can be a string, of an iterable containing strings""" 

 

        if type(fnin) == str: 

            fnin = [ fnin, ] 

        self.fnin = ', '.join(fnin) 

 

        # merge input grids/dfns 

        gridGen = iter(map(RFG._getGrid, fnin)) 

 

        self.fxnet = next(gridGen).merge(*gridGen) 

 

        # success 

        if __VERBOSITY__: 

            print( '\nOriginal domain ' + str(self.fxnet), file=sys.stderr ) 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print("\nTransforming...") 

 

        # start transformations 

        if forcedGridLines and sum(map(len,forcedGridLines))>0: 

            # assume we have a triple of list-like things with numeric values 

            for ia,gla in enumerate(forcedGridLines): 

                for gl in gla: 

                    self.fxnet.addGridline(ia,gl) 

 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print( '\n...with forced grid lines: ' + str(self.fxnet), 

file=sys.stderr ) 

 

        if domainSize: 

            self.fxnet.setDomainSize( '(0,0,0)', domainSize ) 

 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print( '\n...with forced domain size: ' + str(self.fxnet), 

file=sys.stderr ) 

 

        self.nudgeTo=nudgeTo 

        if nudgeTo > 0.0: 

            self.fxnet.nudgeAll(nudgeTo) 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print( '\n...with fracture nudging: ' + str(self.fxnet), 

file=sys.stderr ) 

 

        self.pmRefs = pmRefNearFx 

        if pmRefNearFx: 

            self.fxnet.refineNearFx(pmRefNearFx) 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print( '\n...with PM refinement: ' + str(self.fxnet), 

file=sys.stderr ) 
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        if maxGlSpacing and any(glSpac.values()): 

            self.fxnet.setMaxGlSpacing(maxGlSpacing) 

            if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

                print( '\n...with max gridline spacing: ' + str(self.fxnet), 

file=sys.stderr ) 

 

        if __VERBOSITY__: 

            print( '\nTransformed domain ' + str(self.fxnet), file=sys.stderr 

) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def _findParser(fn): 

        errmsg = '' 

        retParser = None 

 

        # create a prioritized list of parser types 

        parsers = [ 

             OFracGrid.PickleParser, 

             RFGenOutFileParser, 

             HGSEcoFileParser, 

            ] \ 

            + list(iterFractranParsers()) 

 

        # try some different parsers 

        for ParserClass in parsers: 

            try: 

                retParser = ParserClass(fn) 

            except ( 

                  NotValidFractranInputError, 

                  NotValidOFracGridError, 

                  NotValidRFGenInputError, 

                  NotValidHGSEcoInputError 

                   ) as e: 

                errmsg += '\n  '+ParserClass.__name__+' did not work- 

{}'.format(str(e)) 

                retParser = None 

            if retParser: 

                return retParser 

 

        if not retParser: 

            print('Could not parse input file 

"{}":{}'.format(fn,str(errmsg)), file=sys.stderr) 

            sys.exit(1) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def _getGrid(fn): 

        return RFG._findParser( fn ).getOFracGrid() 

 

    def spewPreamble(self, moreMessages='', fout=sys.stdout): 

        """Print a message about this grid and some of its parameters.""" 

 

        s = [ '!----- HGS code generated by {}'.format(__file__), ] 

        s.append( '! Dump of grid and explicit fractures defined in 

{}'.format(self.fnin) ) 
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        if self.nudgeTo: 

            s.append( '! Fractures and gridlines "nudged" to {} 

increments.'.format(self.nudgeTo) ) 

        if self.pmRefs: 

            s.append( 

                '! PM refined near fractures at increments: {}'.format( 

                ", ".join( str(v) for v in self.pmRefs ) ) ) 

 

        if moreMessages: 

            for l in moreMessages.splitlines(): 

                s.append( '! '+l ) 

 

        # assume that 'fout' is a file name string, a list of open files, or 

a 

        # single open file 

        if isinstance(fout,str): 

            # a string, open the file and spew 

            with open(fout,'w') as ftmp: 

                print('\n'.join(l for l in s),end='\n\n', file=ftmp) 

        elif hasattr(fout,'write'): 

            # a file, write to it 

            print('\n'.join(l for l in s),end='\n\n', file=fout) 

        else: 

            # assume a listlike, spew to each 

            for flistitem in fout: 

                print('\n'.join(l for l in s),end='\n\n', file=flistitem) 

 

    def spewGrid(self, fout=sys.stdout): 

        stdoutSave = sys.stdout 

        sys.stdout = fout 

 

        if ( self.fxnet.isUniformGridSpacing(0) and 

             self.fxnet.isUniformGridSpacing(1) and 

             self.fxnet.isUniformGridSpacing(2) ): 

            print('generate uniform blocks') 

 

            for a,(aStart,aEnd) in enumerate(self.fxnet.getBounds()): 

                if aStart == 0.0: 

                    print('{:10.3f} {:5d}'.format( 

                        aEnd, self.fxnet.getGridLineCounts()[a]-1)) 

                else: 

                    print('{:10.3f} {:5d} {:10.3f}'.format( 

                        aEnd, self.fxnet.getGridLineCounts()[a]-1), aStart) 

 

            print('end grid generation') 

 

        else: 

            print('generate variable blocks') 

            for a in range(3): 

                print() 

                printHGS(list(self.fxnet.iterGridLines(a))) 

            print('end grid generation') 

 

        sys.stdout = stdoutSave 
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    def spewFracs(self, fout=sys.stdout, fpropsout=None): 

        prefixGuess = re.sub('o\.eco','',self.fnin) 

        more = '\n!use domain type\n!fracture\n\n!properties file\n' 

        more +='!{}.fprops\n\n'.format( prefixGuess ) 

        more +='! begin explicit fractures\n' 

        print( more, file=fout ) 

 

        for i,f in enumerate(self.fxnet.iterFracs(), start=1): 

            print(self._genFracStr(f,fracIndex=i,fpropsFile=fpropsout), 

file=fout) 

             

        more ='! end explicit fractures\n\n' 

        more += '!choose zones all\n!read 

properties\n!CommonFractureProperties' 

        print( more, file=fout ) 

 

    def _genFracStr(self, fracData, fracIndex=None, fpropsFile=None): 

        """Write out the face selection and aperture assignment for a single 

        fracture""" 

 

        # unpack fracData 

        (x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2,ap) = 7*(Decimal(0.0),) 

        if type( fracData ) == OFrac: 

            (x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2,ap) = tuple( fracData.d ) + ( fracData.ap, ) 

        else: 

            ((x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2,ap), t) = fracData 

 

        # adjust fracture coords to 3D block for face capture 

        # Hope that the grid isn't spaced more finely than eps 

        eps = Decimal('.001'); 

        x1 -= eps 

        y1 -= eps 

        z1 -= eps 

        x2 += eps 

        y2 += eps 

        z2 += eps 

 

        # build the text output 

        retStr = '!---------- fracture' 

        if fracIndex: retStr += ' '+str(fracIndex) 

        retStr +='\nclear chosen faces\nchoose faces block\n' 

        retStr +='{: 7.3f}, {: 7.3f}\n{: 7.3f}, {: 7.3f}\n{: 7.3f}, {: 

7.3f}\n'.format(x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2) 

 

        if fracIndex: 

            retStr += 'new zone\n{0:}\nclear chosen zones\nchoose zone 

number\n{0:}\n'.format(fracIndex) 

 

        if not fpropsFile: 

            retStr += f'aperture\n{ap:.6f}\n' 

        else: 

            fracName='' 

            if fracIndex: 

                fracName=f'fracture_{fracIndex}' 

            else: 
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                # lets hope no other fracture has exactly the same aperture 

                fracName='fracture_{ap:.6f}' 

                 

            retStr += f'read properties\n\t{fracName}\n' 

            print(f'\n{fracName}\naperture\n\t{ap:.6f}\nend',file=fpropsFile) 

 

        return retStr 

 

    def pickleOFracGridToFile(self, fout): 

        """dump to the open 'wb' file stream""" 

        #import pdb ; pdb.set_trace() 

        OFracGrid.pickleTo(self.fxnet, fout) 

 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

 

    # set up command line parser 

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 

 

    parser.add_argument( 

            'filename', 

            help='filename or prefix of orthogonal fracture network source 

files', 

            nargs='+') 

 

    parser.add_argument( '-v', '--verbosity', 

            default=0, 

            action='count', 

            help='increase the verbosity with each "-v"' ) 

 

    parser.add_argument( 

            '-n', '--nudge-fx-coordinates-to', 

            type=Decimal, 

            default=Decimal('0'), 

            help='Nudge each fracture to the nearest interval' ) 

 

    parser.add_argument( '-r', '--refine-near-fx-plane', type=str, 

default='', 

        help="""intervals of additional PM gridlines near fracture planes 

        as "r1, r2, r3".""") 

 

    parser.add_argument( 

        '--domain-size', default='', type=str, 

        help='domain dimensions, as "dx, dy, dz" or "(dx,dy,dz)' ) 

 

    parser.add_argument( 

        '--force-extra-grid-lines', 

        #nargs=1, # force list 

        action='append', 

        help='''Add in extra grid lines specified here, e.g., "x= .1, 250, 

399.9 ; z=0.1,199.9" 

        If an axis is not specified, add this grid line to each dimension. 

        ''') 

 

    parser.add_argument( 
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        '--max-grid-space', 

        type=str, 

        default='', 

        help='The maximum space between gridlines. E.g. "5", "x=5, z=1", 

...') 

 

    parser.add_argument( 

            '--grid-out', 

            default=sys.stdout, 

            type=argparse.FileType('w'), 

            help='Grid output file name') 

 

    parser.add_argument( '--frac-out', 

            default=sys.stdout, 

            type=argparse.FileType('w'), 

            help='Fracture (spatial definitions) output file name') 

 

    parser.add_argument( '--fprops-out', 

            default=None, 

            type=argparse.FileType('w'), 

            help='Fracture (property definitions) output file name') 

 

    parser.add_argument( '--pickle-out', 

            default=False, 

            #type=argparse.FileType('wb'), 

            type=str, 

            help='Output file name for OFracGrid-type object data (pickled)') 

 

    args = parser.parse_args() 

 

    #import pdb ; pdb.set_trace() 

 

    __VERBOSITY__ = args.verbosity 

    setattr( 

            sys.modules['ofracs'], 

            '__VERBOSITY__', 

            max(0,__VERBOSITY__-1) ) 

 

    # for parsing forced gridlines 

    fglvals = {'x':set(), 'y':set(), 'z':set()} 

 

    numberREStr = r'[+-]?(?:\d*\.)?\d+(?:[dDeE][+-]?\d+)?' 

    numRE = re.compile(numberREStr) 

    fglRE = 

re.compile(r';?\s*(?:(?P<axis>[xyzXYZ])\s*=\s*)?(?P<vals>(?:,?\s*'+numberRESt

r+'){1,})') 

 

    for fglarg in args.force_extra_grid_lines: 

        for m in fglRE.finditer(fglarg): 

 

            vals = list(float(x) for x in numRE.findall(m.group('vals'))) 

 

            if m.group('axis'): 

                fglvals[ m.group('axis').lower() ].update(vals) 

            else: 
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                for axSet in fglvals.values(): 

                    axSet.update(vals) 

 

    # for parsing max grid spacing 

    glSpac = {'x':None, 'y':None, 'z':None} 

    mgsLeftover = args.max_grid_space 

    #import pdb ; pdb.set_trace() 

    if args.max_grid_space: 

        try: 

            #try for single value 

            v = float(args.max_grid_space) 

 

        except ValueError: 

            # try for multiple 

            for m in fglRE.finditer( args.max_grid_space ): 

                i1 = mgsLeftover.find(m.group(0)) 

                i2 = i1 + len(m.group(0)) 

                mgsLeftover = mgsLeftover[0:i1] + mgsLeftover[i2:]  

 

                try: 

                    vnums = numberRE.findall(m.group(2)) 

                    if len(vnums) != 1: 

                        raise Exception('catch me') 

                    glSpac[m.group(1)] = float( vnums[0] ) 

                except: 

                    print('Unrecognized value for --max-grid-space: 

"{}"\n'.format( 

                          args.max_grid_space), file=sys.stderr) 

                    parser.print_usage() 

                    sys.exit(-1) 

        else: 

            mgsLeftover = '' # consume 

            #set single value for all 

            for k in glSpac: 

                glSpac[k] = v 

 

    if mgsLeftover.strip(): 

        print('Unrecognized value for --max-grid-space: "{}"\n'.format( 

              args.max_grid_space), file=sys.stderr) 

        parser.print_usage() 

        sys.exit(-1) 

     

    # get parse grid and make modifications 

    rfg = RFG( 

            args.filename, 

            domainSize=list( 

                Decimal(v) for v in 

                re.sub(r'[(),]',' ',args.domain_size).split() ), 

            forcedGridLines=list( fglvals.values() ), 

            nudgeTo=args.nudge_fx_coordinates_to, 

            maxGlSpacing = list( glSpac[k] for k in 'xyz' ), 

            pmRefNearFx=list( 

                Decimal(v) for v in 

                re.sub(r'[,]',' ',args.refine_near_fx_plane).split() ), 

        ) 
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    def quoteMultipartParam(s): 

        if any(specialChar in s for specialChar in '$(), '): 

            s = '"'+s+'"' 

        return s 

 

    otherMessages = """Whole Argument string {}\nat {}""".format( 

                " ".join(map(quoteMultipartParam, sys.argv)), 

                datetime.datetime.now()) 

 

    rfg.spewPreamble( 

            moreMessages=otherMessages, 

            fout=[args.grid_out, args.frac_out, args.fprops_out]) 

 

    rfg.spewGrid(fout=args.grid_out) 

    rfg.spewFracs(fout=args.frac_out,fpropsout=args.fprops_out) 

 

 

    if args.pickle_out: 

        rfg.pickleOFracGridToFile(args.pickle_out) 

 

 

 

    def product(l): 

        return reduce((lambda x,y: x*y), l) 

 

    ngl = rfg.fxnet.getGridLineCounts() 

    nFxElements = rfg.fxnet.calcFxElementCount() 

    nPMElements = product(map(lambda n: n-1,ngl)) 

 

    print("! minimum array_sizes.default values\nfractures: 2d 

elements\n\t{}\nfractures: zones\n\t {}".format( 

            nFxElements, rfg.fxnet.getFxCount() 

         )) 

 

 

    facts = [ ('mesh: x grid lines (rectangular)',ngl[0]), 

              ('mesh: y grid lines (rectangular)',ngl[1]), 

              ('mesh: z grid lines (rectangular)',ngl[2]), 

              ('pm: 3d brick elements',f'{nPMElements:,}'), 

              ('mesh: nnodes',f'{product(ngl):,}'), 

              ('mesh: total elements',f'{nPMElements+nFxElements:,}'), 

    ] 

 

    try: 

        from scipy.stats import describe 

        import numpy 

 

        for a in 'xyz': 

            spac = \ 

                

numpy.fromiter(iter(map(float,rfg.fxnet.iterGridLines(a))),float) 

 

            with warnings.catch_warnings(): 

                warnings.simplefilter("ignore") 
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                (nn,(mi,ma),amean,vari,skew,kurt) = describe(spac[1:]-spac[:-

1]) 

 

            facts.append(  

                (f'mesh spacing: {a} min, max, mean, stddev', f'{mi:.3f}, 

{ma:.3f}, {amean:.3f}, {sqrt(vari):.3f}')) 

 

    except ImportError: 

        pass 

 

 

    print('\n! other interesting facts ("!!" denotes non-HGS syntax)') 

    print('\n'.join(list(f'! {l}\n!\t{v}' for l,v in facts[:3]))) 

    print('\n'.join(list(f'!!{l}\n!!\t{v}' for l,v in facts[3:]))) 

F.2 ofracstats-pcalc.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

"""Calculates "P-- system" values for orthogonal fracture networks. 

 

#############################################################################

# 

# 

#  July 11, 2014 

# 

# Please blame: 

#  Ken Walton 

#  G360 Centre for Applied Groundwater Research 

#  School of Engineering, University of Guelph 

# 

 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

 

Reads >=1 file in the format produced by RFGen or Fractran, given on command 

line.  Computes select fracture abundance measures of sub-regions of the 

fracture network. 

 

Fracture abundance measures (density, intensity, porosity) are defined using 

the "P-system" as defined by W. Dershowitz. e.g.: 

[1] http://www.fracman.com/wp-content/uploads/Fracture-Intensiity-Measures-

P32-with-Wang-Conversions.pdf 

 

CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED MEASURES 

 

   P10 - linear fracture density, counts per metre along scanline(s) 

   P20 - areal fracture density, unbiased counts per square metre 

   P30 - volumetric fracture density, counts per cubic metre 

   P22 - porosity, area of fractures (aperture * length) per unit area 

sampled 

   P33 - porosity, volume of fractures (aperture * length * length) per unit 

         volume sampled 

 

Note: Some sampling bias may be present when using subzones. Subzones contain 

and consider all fractures that intersect the subzone volume. Thus, one 

fracture 
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may be counted in two subzones. e.g. see slide 17 in [1]. 

 

P20 has been corrected to be an unbiased estimator. Fracture trace ends 

within 

the sample zone are counted, then that count is divided by two. 

 

INPUT FILE FORMAT 

"RFGEN"-style 

 

Orthogonal fracture input file format includes a header line and lines 

describing fractures. All file lines up to the header line are ignored. 

Comment 

lines beginning with // are ignored. And lines after the e.g. 

 

" 

This line is ignored. 

The following is the minimal header line, some column titles may be 

omitted/altered, but the core 'xfrom ... zto' must be present 

       xfrom    xto    yfrom    yto    zfrom    zto 

// This comment is ignored. 

// Axis-aligned fractures are defined by  

// id  xfrom    xto    yfrom    yto    zfrom   zto  aperture  orientation 

   1    0.0     1.0     0.5     0.5     0.0    1.0  0.000100   2 

" 

 

For linear and planar measures, sample scan lines and scan planes are chosen 

uniformly in the sub-zone that is being sampled. 

 

AUTHOR: Ken Walton, kmwalton@g360group.org. Last update March 2018 

 

 

TODO: - reimplemnt superposition of FILES 

- reimplement --batch-dir and table output 

 

""" 

 

import argparse,sys,re,copy,traceback,glob 

import multiprocessing 

from random import random 

from random import uniform 

from math import log10 

from collections import deque 

from itertools import chain 

 

from parser_fractran import * 

from parser_rfgen import * 

from parser_hgs_rfgeneco import * 

 

 

__VERBOSITY__ = 0 

"""Module level verbosity""" 

 

#############################################################################

# 

# 
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#  some useful conversions between orientation strings and integer indices 

# 

# direction string to direction index mapping 

DIR  = { "x":0, "y":1, "z":2 }                   

# RFGen orientation index to orientation string mapping 

INDO = { 1:"xy", 2:"xz", 3:"yz" } 

# orientation string to RFGen orientation index mapping 

OIND = { "xy":1, "xz":2, "yz":3 , \ 

         "yx":1, "zx":2, "zy":3 } 

# direction string to perpendicular orientation 

# orientation string to perpendicular direction string 

PERP = { "x":"yz", "y":"xz", "z":"xy", \ 

         "yz":"x", "xz":"y", "xy":"z", \ 

         "zy":"x" ,"zx":"y" ,"yx":"z" } 

 

def ofrac2ftuple( ofx ): 

   """convert an OFrac object to this script's internal representation 

       

   used here: 

   ( (x0, x1, y0, y1, z0, z1, ap), orientationstring ) 

       

   """ 

   ofxo = OFrac.determineFracOrientation(ofx) 

    

   return ( tuple(map(float, ofx.d+(ofx.ap,))), OIND[ PERP[ 'xyz'[ofxo] ] ] ) 

 

class NotValidInputFile(Exception): 

     """Custom exception for no valid parser found""" 

     def __init__(self,msg): 

          super(msg) 

 

#############################################################################

# 

# 

#  A class for holding and operating on a 3-d spatial region 

# 

class SpatialZone:            # {{{ 

 

   def __init__(self, 

         size=None, 

         start=None, 

         end=None, 

         asString=None): 

      """Make a zone. 

         Specify one or two of the { size, start, or end } parameters, or 

give a 

         text string 'asString' that should be parsed to find the appropriate 

         info. 

 

         asString must contain one or two (x,y,z) triples. One triple implies 

         the size of the zone, which is assumed to begin at (0,0,0). 

          

         Keywords (or abbreviated keyword) 

            start | st, 

            end | e, or 
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            size | si 

         may preceed triples. In the absence of keywords, the first triple is 

         assumed to be the 'start' and the second is assumed to be 'size'. 

          

      """ 

 

      if not size and not start and not end and not asString: 

         mx = sys.float_info.max 

         mn = sys.float_info.min 

         self.c = ( (mx,mn),(mx,mn),(mx,mn) ) 

         return 

 

      if asString: 

         strSave = asString 

 

         e = "[-+]?(?:\d+(?:\.\d*)?|\.\d+)(?:[eE][-+]?\d+)?" 

         triple="\( *({}), *({}), *({}) *\)".format(e,e,e) 

         word="((?:st(?:art)?)|(?:e(?:nd)?)|(?:si(?:ze)?))" 

 

         coords = list( re.finditer("({})".format(triple), asString) ) 

 

         if len(coords) == 2: 

            m = re.search("(?:st(?:art)?.*?)?"+triple, asString) 

            if m: 

               start = tuple( map(float,m.groups()[0:3]) ) 

               asString = asString[m.end():] 

            else: 

               start = (0.0,0.0,0.0) 

         else: 

            start = (0.0,0.0,0.0) 

 

         m = re.search("si(?:ze)?.*"+triple, asString) 

         if m: 

            size = tuple( map(float,m.groups()[0:3]) ) 

 

         m = re.search("(?:e(?:nd)?.*)?"+triple, asString) 

         if m: 

            end = tuple( map(float,m.groups()[0:3]) ) 

 

 

         if not size and not end: 

            print( "'{}' did not contain enough start, size or end 

info".format(strSave), file=sys.stderr ) 

            sys.exit(1) 

 

 

      if not size and not end: 

         raise Exception("Must specify 'size' or 'end' of the zone.") 

      elif start and end: 

         self.c = ( (start[0], end[0]), (start[1], end[1]), (start[2], 

end[2]) ) 

      elif start and size: 

         self.c = ( (start[0], start[0]+size[0]), (start[1], 

start[1]+size[1]), (start[2], start[2]+size[2]) ) 

      elif size: 
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         self.c = ( (0.0, size[0]), (0.0, size[1]), (0.0, size[2]) ) 

      else: 

         self.c = ( (0.0, end[0]), (0.0, end[1]), (0.0, end[2]) ) 

 

      for (c1,c2) in self.c: 

         if c2 < c1: 

            raise Exception("Bad coordinates specified for this zone.") 

 

   def expandBoundingBox(self, other): 

      self.c = ( 

         ( min(self.c[0][0], other.c[0][0]), max(self.c[0][1], other.c[0][1]) 

), 

         ( min(self.c[1][0], other.c[1][0]), max(self.c[1][1], other.c[1][1]) 

), 

         ( min(self.c[2][0], other.c[2][0]), max(self.c[2][1], other.c[2][1]) 

) 

         ) 

 

   # SiZe in a particular direction 

   def xSz(self): return self.c[0][1] - self.c[0][0] 

   def ySz(self): return self.c[1][1] - self.c[1][0] 

   def zSz(self): return self.c[2][1] - self.c[2][0] 

   def size(self,d): return self.c[d][1] - self.c[d][0] 

 

   def vol(self): 

      return self.size(0) * self.size(1) * self.size(2) 

 

   # STart coord in a particular direction 

   def xSt(self): return self.c[0][0] 

   def ySt(self): return self.c[1][0] 

   def zSt(self): return self.c[2][0] 

   def st(self,d): return self.c[d][0] 

 

   # ENd coord in a particular direction 

   def en(self,d): return self.c[d][1] 

 

   # Range in a particular direction 

   def xR(self): return self.c[0] 

   def yR(self): return self.c[1] 

   def zR(self): return self.c[2] 

   def r(self,d): return self.c[d] 

 

   def containsFracture(self, f): 

      """Returns true if part of the fracture lies in the zone.""" 

      for i in range(3): 

         if f[0][2*i+1] < self.c[i][0] or self.c[i][1] < f[0][2*i]: 

            return False 

      return True 

 

   def __str__(self): 

      return "x:{} y:{} z:{}".format( self.c[0], self.c[1], self.c[2] ) 

 

# }}} 
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#############################################################################

# 

# 

#  A class for fractures and fracture stats for a certain spatial regtion 

# 

 

class FractureZone:                                         #{{{ 

   def __init__(self, zn, allFracs, nScan=10): 

      self.zn = zn 

      self.fracs = list( filter( zn.containsFracture, allFracs ) ) 

      self.nScan = nScan 

 

   def setNScan( self, n ): 

      """Set the number of scan lines/planes/whatever in the next PNN 

      calculation(s). 

 

      Args: 

        n(int): the new number 

      """ 

      self.nScan = n 

 

   def P10( self, dScanLine, nScanLine=None ): 

       

      if not nScanLine: 

         nScanLine = self.nScan 

 

      # os, orientation string 

      # m, length of the scanline 

      d0 = DIR[dScanLine]           #indices 

      d1 = DIR[PERP[dScanLine][0]] 

      d2 = DIR[PERP[dScanLine][1]] 

      o = OIND[PERP[dScanLine]] 

      od1ind = 2*d1 

      od2ind = 2*d2 

 

      m = self.zn.size(d0) 

      (cc,cm) = (0,0.0) 

 

      if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

         print('\nP10-{} for scanline at:'.format(d)) 

 

      for ci in range(nScanLine): 

         (c1,c2) = ( uniform(*self.zn.r(d1)), uniform(*self.zn.r(d2)) ) 

         count = len(list(filter(  

            lambda fd: fd[1]==o \ 

               and fd[0][od1ind] <= c1 and c1 < fd[0][od1ind+1] \ 

               and fd[0][od2ind] <= c2 and c2 < fd[0][od2ind+1],\ 

            self.fracs ))) 

 

         if __VERBOSITY__ > 1: 

            cMag = max( len("{:.3f}".format(s)) for s in chain(*self.zn.c) ) 

+ 1 

 

            dens = float(count)/m 

            spac = float('inf') 
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            if count > 0: spac = 1.0/dens 

            print( "     {}=({:{w}.3f},{:{w}.3f}): {:6.3g}/m {:6.3g}m 

(count={})".format( 

                     PERP[d], c1, c2, dens, spac, count, w=cMag ) ) 

 

         cc += count 

         cm += m 

 

      if cm == 0.0: 

         return (dScanLine, float('inf'), cc, cm) 

      else: 

         return (dScanLine, float(cc)/cm, cc, cm) 

 

   def formatP10(self, p10Vals): 

      """Makes a pretty string to report the P10 (and P01) results""" 

      (d, p10, c, l) = p10Vals 

 

      if self.zn.size(DIR[d]) < 1e-6 : 

          return '' 

 

      p01 = float('inf') 

      if c > 0: 

         p01 = l / float(c) 

      return \ 

         "P10-{0:2s}: {1:12.3f} /m spacing-{0:} {2:12.3f} m (count={3:4d}, 

d={4:4.1f}m)".format( 

             d, p10, p01, c, l ) 

 

   def lengths(self): 

      lengths = ( [0.0,0], [0.0,0], [0.0,0] ) # tuple of ( sum{length}, count 

) 

      minlength = [ 1e100, 1e100, 1e100 ] 

      maxlength = [ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ] 

      for f in self.fracs: 

         o = INDO[f[1]] 

         d1 = DIR[o[0]] 

         d2 = DIR[o[1]] 

         d1l = f[0][2*d1+1] - f[0][2*d1] 

         d2l = f[0][2*d2+1] - f[0][2*d2] 

         lengths[d1][0] += d1l 

         lengths[d1][1] += 1 

         lengths[d2][0] += d2l 

         lengths[d2][1] += 1 

         minlength[d1] = min( minlength[d1], d1l ) 

         maxlength[d1] = max( maxlength[d1], d1l ) 

         minlength[d2] = min( minlength[d2], d2l ) 

         maxlength[d2] = max( maxlength[d2], d2l ) 

      return \ 

         {'x':{'MIN':minlength[0], 'MAX':maxlength[0], 'SUM':lengths[0][0], 

'COUNT':lengths[0][1]},  

          'y':{'MIN':minlength[1], 'MAX':maxlength[1], 'SUM':lengths[1][0], 

'COUNT':lengths[1][1]},  

          'z':{'MIN':minlength[2], 'MAX':maxlength[2], 'SUM':lengths[2][0], 

'COUNT':lengths[2][1]} } 
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   @staticmethod 

   def fracVol(f): 

      os = INDO[f[1]] # orientation string, e.g. 'xy' 

      d1ind = 2*DIR[os[0]] 

      d2ind = 2*DIR[os[1]] 

      return f[0][6] * ( f[0][d1ind+1] - f[0][d1ind] ) * ( f[0][d2ind+1] - 

f[0][d2ind] ) 

 

   def P20_P22(self, dperpScanPlane, nScanPlane): 

 

      fracEndCount = 0 

      fracCount = 0 

      fracArea = 0.0 

      scanPlaneTotalArea = 0.0 

 

      oind = OIND[PERP[dperpScanPlane]] 

      d = DIR[dperpScanPlane] 

      d1 = DIR[PERP[dperpScanPlane][0]] 

      d2 = DIR[PERP[dperpScanPlane][1]] 

 

      for plane in range(nScanPlane): 

         positionOfPlane = uniform(*self.zn.r(d)) 

 

         # prune our full list of fractures down to ones that intersect this 

         # plane 

         pFracs = list(filter(  

            lambda fd: fd[1]!=oind and fd[0][2*d] <= positionOfPlane < 

fd[0][2*d+1], 

            self.fracs )) 

 

         fracCount += len(pFracs) 

 

         # count the number of fracture trace ends in this sub-sample area 

         for f in pFracs: 

            if f[0][2*d1] != f[0][2*d1+1]: 

               fracEndCount += f[0][2*d1] >= self.zn.st(d1) 

               fracEndCount += f[0][2*d1+1] <= self.zn.en(d1) 

            if f[0][2*d2] != f[0][2*d2+1]: 

               fracEndCount += f[0][2*d2] >= self.zn.st(d2) 

               fracEndCount += f[0][2*d2+1] <= self.zn.en(d2) 

 

         fracArea += sum( list( map( 

            lambda fd: 

               fd[0][6] # aperture 

               * max(fd[0][2*d1+1] - fd[0][2*d1], fd[0][2*d2+1] - 

fd[0][2*d2]), 

            pFracs ) ) ) 

 

         scanPlaneTotalArea += self.zn.size(d1) * self.zn.size(d2) 

 

      return ( int(fracEndCount/2), fracArea, scanPlaneTotalArea ) 

 

   def P20( self, dperpScanPlane, nScanPlane=None ): 

 

      if not nScanPlane: 
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         nScanPlane = self.nScan 

 

      # if this fx network is 2D... 

      if self.zn.size( DIR[dperpScanPlane] ) == 0.0: 

         nScanPlane = 1 

 

      # should skip this case: 

      # if fzn.zn.size( DIR[PERP[d][0]] ) == 0.0 or fzn.zn.size( 

DIR[PERP[d][1]] ) == 0.0: 

      #    continue 

 

      (fCount, fArea, spArea) = self.P20_P22(dperpScanPlane, nScanPlane) 

      if spArea == 0.0: 

         return ( dperpScanPlane, float('inf'), fCount, spArea ) 

      return ( dperpScanPlane, float(fCount)/spArea, fCount, spArea ) 

 

   def formatP20( self, p20Data ): 

      """Make a nice string of P20 data, or empty string if the p20Data is 

for 

      an inapplicable direction/orientation. 

      """ 

      (d, p20, c, a) = p20Data 

      return "P20-{:2s}: {:12.3f} /m^2 (count={:6d}, A={:4.1f}m^2)".format( 

PERP[d], p20, c, a ) 

 

   def P22( self, dperpScanPlane, nScanPlane=None ): 

      if not nScanPlane: 

         nScanPlane = self.nScan 

 

      if self.zn.size( DIR[dperpScanPlane] ) == 0.0: 

         nScanPlane = 1 

 

      (fCount, fArea, spArea) = self.P20_P22(dperpScanPlane, nScanPlane) 

      if spArea == 0.0: 

         return (dperpScanPlane, float('inf'), fCount, spArea ) 

      return (dperpScanPlane, float(fArea)/spArea, fCount, spArea ) 

 

   def formatP22( self, p22data ): 

      (d, p22, c, a) = p22data 

 

      if self.zn.size( DIR[PERP[d][0]] ) == 0.0 or self.zn.size( 

DIR[PERP[d][1]] ) == 0.0: 

         return '' 

 

      return "P22-{:2s}: {:12.6f}    (count={:6d}, A={:4.1f}m^2)".format( 

PERP[d], p22, c, a ) 

 

   def P30(self): 

      if self.zn.vol() == 0: 

         return float('inf') 

      return len(self.fracs) / self.zn.vol() 

 

   def formatP30(self, p30data): 

       if self.zn.vol() > 1.0e-6: 

          return "P30:    {:12.3f} /m^3".format(p30data) 
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   def P33(self): 

      if self.zn.vol() == 0: 

         return float('inf') 

      return sum( map( FractureZone.fracVol, self.fracs ) ) / self.zn.vol() 

 

   def formatP33(self, p33Data): 

      if self.zn.vol() > 1.0e-6: 

         return "P33:    {:12.5g}".format(p33Data) 

 

 

#}}} 

 

 

#############################################################################

# 

# 

#  Read command line, start doing stuff 

# 

 

 

def determineFracO(f): 

   o=-1 

   if   f[0]==f[1]:    o = 3 

   elif f[2]==f[3]:    o = 2 

   elif f[4]==f[5]:    o = 1 

   return o 

 

# gather data of fractures 

def fixOofLastFrac(): 

   f = fracs[-1][0] 

   o = determineFracO(f) 

   fracs[-1] = ( f,o ) 

   return o 

 

 

# for multiprocessing 

def formatFuncWArgs( tup ): 

   ( fmt, func, funcarg ) = tup 

   if funcarg: 

      return fmt(func(funcarg)) 

   else: 

      return fmt(func()) 

 

# for multiprocessing 

def calcAndCalcFormatter( tup ): 

   ( fmt, func, funcarg ) = tup 

   if funcarg: 

      return (func(funcarg), fmt) 

   else: 

      return (func(), fmt) 

 

def doEverything(args, batchDir=''): 

 

    fracs = [] 
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    fracFileSubZones = [] 

 

    # iterate through all files (or problem prefixes) found on command line 

    for fnin in args.FILES: 

       if __VERBOSITY__: 

          print( "========= %s ========="%(fnin)) 

 

       fxNet = None 

 

       # create a prioritized list of parser types 

       parserOptions = [  

             OFracGrid.PickleParser, 

             RFGenOutFileParser, 

             HGSEcoFileParser, 

            ] \ 

            + list(iterFractranParsers()) 

       errmsg = '' 

 

       # try some different parsers 

       for ParserClass in parserOptions: 

          try: 

             parser = ParserClass(fnin) 

             fxNet = parser.getOFracGrid() 

                

          except ( 

                  NotValidOFracGridError, 

                  NotValidFractranInputError, 

                  NotValidRFGenInputError, 

                  NotValidHGSEcoInputError 

                ) as e: 

             errmsg += '\n'+ParserClass.__name__+' did not work- 

{}'.format(str(e)) 

             fxNet = None 

 

          except: 

              (t,v,tb) = sys.exc_info() 

              print( "Unexpected error: {}\n{}\n\nTraceback:".format(t,v), 

file=sys.stderr ) 

              traceback.print_tb(tb) 

              sys.exit(-1) 

 

          if fxNet: 

             break 

 

       if not fxNet: 

          raise NotValidInputFile('Could not parse input file 

"{}":\n{}\n'.format(fnin,errmsg)) 

 

       # populate 

       nfile= fxNet.getFxCounts() 

       mima = list( map(float, chain( *fxNet.getBounds() ) ) ) 

       fracsHere = list( fxNet.iterFracs() ) 

 

 

       subZone = SpatialZone(start=( mima[0], mima[2], mima[4] ) , 
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                        end=( mima[1], mima[3], mima[5] ) ) 

 

       if fracsHere and type( fracsHere[0] ) == OFrac: 

          fracsHere = map( ofrac2ftuple, fracsHere ) 

 

       fracs += fracsHere 

       fracFileSubZones.append( subZone ) 

 

       if __VERBOSITY__: 

          print( "Boundaries of fractures: {}".format(subZone) ) 

          print( "Number of fractures counted: %d" % ( sum(nfile) ) ) 

          for i,o in enumerate(INDO.values()): 

             print( "Number in %s-plane: %d" % ( o, nfile[i] ) ) 

       del nfile 

 

 

    #  Determine the size of the domain 

    dom = None 

    if args.domain: 

       dom = SpatialZone(asString=args.domain) 

    else: 

       dom = SpatialZone() 

       for zn in fracFileSubZones: 

          dom.expandBoundingBox( zn ) 

        

 

    if not dom: 

       print("Could not determine domain size. Specify it with --domain", 

             file=sys.stderr) 

       sys.exit(1) 

 

    if __VERBOSITY__: 

        print( "========= Domain =========" ) 

        print( "Domain: {}; size: {} x {} x {}".format(str(dom), 

dom.xSz(),dom.ySz(),dom.zSz()) ) 

 

    # determine sample zones 

    sampleZn = [] 

    if args.sample_zones: 

       sampleZn =list( map(lambda s: SpatialZone(asString=s), 

args.sample_zones.split(';') ) ) 

    else: 

       sampleZn = [ dom ] 

 

 

 

    # get ready for batch printing 

    header=""" 

Columns: 

Directory - the directory 

# - the subzone number, as in list below 

P10_[xyz] is in [counts/metre] 

 

Sample Zones: 

{} 
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------------------------------------------ 

""".format( 

        '\n'.join(map(lambda z: f"{z[0]}: {z[1]}", enumerate(sampleZn))) 

    ) 

    (FW, FPREC, BDW, ZNW) = ( 

              12, 

              3, 

              # '9' is for 'Directory' heading 

              max(map(len,args.batch_dir+['Directory',])), 

              int(log10(len(sampleZn)))+1, 

              ) 

    rowFmt = f'{{:{BDW}s}} {{:{ZNW}d}}' \ 

     + 3*f' {{:{FW}.{FPREC}f}}' 

    hdrFmt = f'{{:{BDW}s}} {{:{ZNW}s}}' \ 

     + 3*f' {{:{FW}s}}' 

    header += hdrFmt.format('Directory', '#', 'P10_x','P10_y','P10_z',) 

 

 

    # calc/print stats for sub zones 

    if __VERBOSITY__: 

       print( "========= stats for fracture network sub-zones =========" ) 

 

     

    with multiprocessing.Pool(args.max_cpus) as pool: 

 

        for (izn, zn) in enumerate(sampleZn): 

 

           fzn = FractureZone(zn,fracs) 

           fzn.setNScan(args.n) 

 

           results = pool.map( calcAndCalcFormatter, chain( 

                  [(fzn.formatP10, fzn.P10, d,) for d in sorted(DIR)], 

                  [(fzn.formatP20, fzn.P20, d,) for d in sorted(DIR)], 

                  [(fzn.formatP22, fzn.P22, d,) for d in sorted(DIR)], 

                  [(fzn.formatP30, fzn.P30, None,), 

                   (fzn.formatP33, fzn.P33, None,),] 

                 ) 

              ) 

 

           if args.batch_dir: 

                if batchDir == args.batch_dir[0]: 

                    print(header) 

                print(rowFmt.format(batchDir, izn, 

                               # pick out just the P10s 

                               results[0][0][1], 

                               results[1][0][1], 

                               results[2][0][1],) ) 

 

           else: 

                print( "--- {} ---".format(str(zn) ) ) 

                # print results 

                print('\n'.join( map(lambda v:v[1](v[0]), results))) 

 

                # length stats ... P21??? 

                lengths = fzn.lengths() 
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                for os in sorted(DIR): 

                   if lengths[os]['COUNT']>0: 

                      print( "%s-length: min=%7.3f max=%7.3fm avg=%7.3fm 

(count=%4d)" %  

                         (os, lengths[os]['MIN'], lengths[os]['MAX'], 

                          lengths[os]['SUM'] / lengths[os]['COUNT'], 

lengths[os]['COUNT'] ) ) 

                   else: 

                      print( "%s-length:         (count=%4d)" % (os, 0) ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    # command line options setup 

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(  

          formatter_class=argparse.RawDescriptionHelpFormatter, 

          description= 'Calculates "P-- system" values for orthogonal 

fracture networks.', 

          epilog=__doc__ 

    ) 

 

    parser.add_argument( "-v", "--verbose", action='count', default=0, 

           help="Print more detail with each -v on the command line") 

 

    parser.add_argument( "-n", type=int, default=10, 

           help="Number of scan lines or planes to use") 

 

    # sampling zones 

    parser.add_argument( "-s","--sample-zones", default=None, 

          help="""Regions for sub-sampling (must be rectanle- or box-shaped). 

          Separate subzones with ';'. 

          Input format is somewhat flexible, e.g.: 

          "(5.0,5.0,5.0)" implies one sub zone from (0,0,0) to (5,5,5); 

          One subzone from (0,0,3) to (5,5,4) may be specified as 

          "start(0,0,3) end(5,5,4)", 

          "st(0,0,3)e(5,5,4)", 

          "(0,0,3)(5,5,4)", 

          "start(0,0,3) size(5,5,1)", or 

          "(0,0,3)si(5,5,1)"; 

          Three subzones may be specified as 

          "(5,5,5);(0,0,2.5)si(5,5,2.5);(0,0,2.5)(5,5,5)". 

          If this option is omitted, then one subzone that captures all 

fractures is assumed. 

          """) 

 

    parser.add_argument( "-d", "--domain", default=None, 

           help="""The whole domain. Specify in the same way as the subzones 

           above. If this is omitted, then a box that bounds all fractures 

will be 

           used.""") 

 

    parser.add_argument( "FILES", nargs='+', 
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          help="List of RFGen-style input files, or Fractran problem 

prefix.") 

 

    parser.add_argument( '--max-cpus', type=int, default=4, 

          help='The number of processors to apply to these calculations' ) 

 

    parser.add_argument( '-b', '--batch-dir', 

          action='append', 

          help="""Set to batch mode for FILES in each of the given batch 

          directories. Multiple directories may be listed, or unix "glob-

style" 

          wildcards (*, ", [character range]). e.g. "-b runDirA -b runDirB', 

or 

              '-b runDir[AB]', or '-b runDir*' 

          Assumes that network domains are the same size in each directory in 

          the batch, and that the same sample-zones can be applied. 

 

          With this mode, 'verbosity' is ignored and results are printed in 

          table format. 

          IN DEVELOPMENT: Only the P10 values are printed 

          """) 

 

    # command line args 

    args = parser.parse_args() 

 

    __VERBOSITY__ = args.verbose 

 

    if args.batch_dir: 

        __VERBOSITY__ = 0 

 

        # expand any glob-style entries 

        allDirs = [] 

        for d in args.batch_dir: 

            if re.search("[*?[]", d): 

                allDirs.extend(glob.glob(d)) 

            else: 

                allDirs.append(d) 

        args.batch_dir = allDirs 

 

        scriptCallDir = os.getcwd() 

        for d in args.batch_dir: 

            if not os.path.isdir(d): 

                 print(f'Skipping: not a directory {d}', file=sys.stderr) 

            try: 

                os.chdir(d) 

                doEverything(args, batchDir=d) 

            except NotValidInputFile: 

                 print(f'Skipping: no valid inputs {d}', file=sys.stderr) 

            finally: 

                os.chdir(scriptCallDir) 

                 

 

    else: 

        args.batch_dir = [] # "fix" the default 'None' 

        try: 
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            doEverything(args) 

        except NotValidInputFile as e: 

            print(e) 

            sys.exit(1) 

F.3 fractest_grid.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re 

import os 

 

################################################################## 

#Reads in the grid file generated by ofracs2hgs script, calculates the 

#element sizes associated with the grid file for both 2D and 3D models 

#and for the 2D models, identifies if any cells exceed a specified 

#maximum element size 

################################################################## 

#File inputs, grid files generated by ofracs in a specified folder 

#location. 

 

inputfile=sys.argv[1] 

folder = sys.argv[2] 

os.chdir(folder) 

 

################################################################## 

#opens and reads file, finds nodal locations and divides them into 

#x,y,z sections 

with open( inputfile, 'r') as fin: 

    lines = fin.readlines() 

 

lines = list(map(lambda l:l.lower().strip(), lines)) 

 

 

test = ( x for x in lines if re.search("total distance",x)) 

test2 = ( x for x in lines if re.search("end",x)) 

 

 

nx = next(test).strip().split()[1] 

ny = next(test).strip().split()[1] 

nz = next(test).strip().split()[1] 

endz = lines.index(next(test2)) 

 

locationx = lines.index(nx) 

locationy = lines.index(ny) 

locationz = lines.index(nz) 

 

print(locationx) 

print(lines[locationx+1]) 

print(lines[locationy-4]) 
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datax = lines[(locationx+1):(locationy-3)] 

datay = lines[(locationy+1):(locationz-3)] 

dataz = lines[(locationz+1):(endz)] 

 

datax_new = [y for x in datax for y in x.strip().split()] 

datay_new = [y for x in datay for y in x.strip().split()] 

dataz_new = [y for x in dataz for y in x.strip().split()] 

 

 

data1 = np.array(datax_new, dtype = float) 

data2 = np.array(datay_new, dtype = float) 

data3 = np.array(dataz_new, dtype = float) 

 

#prints all the nodes and calculates element size used to located cell 

#sizes larger than the desired maximum cell size (used for 2D and 3D models 

#outputs the number of cells that exceed the desired maximum for the 2D XZ 

data 

print('Model Nodes') 

print(data1) 

print(data2) 

print(data3) 

 

datax_gridspace = np.diff(data1) 

datay_gridspace = np.diff(data2) 

dataz_gridspace = np.diff(data3) 

 

print('Model Element Sizes') 

print(datax_gridspace) 

print(datay_gridspace) 

print(dataz_gridspace) 

 

print('# of element sizes in the x-direction greater than max') 

excessivecell_x = sum(maximum_x > 0.4 for maximum_x in datax_gridspace) 

print(excessivecell_x) 

print('# of element sizes in the z-direction greater than max') 

excessivecell_z = sum(maximum_z > 0.3 for maximum_z in dataz_gridspace) 

print(excessivecell_z) 

 

#prints statistics used for comparing model realizations element sizes 

 

print('Element size basic statistics') 

print('min x '+str(min(datax_gridspace))) 

print('min y '+str(min(datay_gridspace))) 

print('min z '+str(min(dataz_gridspace))) 

 

print('max x '+str(max(datax_gridspace))) 

print('max y '+str(max(datay_gridspace))) 

print('max z '+str(max(dataz_gridspace))) 

 

print('avg x '+str(np.mean(datax_gridspace))) 

print('avg y '+str(np.mean(datay_gridspace))) 

print('avg z '+str(np.mean(dataz_gridspace))) 
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print('# of nodes in x direction'+str(nx)) 

print('# of nodes in y direction'+str(ny)) 

print('# of nodes in z direction'+str(nz)) 

F.4 fractest_rfgen.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re 

import os 

 

################################################################## 

#Reads in the output file generated by rfgen script, calculates the 

#element sizes associated with the grid file for both 2D and 3D models 

#and for the 2D models, identifies if any cells exceed a specified 

#maximum element size 

################################################################## 

#File inputs, output files generated by rfgen in a specified folder 

#location. 

 

inputfile=sys.argv[1] 

folder = sys.argv[2] 

os.chdir(folder) 

 

################################################################## 

#opens and reads file, finds nodal locations and divides them into 

#x,y,z sections 

with open( inputfile, 'r') as fin: 

    lines = fin.readlines() 

 

lines = list(map(lambda l:l.lower().strip(), lines)) 

 

test = next( x for x in lines if re.search("x,y,z",x)).strip().split() 

nx = int(test[5].split('=')[-1]) 

ny = int(test[6].split('=')[-1]) 

nz = int(test[7].split('=')[-1]) 

 

data = lines[5:(5+nx)] 

 

datax = [i.split()[1] for i in data] 

datay = [i.split()[2] for i in data] 

dataz = [i.split()[3] for i in data] 

 

data1 = np.array(datax, dtype = float) 

data2 = np.asarray(datay[0:ny], dtype = float) 

data3 = np.asarray(dataz[0:nz], dtype = float) 

 

#prints all the nodes and calculates element size used to located cell 

#sizes larger than the desired maximum cell size (used for 2D and 3D models 
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#outputs the number of cells that exceed the desired maximum for the 2D XZ 

data 

print('Model Nodes') 

print(data1) 

print(data2) 

print(data3) 

 

datax_gridspace = np.diff(data1) 

datay_gridspace = np.diff(data2) 

dataz_gridspace = np.diff(data3) 

 

print('Model Element Sizes') 

print(datax_gridspace) 

print(datay_gridspace) 

print(dataz_gridspace) 

 

print('# of element sizes in the x-direction greater than max') 

excessivecell_x = sum(maximum_x > 0.4 for maximum_x in datax_gridspace) 

print(excessivecell_x) 

print('# of element sizes in the z-direction greater than max') 

excessivecell_z = sum(maximum_z > 0.3 for maximum_z in dataz_gridspace) 

print(excessivecell_z) 

 

#prints statistics used for comparing model realizations element sizes 

 

print('Element size basic statistics') 

print('min x '+str(min(datax_gridspace))) 

print('min y '+str(min(datay_gridspace))) 

print('min z '+str(min(dataz_gridspace))) 

print('max x '+str(max(datax_gridspace))) 

print('max y '+str(max(datay_gridspace))) 

print('max z '+str(max(dataz_gridspace))) 

print('avg x '+str(np.mean(datax_gridspace))) 

print('avg y '+str(np.mean(datay_gridspace))) 

print('avg z '+str(np.mean(dataz_gridspace))) 

 

 

print('# of nodes in x direction'+str(nx)) 

print('# of nodes in y direction'+str(ny)) 

print('# of nodes in z direction'+str(nz)) 

 

F.5 tecplotmomentcalc_HGS_fracporosity_3Dcomp.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 
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from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# Script that calculates the fracture porosity and the subset model domain 

# fracture porosity for all the MC realizations within a specified folder 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

#        tp.session.connect(quiet=True) 

 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break 

             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

#tp.session.connect(quiet=True) 

######################################################################### 

 

## Script input folders 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

#print(cwd) 

filelist = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

#print(filelist) 
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## Sets up Tecplot frames for calculating the fracture porosity, 

## prints to the powershell 

frac_area = [] 

frac_area2 = [] 

titles = [] 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

print('Model Total_Frac_Porosity Subset_Frac_Porosity') 

for items in filelist: 

    #Frame 1 set-up 

    Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

    #Frame001.name = "HGS Output, Xc" 

    Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

    Frame001.width = 2.6 

    Frame001.height = 4 

    #print(items) 

    title = os.path.basename(os.path.dirname(items)) 

    titles.append(title) 

    title2 = os.path.basename(items).split(".")[0] 

    #print(title2) 

    #Frame 1 set-up 

    moments = tp.data.load_tecplot(items, frame = Frame001, 

read_data_option=ReadDataOption.Replace) 

 

    #print(moments.num_zones) 

    MIDZONE = moments.num_zones/2 

    zones1 = list(range(int(1-1),int(MIDZONE))) 

    zones2 = list(range(int(MIDZONE),moments.num_zones)) 

    #print(zones1) 

    #print(zones2) 

 

    timestep = [] 

    for i in range(len(zones1)): 

        timestep.append(moments.zone(i).solution_time) 

    #print(timestep) 

 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

        $!BLANKING 

        VALUE 

        { 

         INCLUDE = YES 

         CONSTRAINT 1 

         { 

          INCLUDE = YES 

          VARA = 1 

          RELOP = LESSTHAN 

          VALUECUTOFF = 5  

         } 

        }''') 

 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

        $!BLANKING 

        VALUE 

        { 

         INCLUDE = YES 
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         CONSTRAINT 2 

         { 

          INCLUDE = YES 

          VARA = 1 

          RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

          VALUECUTOFF = 45  

         } 

        }''') 

 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

        $!BLANKING 

        VALUE 

        { 

         INCLUDE = YES 

         CONSTRAINT 3 

         { 

          INCLUDE = YES 

          VARA = 3 

          RELOP = LESSTHAN 

          VALUECUTOFF = 12.5  

         } 

        }''') 

 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

        $!BLANKING 

        VALUE 

        { 

         INCLUDE = YES 

         CONSTRAINT 4 

         { 

          INCLUDE = YES 

          VARA = 3 

          RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

          VALUECUTOFF = 37.5  

         } 

        }''') 

 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='LengthAreaVolume' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1)) 

    frac_area.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

 

 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='LengthAreaVolume' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ExcludeBlanked = TRUE 

        '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1)) 

    frac_area2.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    frac_volume = np.asarray(frac_area,dtype=np.float32) * 1.5e-4 
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    frac_volume_subset = np.asarray(frac_area2,dtype=np.float32) * 1.5e-4 

 

    subset_volume = 25*40*1 

    model_volume = 

float(moments.variable('X').max())*float(moments.variable('Y').max())*float(m

oments.variable('Z').max()) 

 

    frac_porosity_total = frac_volume/model_volume 

    frac_porosity_subset = frac_volume_subset/subset_volume 

    print(str(title)+' '+str(frac_porosity_total)+' 

'+str(frac_porosity_subset)) 

 

for i in range(len(frac_area)): 

    print(str(titles[i])+' '+str(frac_porosity_total[i])+' 

'+str(frac_porosity_subset[i])) 

 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

F.6 tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro.py  

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

#Calculates the moments associated with a specified Monte Carlo realization 

#within a specified folder. Calculations take place within TECPLOT. Outputs 

#the calculated moments and major model properties (OLD, DO NOT USE) 

#within a \plots folder within the Monte Carlo realization folder. Also 

outputs old 

#figures within the same folder. These figures are not used. 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 
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while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break 

             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

 

#Script inputs, specified folder containing the MC realizations, destination 

#folder within a given MC realization, folder of the specified MC realization 

 

filename=sys.argv[1] 

destination=sys.argv[2] 

filename2 = sys.argv[3] 

folder = sys.argv[4] 

os.chdir(folder) 

valuecutoff=51840000 

 

 

#############################################################################

####    

 

## Sets the first frame, calculates the moments on this frame, saves output 

as a 

## stylesheet 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

 

#Frame 1 set-up 

Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

Frame001.name = "HGS Output, Xc" 

Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

Frame001.width = 2.6 

Frame001.height = 4 
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moments = tp.data.load_tecplot(filename2, frame = Frame001) 

 

#print(moments.num_zones) 

MIDZONE = moments.num_zones/2 

zones1 = list(range(int(1-1),int(MIDZONE))) 

zones2 = list(range(int(MIDZONE),moments.num_zones)) 

#print(zones1) 

#print(zones2) 

 

timestep = [] 

for i in range(len(zones1)): 

    timestep.append(moments.zone(i).solution_time) 

#print(timestep) 

 

M000m = [] 

M100m = [] 

M010m = [] 

M001m = [] 

M200m = [] 

M020m = [] 

M002m = [] 

M300m = [] 

M030m = [] 

M003m = [] 

 

M000f = [] 

M100f = [] 

M010f = [] 

M001f = [] 

M200f = [] 

M020f = [] 

M002f = [] 

M300f = [] 

M030f = [] 

M003f = [] 

 

Vtot = [] 

Vxavg = [] 

Vyavg = [] 

Vzavg = [] 

 

## Setting up equations for input into the integral for calculating 

## the moments, matrix 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiC} = 0.073 * {Salt}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCX} = {phiC} * {X}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCY} = {phiC} * {Y}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCZ} = {phiC} * {Z}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCXX} = {phiC} * {X} * {X}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCYY} = {phiC} * {Y} * {Y}', 

    zones=zones1) 
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tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCZZ} = {phiC} * {Z} * {Z}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCXXX} = {phiC} * {X} * {X} * 

{X}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCYYY} = {phiC} * {Y} * {Y} * 

{Y}', 

    zones=zones1) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiCZZZ} = {phiC} * {Z} * {Z} * 

{Z}', 

    zones=zones1) 

## Setting up equations for input into the integral for calculating 

## the moments, fractures (aperture is set at one value: 1.5E-4) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracC} = {Salt} * 1.5e-4', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCX} = {fracC} * {X}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCY} = {fracC} * {Y}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCZ} = {fracC} * {Z}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCXX} = {fracC} * {X} * 

{X}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCYY} = {fracC} * {Y} * 

{Y}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCZZ} = {fracC} * {Z} * 

{Z}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCXXX} = {fracC} * {X} * {X} 

* {X}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCYYY} = {fracC} * {Y} * {Y} 

* {Y}', 

    zones=zones2) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracCZZZ} = {fracC} * {Z} * {Z} 

* {Z}', 

    zones=zones2) 

 

 

###EQUATIONS BELOW NOT USED ANYMORE** 

##tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{Vmag} = SQRT({Vx}*{Vx} + 

{Vy}*{Vy} + {Vz}*{Vz})', 

##    zones=zones2[0]) 

##tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{Vxmag} = {Vx}', 

##    zones=zones2[0]) 

##tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{Vymag} = {Vy}', 

##    zones=zones2[0]) 

##tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{Vzmag} = {Vz}', 

##    zones=zones2[0])   

##tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

##    Integrate 

##    [{zone}] 

##    VariableOption='Average' 
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##    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

##    ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

##    '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1, 

scalar_var=moments.variable('Vmag').index+1)) 

##Vtot.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

##print('Vtot') 

##print(Vtot) 

##tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

##    Integrate 

##    [{zone}] 

##    VariableOption='Average' 

##    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

##    ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

##    '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1, 

scalar_var=moments.variable('Vxmag').index+1)) 

##Vxavg.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

##tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

##    Integrate 

##    [{zone}] 

##    VariableOption='Average' 

##    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

##    ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

##    '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1, 

scalar_var=moments.variable('Vymag').index+1)) 

##Vyavg.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

##tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

##    Integrate 

##    [{zone}] 

##    VariableOption='Average' 

##    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

##    ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

##    '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1, 

scalar_var=moments.variable('Vzmag').index+1)) 

##Vzavg.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

##print(Vxavg) 

##print(Vyavg) 

##print(Vzavg) 

##Vtot_2 = np.sqrt(float(Vxavg[0])**2 + float(Vyavg[0])**2 + 

float(Vzavg[0])**2) 

##print('Vtot_2') 

##print(Vtot_2) 

###** 

 

## Calculates the fracture area for finding the fracture porosity, set 

## for a constant fracture aperture of 1.5E-4, prints the outputs 

frac_area = [] 

tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

    Integrate 

    [{zone}] 

    VariableOption='LengthAreaVolume' 

    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

    '''.format(zone=zones2[0]+1)) 

frac_area.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

frac_volume = np.asarray(frac_area,dtype=np.float32) * 1.5e-4 
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model_volume = 

float(moments.variable('X').max())*float(moments.variable('Y').max())*float(m

oments.variable('Z').max()) 

 

##frac_porosity = frac_volume/model_volume 

##print('Frac Porosity  = '+str(frac_porosity)) 

## 

##bulkK = 

np.asarray(Vtot,dtype=np.float32)*np.asarray(frac_porosity,dtype=np.float32)/

0.005 

##print('BulkK, frac = '+str(bulkK)) 

 

#Loops through each zone (time step) and integrates to find the moment 

components 

for z in moments.zones(): 

    #moments for the matrix 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiC').index+1)) 

    M000m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCX').index+1)) 

    M100m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCY').index+1)) 

    M010m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCZ').index+1)) 

    M001m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 
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        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCXX').index+1)) 

    M200m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCYY').index+1)) 

    M020m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCZZ').index+1)) 

    M002m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCXXX').index+1)) 

    M300m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCYYY').index+1)) 

    M030m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('phiCZZZ').index+1)) 

    M003m.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    #moments for the fractures 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 
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        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracC').index+1)) 

    M000f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCX').index+1)) 

    M100f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCY').index+1)) 

    M010f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCZ').index+1)) 

    M001f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCXX').index+1)) 

    M200f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCYY').index+1)) 

    M020f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 
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        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCZZ').index+1)) 

    M002f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCXXX').index+1)) 

    M300f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCYYY').index+1)) 

    M030f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

        Integrate 

        [{zone}] 

        VariableOption='Scalar' 

        IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

        ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

        

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCZZZ').index+1)) 

    M003f.append(Frame001.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

 

##print('test') 

##print(M000m) 

 

M000m = np.asarray(M000m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M100m = np.asarray(M100m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M010m = np.asarray(M010m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M001m = np.asarray(M001m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M200m = np.asarray(M200m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M020m = np.asarray(M020m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M002m = np.asarray(M002m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M300m = np.asarray(M300m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M030m = np.asarray(M030m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

M003m = np.asarray(M003m[0:int(MIDZONE)],dtype=np.float32) 

 

M000f = np.asarray(M000f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M100f = np.asarray(M100f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M010f = np.asarray(M010f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M001f = np.asarray(M001f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M200f = np.asarray(M200f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M020f = np.asarray(M020f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M002f = np.asarray(M002f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M300f = np.asarray(M300f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 
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M030f = np.asarray(M030f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

M003f = np.asarray(M003f[int(MIDZONE):],dtype=np.float32) 

 

##print(M000m) 

##print(M100m) 

##print(M010m) 

##print(M001m) 

##print(M200m) 

##print(M020m) 

##print(M002m) 

##print(M300m) 

##print(M030m) 

##print(M003m) 

## 

##print(M000f) 

##print(M100f) 

##print(M010f) 

##print(M001f) 

##print(M200f) 

##print(M020f) 

##print(M002f) 

##print(M300f) 

##print(M030f) 

##print(M003f) 

 

## Moment calculations for DFM MC realization 

M000 = M000m + M000f 

M100 = M100m + M100f 

M010 = M010m + M010f 

M001 = M001m + M001f 

M200 = M200m + M200f 

M020 = M020m + M020f 

M002 = M002m + M002f 

M300 = M300m + M300f 

M030 = M030m + M030f 

M003 = M003m + M003f 

 

Xc = M100/M000 

Yc = M010/M000 

Zc = M001/M000 

sigmaXX = M200/M000 - (Xc*Xc) 

sigmaYY = M020/M000 - (Yc*Yc) 

sigmaZZ = M002/M000 - (Zc*Zc) 

betaXXX = ((M300/M000) - (3*Xc*sigmaXX) - (Xc*Xc*Xc))/(Xc**(3/2)) 

betaYYY = ((M030/M000) - (3*Yc*sigmaYY) - (Yc*Yc*Yc))/(Yc**(3/2)) 

betaZZZ = ((M003/M000) - (3*Zc*sigmaZZ) - (Zc*Zc*Zc))/(Zc**(3/2)) 

 

##print(M000) 

##print(Xc) 

##print(Yc) 

##print(Zc) 

##print(sigmaXX) 

##print(sigmaYY) 

##print(sigmaZZ) 

##print(betaXXX) 
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##print(betaYYY) 

##print(betaZZZ) 

 

M_loss = ((M000[0]-M000)/M000[0])*100 

##print('M_loss') 

##print(M_loss) 

 

################################################################# 

# 

#Sets up frames for plotting moments and saving and outputing 

#data 

 

#Frame 2 set-up 

Frame002 = page1.add_frame() 

#Frame002.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame002.name = "Centroid, X" 

Frame002.position = (0,0) 

Frame002.width = 2.6 

Frame002.height = 3 

plot2 = Frame002.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

 

Time = moments.solution_times 

print(Time) 

print(len(Time)) 

 

#Frame001.activate() 

page1.delete_frame(frame = Frame001) 

 

#creates moment dataset in TECPLOT 

ds = Frame002.create_dataset('SpatialMoments') 

for v in 

['Time','Xc','Yc','Zc','sigmaXX','sigmaYY','sigmaZZ','betaXXX','betaYYY','bet

aZZZ','M000','PMassLoss']: 

    ds.add_variable(v) 

zone = ds.add_ordered_zone('Zone', len(Time)) 

zone.values('Time')[:] = Time 

zone.values('Xc')[:] = Xc 

zone.values('Yc')[:] = Yc 

zone.values('Zc')[:] = Zc 

zone.values('sigmaXX')[:] = sigmaXX 

zone.values('sigmaYY')[:] = sigmaYY 

zone.values('sigmaZZ')[:] = sigmaZZ 

zone.values('betaXXX')[:] = betaXXX 

zone.values('betaYYY')[:] = betaYYY 

zone.values('betaZZZ')[:] = betaZZZ 

zone.values('M000')[:] = M000 

zone.values('PMassLoss')[:] = M_loss 

 

Frame002.plot_type = PlotType.XYLine 

 

#calculates plume velocity for macrodispersivity calculation 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vx} = 

abs(ddx({Xc}))',zones=[ds.zone('Zone')]) 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vy} = 

abs(ddx({Yc}))',zones=[ds.zone('Zone')]) 
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tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vz} = 

abs(ddx({Zc}))',zones=[ds.zone('Zone')]) 

 

##print('Velocities') 

##print(zone.values('Vx')[:]) 

##print(zone.values('Vy')[:]) 

##print(zone.values('Vz')[:]) 

 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vtotal} = sqrt({Vx}*{Vx} + {Vy}*{Vy} + 

{Vz}*{Vz})') 

V_total = zone.values('Vtotal')[:] 

 

Frame002.aux_data['BulkK'] = bulkK 

 

#continues to set up frames for plotting moments 

plot2 = Frame002.plot() 

plot2.delete_linemaps() 

Frame002.save_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

lmap = plot2.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('Xc')) 

plot2.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 3 set-up 

Frame003 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame003.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame003.name = "Variance, X" 

Frame003.position = (2.6,0) 

Frame003.width = 2.6 

Frame003.height = 3 

plot3 = Frame003.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot3.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('sigmaXX')) 

plot3.view.fit() 

plot3.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 4 set-up 

Frame004 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame004.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame004.name = "Centroid, Y" 

Frame004.position = (0,3) 

Frame004.width = 2.6 

Frame004.height = 3 

plot4 = Frame004.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot4.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('Yc')) 

plot4.view.fit() 

plot4.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 5 set-up 
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Frame005 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame005.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame005.name = "Variance, Y" 

Frame005.position = (2.6,3) 

Frame005.width = 2.6 

Frame005.height = 3 

plot5 = Frame005.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot5.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('sigmaYY')) 

plot5.view.fit() 

plot5.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 6 set-up 

Frame006 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame006.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame006.name = "Centroid, Z" 

Frame006.position = (0,6) 

Frame006.width = 2.6 

Frame006.height = 3 

plot6 = Frame006.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot6.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('Zc')) 

plot6.view.fit() 

plot6.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 7 set-up 

Frame007 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame007.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame007.name = "Variance, Z" 

Frame007.position = (2.6,6) 

Frame007.width = 2.6 

Frame007.height = 3 

plot7 = Frame007.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot7.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('sigmaZZ')) 

plot7.view.fit() 

plot7.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 8 set-up 

Frame008 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame008.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame008.name = "Skewness, X" 

Frame008.position = (5.2,0) 

Frame008.width = 2.6 

Frame008.height = 3 

plot8 = Frame008.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot8.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('betaXXX')) 
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plot8.view.fit() 

plot8.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 9 set-up 

Frame009 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame009.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame009.name = "Skewness, Y" 

Frame009.position = (5.2,3) 

Frame009.width = 2.6 

Frame009.height = 3 

plot9 = Frame009.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot9.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('betaYYY')) 

plot9.view.fit() 

plot9.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 10 set-up 

Frame010 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame010.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame010.name = "Skewness, Z" 

Frame010.position = (5.2,6) 

Frame010.width = 2.6 

Frame010.height = 3 

plot10 = Frame010.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot10.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('betaZZZ')) 

plot10.view.fit() 

plot10.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 11 set-up 

Frame011 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame011.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame011.name = "Total Mass" 

Frame011.position = (0,-3) 

Frame011.width = 3.9 

Frame011.height = 3 

plot11 = Frame011.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot11.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('M000')) 

plot11.view.fit() 

plot11.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#Frame 12 set-up 

Frame012 = page1.add_frame() 

Frame012.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

Frame012.name = "Vtotal" 

Frame012.position = (03.9,-3) 

Frame012.width = 3.9 
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Frame012.height = 3 

plot12 = Frame012.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

lmap = plot12.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

            ds.variable('Time'), 

            ds.variable('Vtotal')) 

plot12.view.fit() 

plot12.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#plots all the data, no data blanking, displays the individual 

#MC realization results within the \plots folder 

os.chdir(destination) 

tp.export.save_png(filename+'_moments.png',region=ExportRegion.AllFrames) 

os.chdir("..") 

 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

############################################################################# 

## 

## Old code calculating the macrodispersivity for a single MC realization 

## given a set data fit window. This is now calculated for all the MC 

## realizations with another script 

 

page2 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameAA = page2.active_frame() 

FrameAA.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

#data blanking, excludes data points from data fitting for early time data, 

currently it 

#is a manual input, applied to all frames 
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tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

FrameAA.name = "Centroid Position, X" 

FrameAA.position = (0,0) 

FrameAA.width = 2.6 

FrameAA.height = 4 

plotAA = FrameAA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotAA.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 2 set-up 

FrameA = page2.add_frame() 

FrameA.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

FrameA.name = "Variance, X" 

FrameA.position = (0,4) 

FrameA.width = 2.6 

FrameA.height = 4 

 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 
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tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

plotA = FrameA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotA.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Makes second page, z-direction (Transverse to flow) 

#page3 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameC = page2.add_frame() 

FrameC.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

FrameC.name = "Centroid Position, Z" 

FrameC.position = (5.2,0) 

FrameC.width = 2.6 

FrameC.height = 4 

plotC = FrameC.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotC.delete_linemaps() 
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#Frame 4 set-up 

FrameD = page2.add_frame() 

FrameD.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

FrameD.name = "Variance, Z" 

FrameD.position = (5.2,4) 

FrameD.width = 2.6 

FrameD.height = 4 

plotD = FrameD.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotD.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameE = page2.add_frame() 

FrameE.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    
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    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

FrameE.name = "Centroid Position, Y" 

FrameE.position = (2.6,0) 

FrameE.width = 2.6 

FrameE.height = 4 

plotE = FrameE.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotE.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 4 set-up 

FrameF = page2.add_frame() 

FrameF.load_stylesheet('temp.sty') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 691200000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 1123200000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

FrameF.name = "Variance, Y" 

FrameF.position = (2.6,4) 

FrameF.width = 2.6 

FrameF.height = 4 

plotF = FrameF.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 
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plotF.delete_linemaps() 

 

#############################################################################

# 

#Start of calculations of average velocities associated with one realization 

#initializes arrays for velocities 

averagevelocitytotal = [] 

 

###loops over zones (iterations through different files stored as zones) 

##for z in moments.zones(): 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

 

#plots the centroid position, x-direction 

lmap = plotAA.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('Xc')) 

plotAA.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#calculates the average velocity of at all active times (factors in value 

blanking) 

#for each zone (file) and appends it to an array 

tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

    Integrate 

    [1] 

    VariableOption='Average' 

    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

    ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

    ExcludeBlanked='T' 

    '''.format(scalar_var=ds.variable('Vtotal').index+1)) 

averagevelocitytotal.append(FrameAA.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

 

#.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=moments.variable('fracCYY').index+1)) 

 

#plots the variance over time, x-direction 

FrameA.activate() 

lmap = plotA.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('SigmaXX')) 

plotA.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#page3.activate() 

#plots the centroid position, z-direction 

FrameC.activate()  

lmap = plotC.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('Zc')) 

plotC.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

#plots the variance over time, z-direction 

FrameD.activate()  

lmap = plotD.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 
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             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('SigmaZZ')) 

plotD.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

 

#calculates the average velocity of at all active times (factors in value 

blanking) 

#for each zone (file) and appends it to an array 

FrameE.activate()  

lmap = plotE.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('Yc')) 

plotE.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

FrameF.activate()  

lmap = plotF.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

             ds.variable('Time'), 

             ds.variable('SigmaYY')) 

plotF.show_symbols = True 

lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

############################################################################# 

#Calculating the slope of the best-fit line excluding the value blanking data 

#if there is any value blanking 

page2.activate() 

FrameA.activate() 

 

#initializes arrays, x-direction 

interceptx = [] 

slopex = [] 

 

#creates best fit lines for the variance plots 

curves = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotA.linemaps()] 

 

#loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, outputs 

#a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in the 

slope 

#of each equation from the file, in the x-direction 

for m in curves: 

    m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

    m.polynomial_order = 1 

     

    #writes out equation to temp file 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

        $!WRITECURVEINFO "tempmap.out" 

        SOURCEMAP = {linemap} 

        '''.format(linemap=curves.index(m)+1)) 

 

    #reads in equation and extracts the slopes 

    with open('tempmap.out', "r") as f: 

          for line in f: 

              if 'Y = ' in line: 

                  interceptx.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 
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                  slopex.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

          else: 

              pass 

 

#page3.activate() 

FrameD.activate() 

 

#initializes arrays, z-direction 

interceptz = [] 

slopez = [] 

 

#creates best fit lines for the variance plots, z-direction 

curves2 = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotD.linemaps()] 

 

#loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, outputs 

#a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in the 

slope 

#of each equation from the file, in the z-direction 

for m in curves2: 

    m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

    m.polynomial_order = 1 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

        $!WRITECURVEINFO "tempmap.out" 

        SOURCEMAP = {linemap} 

        '''.format(linemap=curves2.index(m)+1)) 

    with open('tempmap.out', "r") as f: 

          for line in f: 

              if 'Y = ' in line: 

                  interceptz.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 

                  slopez.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

          else: 

              pass 

 

FrameF.activate() 

 

#initializes arrays, z-direction 

intercepty = [] 

slopey = [] 

 

#creates best fit lines for the variance plots, z-direction 

curves3 = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotF.linemaps()] 

 

#loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, outputs 

#a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in the 

slope 

#of each equation from the file, in the y-direction 

for m in curves3: 

    m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

    m.polynomial_order = 1 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

        $!WRITECURVEINFO "tempmap.out" 

        SOURCEMAP = {linemap} 

        '''.format(linemap=curves3.index(m)+1)) 

    with open('tempmap.out', "r") as f: 

          for line in f: 
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              if 'Y = ' in line: 

                  intercepty.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 

                  slopey.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

          else: 

              pass 

 

#############################################################################

## 

## 

##Calculates the values for the histograms, calculates macrodispersivities 

#print(interceptx) 

#print("slope X") 

#print(slopex) 

#converts lists of values into arrays 

slope_sigma11 = np.asarray(slopex,dtype=np.float32) 

slope_sigma22 = np.asarray(slopez, dtype=np.float32) 

slope_sigmayy = np.asarray(slopey, dtype=np.float32) 

vtot_avg = np.asarray(averagevelocitytotal,dtype=np.float32) 

 

##print("velocity") 

##print(vtot_avg) 

## 

##print(slope_sigma11) 

##print(slope_sigmayy) 

##print(slope_sigma22) 

 

A_x_tot = 0.5*slope_sigma11/vtot_avg 

A_y_tot = 0.5*slope_sigmayy/vtot_avg 

A_z_tot = 0.5*slope_sigma22/vtot_avg 

 

##print(A_x_tot) 

##print(A_y_tot) 

##print(A_z_tot) 

 

 

##################################################################### 

## 

##Final plotting details for the old macrodispersivity plots 

#Frame 1 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotAA.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotAA.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

line1 = FrameAA.add_text("\nTotal A_x: "+str(A_x_tot), (95,95), size=8) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

plotAA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 2 

FrameA.activate() 

plotA.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotA.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotA.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 
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plotA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 3 

#page3.activate() 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotC.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotC.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

line1 = FrameC.add_text("\nTotal A_z: "+str(A_z_tot), (95,95), size=8) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

plotC.view.fit() 

  

#Frame 4 

FrameD.activate() 

plotD.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotD.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotD.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

plotD.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 4 

FrameE.activate() 

plotE.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotE.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotE.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

line1 = FrameE.add_text("\nTotal A_y: "+str(A_y_tot), (95,95), size=8) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

 

plotE.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 4 

FrameF.activate() 

plotF.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plotF.axes.viewport.right = 85 

yaxis = plotF.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

plotF.view.fit() 

## 

###Histogram creation, Frame 5 

##Frame006.activate() 

###creates dataset, uses the values calculated and inputs them into zones in 

an xy-plot 

##ds = Frame006.create_dataset('Histogram Az') 

##for v in ['A_z','Frequency']: 

##    ds.add_variable(v) 

##zone = ds.add_ordered_zone('Zone', numz) 

##zone.values('Frequency')[:] = hist1 

##zone.values('A_z')[:] = midpointz  

##Frame006.plot_type = PlotType.XYLine 

##plot6 = Frame006.plot() 

##plot6.delete_linemaps() 

###plot histogram 
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##hist_lmap = plot6.add_linemap('Histogram, A_z', zone, ds.variable('A_z'), 

ds.variable('Frequency')) 

##plot6.show_bars = True 

###calculates bin width with respect to frame size 

##binz_frame = (plot6.axes.viewport.right-plot6.axes.viewport.left)/numz 

##bars = hist_lmap.bars 

##bars.show = True 

##bars.size = binz_frame 

##bars.line_color = Color.Black 

##plot6.show_lines = False 

##plot6.axes.viewport.left = 15 

##yaxis = plot6.axes.y_axis(0) 

##yaxis.title.offset = 9 

##line1 = Frame006.add_text("Average A_L: "+str(avgAz)+"\nStd Deviation: 

"+str(stdAz), (95,95), size=8) 

##line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

## 

##plot6.view.fit() 

os.chdir(destination) 

#saves 2 pictures, one in the x- and z-direction 

page2.activate() 

tp.export.save_png(filename+'_macrodispersivity.png',region=ExportRegion.AllF

rames) 

tp.data.save_tecplot_ascii(filename+'_macrodispersivityvalues.dat',frame=Fram

eAA,dataset=ds) 

##page3.activate() 

##tp.export.save_png('testz.png',region=ExportRegion.AllFrames, 

supersample=5) 

 

initialmass = M000[0] 

finalmass = M000[1] 

 

#############################################################################

## 

## 

## Outputs old model properties (don't use) 

sys.stdout = open(filename+'_calculated_values_OLD.dat', 'w') 

print("""# Moments calculated by {} 

# Computed {} 

TITLE = "{}" 

VARIABLES = "BulkHydraulicConductivity", "A_x_tot", "A_y_tot", "A_z_tot", 

"M000_i", "M000_f" 

ZONE T = "{}" 

""".format(__file__, datetime.datetime.now(), filename, filename)) 

print(bulkK[0], A_x_tot[0], A_y_tot[0], A_z_tot[0], initialmass, finalmass) 

sys.stdout.close() 

 

############################################################################# 

## 

## Outputs calculated moments for singular specified MC realization, GOOD 

sys.stdout = open(filename+'moments_tot.dat', 'w') 

print("""# Moments calculated by {} 

# Computed {} 

TITLE = "{}" 
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VARIABLES = "Time", "M00", "X_c", "Y_c", "Z_c", "Sigma_11^2", "Sigma_22^2", 

"Sigma_33^2", "Beta_11^3", "Beta_22^3", "Beta_33^3", "Vtot", 

"PercentMassLoss" 

ZONE T = "{}" 

""".format(__file__, datetime.datetime.now(), filename2, filename2)) 

for i,t in enumerate(timestep): 

    print(float(timestep[i]), M000[i], Xc[i], Yc[i], Zc[i], sigmaXX[i], 

sigmaYY[i], sigmaZZ[i], betaXXX[i], betaYYY[i], betaZZZ[i], V_total[i], 

M_loss[i]) 

sys.stdout.close() 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

F.7 tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro_all.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

## 

## Calculates the macrodispersivity values for a given model set up, located 

in 

## "folder" (Guelph2DXZ model setup located in MultipleModels), by loading 

## in all of the m???_macrodispersivityvalues.dat output by 

## tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro.py, reads in a "datafitwindow.txt" to identify the 

## individual data fit window for each MC realization, and uses that window 

## to calculate and plot the macrodispersivity distribution from all the 

## MC realizations. 

## 

## implemented with the following command 

## 

## python tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro_all.py folder destination datafitwindow.txt 

##        'list of excluded realizations (optional)' 

## 

############################################################################# 

 

##Script inputs (folder and destination, data fit window and excluded list 

found 

## below) 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

os.chdir(folder) 
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cwd = os.getcwd() 

filename = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

destination = os.path.join(cwd,sys.argv[2]) 

datafitwindow = sys.argv[3] 

 

if len(sys.argv) == 5: 

    filelist = 

glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\plots\mc???_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")) 

    print(filelist) 

    filelist_remove = [] 

    exclude = sys.argv[4] 

    excludelist = exclude.split() 

 

    for items in filelist: 

        for itemz in excludelist: 

            if itemz in items: 

                filelist_remove.append(items) 

    filelist_new = [item for item in filelist if item not in filelist_remove] 

else: 

    filelist_new = 

glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\plots\mc???_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")) 

 

 

with open(datafitwindow, 'r') as fin: 

        lines = fin.readlines() 

     

lines = list(map(lambda l:l.lower().strip().split(), lines)) 

lines_new = lines[2:] 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

#destination=sys.argv[2] 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 
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    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

 

#makes first page 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

 

#loops through all MC realizations and applies data fit window 

if len(sys.argv) == 4: 

    for items in filelist_new: 

        filename3 = os.path.basename(items).split("_")[0] 

        #print(filename3) 

        indices = [i for i, s in enumerate(lines_new) if filename3 in s] 

        #print(indices) 

        starttime = int(lines_new[indices[0]][1]) 

        #print(starttime) 

        endtime = int(lines_new[indices[0]][2]) 

        #print(endtime) 

         

        #Frame 1 set-up 

        Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

        Frame001.name = "HGS Output, Xc" 

        Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

        Frame001.width = 2.6 

        Frame001.height = 4 

        moments = tp.data.load_tecplot(items, frame = 

Frame001,read_data_option=ReadDataOption.Replace) 

        ##plot1 = Frame001.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

        ##plot1.delete_linemaps() 

        #print(moments.zone(0).values('Time')[starttime]) 

        #print(moments.zone(0).values('Time')[endtime]) 

         

        tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Time (d)} = {Time}/60/60/24') 

 

        #duplicates zone with only data from datafit window for a single MC 

realization 

        tp.macro.execute_command('''$!DuplicateZones  

          SourceZones =  [1] 

          DestinationZone = 2 

          IRange 

            {{ 

            Min = {} 

            Max = {} 

            }}'''.format(starttime, endtime)) 

 

        os.chdir(filename3+'\plots') 
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        ##saves the MC realization only included the data from the data fit 

window? 

        

tp.data.save_tecplot_ascii(filename3+"_macrodispersivityvalues_subzone2.dat", 

            zones=[1], 

            include_text=False, 

            precision=12, 

            include_geom=False, 

            include_data_share_linkage=True) 

        os.chdir('..') 

        os.chdir('..') 

 

## Exclusion of MC realizations from consideration and calculation of a 

## macrodispersivity value 

if len(sys.argv) == 4: 

    filelist_new2 = 

glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\plots\mc???_macrodispersivityvalues_subzone

2.dat")) 

    filelist_remove2 = [] 

    exclude = sys.argv[3] 

    excludelist = exclude.split() 

 

    for items in filelist_new2: 

        for itemz in excludelist: 

            if itemz in items: 

                filelist_remove2.append(items) 

    filelist_new3 = [item for item in filelist_new2 if item not in 

filelist_remove2] 

    #print(filelist_new3) 

else: 

    filelist_new3 = 

glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\plots\mc???_macrodispersivityvalues_subzone

2.dat")) 

 

print(filelist_new3) 

print(len(filelist_new3)) 

 

 

#############################################################################

##### 

## 

## Data set-up ready for calculating macrodispersivity for each MC 

realization 

 

#Makes second page 

page2 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameAA = page2.active_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameAA) 

 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vtotal} = sqrt({Vx}*{Vx} + {Vy}*{Vy} + 

{Vz}*{Vz})') 

FrameAA.save_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

 

FrameAA.name = "Centroid Position, X" 
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FrameAA.position = (0,0) 

FrameAA.width = 2.6 

FrameAA.height = 4 

plotAA = FrameAA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotAA.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 2 set-up 

FrameA = page2.add_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameA) 

#FrameA.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameA.name = "Variance, X" 

FrameA.position = (2.6,0) 

FrameA.width = 2.6 

FrameA.height = 4 

plotA = FrameA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotA.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameC = page2.add_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameC) 

#FrameC.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameC.name = "Centroid Position, Z" 

FrameC.position = (0,4) 

FrameC.width = 2.6 

FrameC.height = 4 

plotC = FrameC.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotC.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 4 set-up 

FrameD = page2.add_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameD) 

#FrameD.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameD.name = "Variance, Z" 

FrameD.position = (2.6,4) 

FrameD.width = 2.6 

FrameD.height = 4 

plotD = FrameD.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotD.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameE = page2.add_frame() 

FrameE.name = "Macrodispersivity, Ax" 

FrameE.position = (5.2,0) 

FrameE.width = 2.6 

FrameE.height = 4 

plotE = FrameE.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

 

#Frame 4 set-up 

FrameF = page2.add_frame() 

FrameF.name = "Macrodispersivity, Az" 

FrameF.position = (5.2,4) 

FrameF.width = 2.6 

FrameF.height = 4 

plotF = FrameF.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 
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## 

#############################################################################

# 

#Start of calculations of average velocities associated with each fractran 

iteration 

#initializes arrays for velocities, calculations in the Y-direction are 

excluded. 

 

averagevelocitytotal1 = [] 

 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

 

print(ds.num_zones) 

for z in ds.zones(): 

    #plots the centroid position, x-direction 

    lmap = plotAA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('Xc')) 

    plotAA.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

    print(z.index) 

    print(np.average(z.values('Vtotal')[:])) 

    averagevelocitytotal1.append(np.average(z.values('Vtotal')[:])) 

    print(averagevelocitytotal1) 

 

    #plots the variance over time, x-direction 

    FrameA.activate() 

    lmap = plotA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('SigmaXX')) 

    plotA.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

    FrameA.save_stylesheet('test.sty') 

 

    #page3.activate() 

    #plots the centroid position, z-direction 

    FrameC.activate()  

    lmap = plotC.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('Zc')) 

    plotC.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

    #plots the variance over time, z-direction 

    FrameD.activate()  

    lmap = plotD.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('SigmaZZ')) 

    plotD.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

 

## 

##    #calculates the average velocity of at all active times (factors in 

value blanking) 
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##    #for each zone (file) and appends it to an array 

##    #for each zone (file) and appends it to an array 

##    FrameE.activate()  

##    lmap = plotE.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

##                 ds.variable('Time'), 

##                 ds.variable('Yc')) 

##    plotE.show_symbols = True 

##    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

## 

## 

##    FrameF.activate()  

##    lmap = plotF.add_linemap('Linemap',zone, 

##                 ds.variable('Time'), 

##                 ds.variable('SigmaYY')) 

##    plotF.show_symbols = True 

##    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

## 

##    

############################################################################# 

#Calculating the slope of the best-fit line excluding the value blanking data 

#if there is any value blanking 

page2.activate() 

FrameA.activate() 

 

#initializes arrays, x-direction 

interceptx = [] 

slopex = [] 

 

#creates best fit lines for the variance plots 

curves = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotA.linemaps()] 

print(curves) 

 

#loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, outputs 

#a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in the 

slope 

#of each equation from the file, in the x-direction 

for m in curves: 

    m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

    m.polynomial_order = 1 

    print(curves.index(m)) 

    #writes out equation to temp file 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

        $!WriteCurveInfo "tempmapx.out" 

        Sourcemap = {linemap} 

        CurveInfoMode = CurveDetails 

        '''.format(linemap=curves.index(m)+1)) 

 

    #reads in equation and extracts the slopes 

    with open('tempmapx.out', "r") as f: 

          for line in f: 

              if 'Y = ' in line: 

                  interceptx.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 

                  slopex.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

          else: 

              pass 
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#page3.activate() 

FrameD.activate() 

 

#initializes arrays, z-direction 

interceptz = [] 

slopez = [] 

 

#creates best fit lines for the variance plots, z-direction 

curves2 = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotD.linemaps()] 

 

#loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, outputs 

#a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in the 

slope 

#of each equation from the file, in the x-direction 

for m in curves2: 

    m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

    m.polynomial_order = 1 

    print(curves2.index(m)) 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

        $!WRITECURVEINFO "tempmapz.out" 

        SOURCEMAP = {linemap} 

        '''.format(linemap=curves2.index(m)+1)) 

    with open('tempmapz.out', "r") as f: 

          for line in f: 

              if 'Y = ' in line: 

                  interceptz.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 

                  slopez.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

          else: 

              pass 

 

##    FrameF.activate() 

## 

##    #initializes arrays, z-direction 

##    intercepty = [] 

##    slopey = [] 

## 

##    #creates best fit lines for the variance plots, z-direction 

##    curves3 = [lmap.curve for lmap in plotF.linemaps()] 

## 

##    #loops over all curves on plot, switches curvetype to best-fit line, 

outputs 

##    #a temp file listing the equations for each curve, which then reads in 

the slope 

##    #of each equation from the file, in the x-direction 

##    for m in curves3: 

##        m.curve_type = CurveType.PolynomialFit 

##        m.polynomial_order = 1 

##        tp.macro.execute_command(r''' 

##            $!WRITECURVEINFO "tempmap.out" 

##            SOURCEMAP = {linemap} 

##            '''.format(linemap=curves3.index(m)+1)) 

##        with open('tempmap.out', "r") as f: 

##              for line in f: 

##                  if 'Y = ' in line: 
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##                      intercepty.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[2]) 

##                      slopey.append(re.split("[ *]",line)[4]) 

##              else: 

##                  pass 

## 

             

#############################################################################

## 

#Calculates the values for the histograms, calculates macrodispersivities 

 

#converts lists of values into arrays 

slope_sigma11 = np.asarray(slopex,dtype=np.float32) 

print(slope_sigma11) 

slope_sigma22 = np.asarray(slopez, dtype=np.float32) 

#slope_sigmayy = np.asarray(slopey, dtype=np.float32) 

print(averagevelocitytotal1) 

 

vtot_seconds = np.asarray(averagevelocitytotal1,dtype=np.float32) 

vtot_avg = vtot_seconds*60*60*24 

print(vtot_seconds) 

print(vtot_avg) 

#print('vtot_avg') 

#for i in range(len(vtot_avg)): 

#    print(vtot_avg[i]) 

 

#print(vtot_avg) 

#print(slope_sigma11) 

#print(slope_sigma22) 

#print(slope_sigmayy) 

 

#calculates macrodispersivities in the x- and z-directions 

A_x_tot = 0.5*slope_sigma11/vtot_avg 

#print(A_x_tot) 

#A_y_tot = 0.5*slope_sigmayy/v_tot_avg 

A_z_tot = 0.5*slope_sigma22/vtot_avg 

#print(A_z_tot) 

 

avgAx = np.average(A_x_tot) 

stdAx = np.std(A_x_tot,ddof=1) 

avgAz = np.average(A_z_tot) 

stdAz = np.std(A_z_tot,ddof=1,) 

 

rdavgAx = round(avgAx, 3) 

rdstdAx = round(stdAx, 3) 

 

#finds values for histogram, number of bins, range of bins, width of bins, 

#edges and midpoints of the bins 

rangex = np.ptp(A_x_tot) 

numx = math.ceil(math.sqrt(len(A_x_tot))) 

rangez = np.ptp(A_z_tot) 

numz = math.ceil(math.sqrt(len(A_z_tot))) 

 

binwidthx = rangex/numx 

binwidthz = rangez/numz 
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edgesx = np.linspace(min(A_x_tot),max(A_x_tot),(numx+1)) 

midpointx = (edgesx[1:] + edgesx[:-1]) / 2 

edgesz = np.linspace(min(A_z_tot),max(A_z_tot),(numz+1)) 

midpointz = (edgesz[1:] + edgesz[:-1]) / 2 

 

#counts the values of macrodispersivities within each bin 

hist, bins = np.histogram(A_x_tot, bins=edgesx) 

hist1, bins1 = np.histogram(A_z_tot, bins=edgesz) 

 

##################################################################### 

#Final plotting details, including the creation of the histogram dataset 

#Frame 1 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotAA.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotAA.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotAA.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotAA.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotAA.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'X Centroid (m)' 

plotAA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 2 

FrameA.activate() 

plotA.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotA.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotA.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotA.axes.viewport.top = 90 

xaxis = plotA.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis = plotA.axes.y_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'X Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 3 

#page3.activate() 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 
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plotC.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotC.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotC.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotC.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotC.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Z Centroid (m)' 

plotC.view.fit() 

  

#Frame 4 

FrameD.activate() 

plotD.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotD.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotD.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotD.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotD.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotD.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Z Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotD.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 4 

##FrameE.activate() 

####plotE.legend.show = True 

####plotE.legend.font.size_units = Units.Point 

####plotE.legend.font.size = 5 

####plotE.legend.box.box_type = TextBox.None_ 

####plotE.legend.row_spacing = 1 

####plotE.legend.position = (100,95) 

##plotE.axes.viewport.left = 15 

##plotE.axes.viewport.right = 85 

##yaxis = plotE.axes.y_axis(0) 

##yaxis.title.offset = 9 

##line1 = FrameE.add_text("\nTotal A_y: "+str(A_y_tot), (95,95), size=8) 

##line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

## 

##plotE.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 4 

##FrameF.activate() 

####plotF.legend.show = True 
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####plotF.legend.font.size_units = Units.Point 

####plotF.legend.font.size = 5 

####plotF.legend.box.box_type = TextBox.None_ 

####plotF.legend.row_spacing = 1 

####plotF.legend.position = (100,95) 

##plotF.axes.viewport.left = 15 

##plotF.axes.viewport.right = 85 

##yaxis = plotF.axes.y_axis(0) 

##yaxis.title.offset = 9 

##plotF.view.fit() 

## 

 

#Histogram creation, Frame 5 

FrameE.activate() 

#creates dataset, uses the values calculated and inputs them into zones in an 

xy-plot 

ds1 = FrameE.create_dataset('Histogram Ax') 

for v in ['A_x_tot','Frequency']: 

    ds1.add_variable(v) 

zone = ds1.add_ordered_zone('Zone', numx) 

zone.values('Frequency')[:] = hist 

zone.values('A_x_tot')[:] = midpointx  

FrameE.plot_type = PlotType.XYLine 

plotE = FrameE.plot() 

plotE.delete_linemaps() 

#plot histogram 

hist_lmap = plotE.add_linemap('Histogram, A_x', zone, 

ds1.variable('A_x_tot'), ds1.variable('Frequency')) 

plotE.show_bars = True 

plotE.axes.viewport.left = 20 

plotE.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotE.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotE.axes.viewport.top = 90 

#calculates bin width with respect to frame size 

binx_frame = (plotE.axes.viewport.right-plotE.axes.viewport.left)/numx 

bars = hist_lmap.bars 

bars.show = True 

bars.size = binx_frame 

bars.line_color = Color.Black 

plotE.show_lines = False 

yaxis = plotE.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotE.axes.x_axis(0) 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 10 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

xaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

xaxis.title.text = 'A<sub>L</sub> (m)' 

rdavgAx = round(avgAx, 3) 

rdstdAx = round(stdAx, 3) 

line1 = FrameE.add_text("Average A<sub>L</sub>: "+str(rdavgAx)+"\nStd 

Deviation: "+str(rdstdAx), (98,98), size=12) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 
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plotE.view.fit() 

 

#Histogram creation, Frame 5 

FrameF.activate() 

#creates dataset, uses the values calculated and inputs them into zones in an 

xy-plot 

ds2 = FrameF.create_dataset('Histogram Az') 

for v in ['A_z_tot','Frequency']: 

    ds2.add_variable(v) 

zone = ds2.add_ordered_zone('Zone', numz) 

zone.values('Frequency')[:] = hist1 

zone.values('A_z_tot')[:] = midpointz  

FrameF.plot_type = PlotType.XYLine 

plotF = FrameF.plot() 

plotF.delete_linemaps() 

#plot histogram 

hist_lmap = plotF.add_linemap('Histogram, A_z', zone, 

ds2.variable('A_z_tot'), ds2.variable('Frequency')) 

plotF.show_bars = True 

#calculates bin width with respect to frame size 

binz_frame = (plotF.axes.viewport.right-plotF.axes.viewport.left)/numz 

bars = hist_lmap.bars 

plotF.axes.viewport.left = 20 

plotF.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotF.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotF.axes.viewport.top = 90 

binz_frame = (plotF.axes.viewport.right-plotF.axes.viewport.left)/numz 

bars = hist_lmap.bars 

bars.show = True 

bars.size = binz_frame 

bars.line_color = Color.Black 

plotF.show_lines = False 

#plotF.axes.viewport.left = 15 

yaxis = plotF.axes.y_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 10 

xaxis = plotF.axes.x_axis(0) 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

#yaxis.title.offset = 10 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

xaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

xaxis.title.text = 'A<sub>VT</sub> (m)' 

rdavgAz = round(avgAz, 3) 

rdstdAz = round(stdAz, 3) 

line1 = FrameF.add_text("Average A<sub>VT</sub>: "+str(rdavgAz)+"\nStd 

Deviation: "+str(rdstdAz), (98,98), size=12) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

plotF.view.fit() 

 

##plot6.view.fit() 

os.chdir(destination) 

#saves 2 pictures, one in the x- and z-direction 

page2.activate() 
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tp.export.save_png(filename+'_macrodispersivity_doublecheck2.png',region=Expo

rtRegion.AllFrames) 

 

for i in A_x_tot: 

    print(i) 

 

for i in A_z_tot: 

    print(i) 

 

for i in vtot_avg: 

    print(i) 

 

 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

F.8 tecmomentcalc_HGS_EPMDFMmasscomp.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

 

#############################################################################

## 

## Script used to calculate the mass outside of the 1E-6 concentration line 

from 

## the Guelph2DXZ_epm model in the \EPM folder for all of the realizations 

## from Guelph2DXZ DFM Monte Carlo realizations. Outputs the calculated mass 

## as a precentage within a dat file called specified 

filename+'EPMDFMcomp.dat' 

## The EPM model was re-saved as another .plt file once the data set was 

blanked 

## for all locations where the EPM concentration was greater than 1E-6. The 

EPM 

## data was than used to blank the DFM matrix data. 

#############################################################################

## 

 

def asvoid(arr): 

    """View the array as dtype np.void (bytes) 

    This collapses ND-arrays to 1D-arrays, so you can perform 1D operations 

on them. 

    https://stackoverflow.com/a/16216866/190597 (Jaime)"""     

    arr = np.ascontiguousarray(arr) 
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    return arr.view(np.dtype((np.void, arr.dtype.itemsize * arr.shape[-1]))) 

 

def find_index(arr, x): 

    arr_as1d = asvoid(arr) 

    x = asvoid(x) 

    return np.nonzero(arr_as1d == x)[0] 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

 

##Sets up script inputs, needs specified folder and output destination folder 

np.set_printoptions(threshold=sys.maxsize) 

 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

cwd2 = os.getcwd() 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

#latetime = 500 

 

##Set file name for output file 

filename = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

 

destination = os.path.join(cwd,sys.argv[2]) 

 

#############################################################################

## 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

#destination=sys.argv[2] 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break             
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if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

     

#Sets up pages and frames for the plots. Loads in the EPM and DFM data sets 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

FrameA = page1.active_frame() 

filelist_new3 = []     

filelist_new3 = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

filelist_epm = 

os.path.join(cwd2,"EPM\\Guelph2DXZ_epmo_macrodispersivityavg_boundary.plt") 

 

#Initializes arrays 

allM = [] 

allF = [] 

allM_blanked = [] 

 

#Loops through all DFM MC realizations, loading one realization at a time 

for index in filelist_new3: 

    tp.data.load_tecplot(index,frame = FrameA, 

read_data_option=ReadDataOption.Replace,variables=['X','Y','Z','Zone','Head',

'Vx','Vy','Vz','Salt']) 

    ds1 = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_epm, frame = FrameA, 

variables=['X','Y','Z','Zone','Head','Vx','Vy','Vz','Salt','blank']) 

    zonespermod = ds1.num_zones/3  ##1 set of zones for PM, 1 set of zones 

for frac, 1 set of zones for EPM PM 

    #PM DFM data zones 

    zonelist1 = np.linspace(0,zonespermod-1,zonespermod) 

    #Fracture DFM data zones 

    zonelist2 = np.linspace((zonespermod), zonespermod*2-1, zonespermod) 

    #EPM data zones 

    zonelist3 = np.linspace((zonespermod*2), zonespermod*3-1,zonespermod) 

 

    #DFM data zones as well 

    zones1 = list(range(int(1-1),int(zonespermod))) 

    zones2 = list(range(int(zonespermod),int(zonespermod*2))) 

 

    #Loops through time steps, blanks area for the DFM PM data that overlaps 

the blanked EPM data 

    for i in range(len(zonelist1)): 

        #Blanks the area matching the EPM blanked data with interpolation 

        

tp.data.operate.interpolate_linear(ds1.zone(int(zonelist1[i])),ds1.zone(int(z

onelist3[i])),variables=ds1.variable('blank')) 

##This section tries to blank the fracture data as well, interpolation does 

not work, however 

##The data sets are too big to loop over the fractures elements and assign 

"blank" to the fractures 

##that overlay the blanked EPM data.  

##        xfrac = ds1.zone(int(zonelist2[i])).values('X').as_numpy_array() 

##        print(type(xfrac)) 

##        yfrac = ds1.zone(int(zonelist2[i])).values('Y').as_numpy_array() 
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##        zfrac = ds1.zone(int(zonelist2[i])).values('Z').as_numpy_array() 

##        fracposition = np.column_stack((xfrac,yfrac,zfrac)) 

##        editingblanking = 

ds1.zone(int(zonelist2[i])).values('blank').as_numpy_array() 

## 

##         

##        xpm = ds1.zone(int(zonelist1[i])).values('X').as_numpy_array() 

##        ypm = ds1.zone(int(zonelist1[i])).values('Y').as_numpy_array() 

##        zpm = ds1.zone(int(zonelist1[i])).values('Z').as_numpy_array() 

##        pmposition = np.column_stack((xpm,ypm,zpm)) 

##         

##        goalblanking = 

ds1.zone(int(zonelist1[i])).values('blank').as_numpy_array() 

##        frac_index = [] 

##        for count,item in enumerate(fracposition): 

##            item_index = find_index(pmposition,item) 

##            editingblanking[count] = goalblanking[item_index] 

##        print('done') 

##        ds1.zone(int(zonelist2(i))).values('blank')[:] = editingblanking 

    ##Blanks the DFM data within the "blanked" zone intersecting EPM 

"blanked" variable 

    tp.macro.execute_command(r'''  

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 10 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 0.1  

     } 

    }''') 

    ##Initializes arrays 

    M000m_notblanked = [] 

    M000f_notblanked = [] 

    M000m_blanked = [] 

#    M000f_blanked = [] 

    ##Equations for calculating total mass 

    tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{phiC} = 0.073 * {Salt}', 

                                     zones=zones1) 

    tp.data.operate.execute_equation(equation = '{fracC} = {Salt} * 1.5e-4', 

                                    zones=zones2) 

    ##Loops over time steps and calculates the total mass within full domain 

and 

    ##the domain with the DFM masses "blanked", calculating the total mass of 

    ##the DFM model outside the EPM 1E-6 envelope. 

    for z in ds1.zones(): 

        #moments for the DFM model, not blanked 

        tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

            Integrate 

            [{zone}] 

            VariableOption='Scalar' 

            IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 
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            ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

            

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=ds1.variable('phiC').index+1)) 

        M000m_notblanked.append(FrameA.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

        tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

            Integrate 

            [{zone}] 

            VariableOption='Scalar' 

            IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

            ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

            

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=ds1.variable('fracC').index+1)) 

        M000f_notblanked.append(FrameA.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

        #moments for the DFM model, with PM data blanked 

        tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

            Integrate 

            [{zone}] 

            VariableOption='Scalar' 

            IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

            ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

            ExcludeBlanked = TRUE 

            

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=ds1.variable('phiC').index+1)) 

        M000m_blanked.append(FrameA.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

##        tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer3',''' 

##            Integrate 

##            [{zone}] 

##            VariableOption='Scalar' 

##            IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

##            ScalarVar = {scalar_var} 

##            

'''.format(zone=z.index+1,scalar_var=ds1.variable('fracC').index+1)) 

##        M000f_notblanked.append(FrameA.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL']) 

    #appends the calculated masses over time appended to a matrix for each MC 

realization 

    

allM.append(np.asarray(M000m_notblanked[0:int(zonespermod)],dtype=np.float64)

) 

    

allF.append(np.asarray(M000f_notblanked[int(zonespermod):int(zonespermod*2)],

dtype=np.float64)) 

    

allM_blanked.append(np.asarray(M000m_blanked[0:int(zonespermod)],dtype=np.flo

at64)) 

timestep = [] 

for k in range(len(zonelist1)): 

    timestep.append(ds1.zone(k).solution_time) 

 

timestep_days = np.asarray(timestep)/60/60/24 

 

#Outputs the mass analysis to a dat file 

sys.stdout = open(filename+'EPMDFMcomp.dat', 'w') 

print("""# Total mass calculated comparison with EPM and DFM models {} 

# Computed {} 

TITLE = "{}" 
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VARIABLES = "Time", "Total Mass DFM", "Total Mass Unaccounted for by EPM", "% 

Mass Outside" 

ZONE T = "{}" 

""".format(__file__, datetime.datetime.now(), filename, filename)) 

print('#Time') 

print(*timestep_days, sep = ', ') 

print('#Total Mass DFM') 

for count,elem in enumerate(allM): 

    totalM = allM[count][:] + allF[count][:] 

    percent_outside = (allM_blanked[count][:]/totalM)*100 #Percentage 

    print(*totalM, sep=', ') 

print('#Total Mass Unaccounted for by EPM') 

for count,elem in enumerate(allM_blanked): 

    print(*allM_blanked[count], sep=', ') 

    ##print(float(timestep[i]), m00tot[i], X_ctot[i], Z_ctot[i], 

sigma11_2tot[i], sigma22_2tot[i]) 

print('#% Mass Outside') 

for count,elem in enumerate(allM_blanked): 

    totalM = allM[count][:] + allF[count][:] 

    percent_outside = (allM_blanked[count][:]/totalM)*100 #Percentage 

    print(*percent_outside, sep=', ') 

sys.stdout.close() 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

F.9 ofrac_networkSlice.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

"""A script to get a 2D slice out of a 3D OFracGrid""" 

 

 

import sys,argparse 

 

# import this as an alias so full module information is saved into the 

# pickle file. (So the pickled object can be loaded from any other file.) 

import ofracs as MyOFracMod 

 

def doSlice(srcGrid, srcPlane, srcLoc, newThickness): 

    """Construct a new grid-copy of srcGrid with the given slice 

 

        Args: 

            srcGrid : `ofracs.OFracGrid` 

                The original fracture network and grid. Fractures that will 

                be taken on the plane `srcLoc +/- 0.5*newThickness` 

 

            srcPlane : str 

                x, y, or z 

 

            srcLoc : float 

                The axis value of the plane 

 

            newThickness : float 

                The thickness of the new domain 
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    """ 

 

    pd = 'xyz'.find(srcPlane) 

    '''The index of the plane axis''' 

 

    o = list(srcGrid.domainOrigin) 

    o[pd] = srcLoc - newThickness/2.0 

 

    sz = list(srcGrid.domainSize) 

    sz[pd] = newThickness 

 

    newGrid = MyOFracMod.OFracGrid(o,sz) 

 

    for f in srcGrid.iterFracs(): 

        try: 

            if not MyOFracMod.OFrac.determineFracOrientation(f) == pd: 

                newGrid.addFracture(f) 

 

        except MyOFracMod.FractureCollapseWarning as e: 

            # ignore fractures that are not in the domain 

            pass 

 

 

    # make sure the fracture spans the domain 

    for f in newGrid.iterFracs(): 

 

        # copy as mutable list 

        f.d = list(f.d) 

 

        # modify 

        f.d[2*pd  ] = MyOFracMod.D_CO(o[pd]) 

        f.d[2*pd+1] = MyOFracMod.D_CO(o[pd]+sz[pd]) 

 

        # copy-back as immutable tuple 

        f.d = tuple(f.d) 

         

    newGrid._remakeGridLineLists(keep_glAsSets=True) 

         

    return newGrid 

 

 

def translate( grid, shiftv ): 

    """Translate the domain and fractures 

 

 

    Args: 

        shiftv : list 

            a 3-sized list with the size of the shift for each axis 

            e.g. new domain origin = old domain origin + shift[0] 

    """ 

 

    shiftv = list( MyOFracMod.D_CO(v) for v in shiftv ) 

 

    # make lists out of some variables 
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    newO = list( grid.domainOrigin ) 

 

    # apply translation 

    for a,v in enumerate(shiftv): 

        newO[a] += v 

 

        grid._fixedgl[a] = set(map( lambda gli: gli+v, grid._fixedgl[a] )) 

        grid._gl[a] = set(map( lambda gli: gli+v, grid._gl[a] )) 

 

 

    # save-back 

    grid.domainOrigin = tuple(newO) 

 

 

    # process fractures 

    for f in grid.iterFracs(): 

        # copy as mutable list 

        f.d = list(f.d) 

 

        for a,v in enumerate(shiftv): 

            f.d[2*a  ] += v 

            f.d[2*a+1] += v 

 

        # copy-back as immutable tuple 

        f.d = tuple(f.d) 

 

 

    #grid._remakeGridLineLists(keep_glAsSets=True) 

    import pdb ; pdb.set_trace() 

 

    grid._remakeGridLineLists() 

         

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

 

    # TODO use argparse for these 

    FILE='pickle_test.rfg' 

    PLANE='z' 

    PLANE_LOC=13.0 

    NEW_THICKNESS=1.0 

 

 

    origGrid = MyOFracMod.OFracGrid.unpickleFrom(FILE) 

    newGrid = doSlice(origGrid, PLANE, PLANE_LOC, NEW_THICKNESS) 

 

    with open(FILE.split('.')[0]+'_orig.dat', 'w') as fout: 

        origGrid.printTecplot(fout, zoneName='Original') 

 

    with open(FILE.split('.')[0]+'_new.dat', 'w') as fout: 

        newGrid.printTecplot(fout, zoneName=f'Slice at {PLANE_LOC}') 

         

    #import pdb; pdb.set_trace() 
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    translateValue = 3*[0.0,] 

    translateValue['xyz'.find(PLANE)] = -PLANE_LOC + NEW_THICKNESS/2 

    translate(newGrid, translateValue) 

    with open(FILE.split('.')[0]+'_new.dat', 'a') as fout: 

        newGrid.printTecplot(fout, printFileHeader=False, zoneName=f'Slice, 

translated to z=0') 

 

    ind=FILE.rfind('.') 

    MyOFracMod.OFracGrid.pickleTo(newGrid, FILE[:ind]+'_new'+FILE[ind:]) 

 

    sys.exit(0) 

 

F.10 tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro_all_3Dcomp_momentratios_outsid
estatistics_3Donly_YZ.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

# 

# Script calculating and plotting the ratio of variances based on axial 

direction 

# to flow. Compares the tranverse horizontal and transverse vertical at early 

time 

# to find some relationship between the transverse macrodispersivities. Plots 

# the variances, plots the ratio, outputs the average and variance of the 

ratio. 

# Reads in the early-time data from the HGS statistical analysis built-in 

tool. 

# The 3D source area models are used for this analysis. 

# 

#############################################################################

## 

# Script Inputs? Not necessarily needed in this one 

 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

cwd2 = os.getcwd() 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

#latetime = 500 
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filename = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

destination = os.path.join(cwd,sys.argv[2]) 

print(destination) 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

#destination=sys.argv[2] 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

     

# Sets up pages and frames for the plots. Loads in the early time data 

# from the HGS built-in moments tool. 

page2 = tp.active_page() 

filelist_new3 = []  

 

filelist_new3 = 

glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\plots\mc???_3DComp_macrodispersivityvalues.

dat"))    

 

numlarge2d = len(filelist_new3) 
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filelist_new3.extend(glob.glob((os.path.join(cwd2,"Guelph3D1_3D\SourceArea\Gu

elph3D1_test5o.Statistical_Plume_Props.dat")))) 

 

indexof3Dmodel = len(filelist_new3) 

 

filelist_new3.extend(glob.glob((os.path.join(cwd2,"Guelph3D1_3D\SourceArea2\G

uelph3D1_test5o.Statistical_Plume_Props.dat")))) 

indexof3Dmodel2 = len(filelist_new3) 

 

#print(cwd2) 

#print(len(filelist_new3)) 

#print(filelist_new3) 

##print(test) 

 

#Makes second page, z-direction (Transverse to flow) 

#page1 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameAA = page2.active_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameAA) 

 

# DEFINES THE TIME FRAME OF EARLY TIME DATA BEING CONSIDERED (in seconds) 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 1 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = LESSTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 4320000  

     } 

    }''') 

tp.macro.execute_command(r'''    

    $!BLANKING 

    VALUE 

    { 

     INCLUDE = YES 

     CONSTRAINT 2 

     { 

      INCLUDE = YES 

      VARA = 1 

      RELOP = GREATERTHAN 

      VALUECUTOFF = 6048000 

     } 

    }''') 

 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Time (d)} = {TIME}/60/60/24') 

 

#Calculates ratio of variances 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Ratio} = {ZVAR}/{YVAR}') 

 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vx} = abs(ddx({XBAR}))') 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vy} = abs(ddx({YBAR}))') 
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tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vz} = abs(ddx({ZBAR}))') 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vtotal} = sqrt({Vx}*{Vx} + {Vy}*{Vy} + 

{Vz}*{Vz})') 

 

#Sets up frames 

FrameAA.save_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameAA.name = "Z-Variance over time" 

FrameAA.position = (2.6,0) 

FrameAA.width = 2.6 

FrameAA.height = 4 

plotAA = FrameAA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotAA.delete_linemaps() 

 

Frame1 = page2.add_frame() 

Frame1.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

Frame1.name = "Mass" 

Frame1.position = (0,-2) 

Frame1.width = 7.8 

Frame1.height = 2 

plot1 = Frame1.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plot1.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Makes second page, z-direction (Transverse to flow) 

#page3 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameC = page2.add_frame() 

FrameC.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameC.name = "Y-Variance over time" 

FrameC.position = (0,0) 

FrameC.width = 2.6 

FrameC.height = 4 

plotC = FrameC.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotC.delete_linemaps() 

 

 

FrameE = page2.add_frame() 

FrameE.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameE.name = "Ratio, VarZ/VarY" 

FrameE.position = (5.2,0) 

FrameE.width = 2.6 

FrameE.height = 4 

plotE = FrameE.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotE.delete_linemaps() 

 

#############################################################################

# 

#Starting to set up all the frames, loops through zones to add all model data 

#to frames 

#initializes arrays for velocities 

averagevelocitytotal1 = [] 

 

page2.activate() 

Frame1.activate() 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel-1).name = '3DSourceArea1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2-1).name = '3DSourceArea2' 
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YZratio_all = [] 

averageratio = [] 

YZratio_average = [] 

FrameE.activate() 

print(ds.num_zones) 

 

# Adds lines to plots for each zone 

for z in ds.zones(): 

    #plots the ratio of varz to vary 

##    if z.index < numlarge2d: 

    lmap = plotE.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('Ratio')) 

    plotE.show_symbols = True 

    print(z.index+1) 

 

    YZratio = z.values('Ratio')[:] 

    timeoutput = z.values('Time (d)')[:] 

    start = next(x[0] for x in enumerate(timeoutput) if x[1] > 50) 

    endstart = next(x[0] for x in enumerate(timeoutput) if x[1] > 70) 

    print(start) 

    print(YZratio) 

    print(averageratio) 

    print(np.average(YZratio[start:endstart])) 

    YZratio_average.append(np.average(YZratio[start:endstart])) 

    YZratio_all.append(YZratio) 

 

    #plots the variance over time, y-direction 

    FrameC.activate() 

##    if z.index < numlarge2d: 

    lmap = plotC.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('YVAR')) 

    plotC.show_symbols = True 

 

    #plots the variance over time, z-direction 

    FrameAA.activate()  

    lmap = plotAA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('ZVAR')) 

    plotAA.show_symbols = True 

#    z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

 

    Frame1.activate() 

    if z.index < numlarge2d: 

        z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ'  

    lmap = plot1.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('MASS')) 

    plot1.show_symbols = True 

 

Frame1.activate() 

page2.activate() 

 

FrameE.activate() 
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tp.macro.execute_extended_command('CFDAnalyzer4',''' 

    Integrate 

    VariableOption='Average' 

    XOrigin=0 YOrigin=0 

    IntegrateBy = 'ZONES' 

    ScalarVar={scalar_var} 

    Excludeblanked=TRUE 

    '''.format(scalar_var=ds.variable('Ratio').index+1)) 

averageratio = FrameE.aux_data['CFDA.INTEGRATION_TOTAL'] 

 

tp.macro.execute_extended_command(command_processor_id='CFDAnalyzer4', 

    command="SaveIntegrationResults FileName='H:\\\\GuelphSentry-

2018\\\\teresa test simulations\\\\Fractran HGS - Current 

Runs\\\\Guelph3D\\\\Guelph2D_comp_HGS\\\\MultipleModels\\\\Out.txt'") 

#print('here') 

#print(averageratio) 

 

with open('Out.txt', 'r') as fin: 

        lines = fin.readlines() 

     

lines = list(map(lambda l:l.lower().strip().split()[-1], lines)) 

lines_new = np.asarray(lines[1:-1],dtype=np.float32) 

#print(lines_new) 

 

avgRatioYZ = np.average(lines_new) 

stdRatioYZ = np.std(lines_new) 

 

#print(YZratio_average) 

 

##################################################################### 

#Final plotting details, formatting 

#Frame 1 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotAA.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotAA.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotAA.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotAA.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotAA.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

xaxis.title.text = 'Time (d)' 

yaxis.title.text = 'Z Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotAA.view.fit_to_nice() 
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#Frame 3 

#page3.activate() 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotC.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotC.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotC.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotC.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotC.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

xaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

xaxis.title.text = 'Time (d)' 

yaxis.title.text = 'Y Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

plotC.view.fit_to_nice() 

  

#Frame E 

FrameE.activate() 

plotE.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotE.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotE.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotE.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotE.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotE.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Ratio: Z Variance/Y Variance' 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

line1 = FrameE.add_text("Average Ratio: "+str(round(avgRatioYZ,3))+"\nStdDev: 

"+str(round(stdRatioYZ,3)), (98,98), size=12) 

line1.anchor = tp.constant.TextAnchor.HeadRight 

plotE.view.fit_to_nice() 

 

Frame1.activate() 

plot1.legend.show = True 

plot1.legend.font.size = 7.75 

plot1.legend.box.box_type = TextBox.None_ 

plot1.legend.row_spacing = 1.1 

plot1.legend.position = (100,95) 

plot1.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plot1.axes.viewport.right = 70 

plot1.axes.viewport.bottom = 25 
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plot1.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plot1.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plot1.axes.x_axis(0) 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 7.75 

xaxis.title.font.size = 10.25 

yaxis.title.offset = 10 

xaxis.title.offset = 10 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 7.75 

yaxis.title.font.size = 10.25 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Mass (kg)' 

plot1.view.fit_to_nice() 

 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel-1).name = '3DSourceArea1' 

 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2-1).name = '3DSourceArea2' 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

 

FrameE.activate() 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 
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plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

 

Frame1.activate() 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

 

 

##plot6.view.fit() 

os.chdir(destination) 

tp.data.save_tecplot_plt('3donly_xz.plt') 

tp.save_layout('3donly_xz.lpk') 

 

#Outputs plot with ratios for the early time data from the 3D source area 

models 

page2.activate() 

tp.export.save_png(filename+'_momentratios_test_outsidestats_3D50-

70_YZ.png',region=ExportRegion.AllFrames) 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

F.11 superposition_HGS.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 
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import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

################## 

# 

# This script reads in the concentration file from all Monte Carlo 

realizations and plots either 

# a specified time step or all the time steps. Comment/uncomment section 

below to specify this. 

# The envelope from all of the realizations are plotted one on top of the 

# other with some transparency as an attempt to visually see the variability 

caused by the 

# randomly generated fractures.  

# 

#############################################################################

################## 

 

#Script inputs 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

destination = sys.argv[2] 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

 

#looks for all mc files in current directory, looks in subdirectories as well 

filelist = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

 

#############################################################################

################## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 
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        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break 

             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

#############################################################################

################## 

     

#Sets up frame. Loads the list of files in, and appends it to the first frame 

#makes first page 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

 

title = os.path.basename(os.path.dirname(filelist[0])) 

title2 = os.path.basename(filelist[0]).split(".")[0] 

title2 = title2[:-1] 

 

#Frame 1 set-up, loads all mc-rst concentration files 

Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

Frame001.name = "Solute Location above 1e-6" 

Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

Frame001.width = 3.5 

Frame001.height = 2 

conc = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist, frame = Frame001, zones = None, 

variables = [0,1,2,8]) 

#print(conc) 

 

#Loads a tecplot frame style for easy formatting 

Frame001.load_stylesheet('superposition1.sty') 

 

#print(conc.num_zones) 

#time = conc.zone(starttime).solution_time 

#print(time) 

#tp.macro.execute_command('$!GlobalTime SolutionTime = {}'.format(time)) 

 

plot1 = Frame001.plot() 

plot1.activate() 

 

line1 = Frame001.add_text(title2, (5,87.92), size=14) 

#Comment/Uncomment section for one solution time output** 

#Specify output time with command below, outputs a figure at specified time 

tp.macro.execute_command('$!GlobalTime SolutionTime = {}'.format(1209600000)) 

timedays = int(plot1.solution_time)/60/60/24 

#print(timedays) 

 

line2 = Frame001.add_text(str(int(timedays))+' days', (2.5, 5), size = 14) 

tp.export.save_png(os.path.join(destination,title2+"_"+str(int(timedays))+'.p

ng'), width=336,  region=ExportRegion.AllFrames) 

#**here 
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###Comment/Uncomment section to loop over all solution times* 

## 

##for items2 in plot1.solution_times: 

##    tp.macro.execute_command('$!GlobalTime SolutionTime = 

{}'.format(items2)) 

##    timedays = int(plot1.solution_time)/60/60/24 

##    print(timedays) 

##    if timedays > 10: 

##        Frame001.delete_text(line2) 

## 

##    line2 = Frame001.add_text(str(int(timedays))+' days', (2.5, 5), size = 

14) 

##    

tp.export.save_png(os.path.join(destination,title2+"_"+str(int(timedays))+'.p

ng'), width=336,  region=ExportRegion.AllFrames) 

##    if (len(plot1.solution_times)) == plot1.solution_timestep: 

##        break 

##    plot1.solution_timestep += 1 

###*here 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

F.12  concentration_plot_HGS_all.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

#looks for all mc files in current directory, looks in subdirectories as well 

#need to read in multiple files eventually, may just output the results of 

one and 

#write another code to perform this action multiple times 

#cwd = os.getcwd() 

#latetime = 500 

 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

stylesheet1 = os.path.join(cwd, "Guelph2DXZ.sty") 
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#folder2 = sys.argv[3] 

#os.chdir(folder2) 

#cwd2 = os.getcwd() 

filelist = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"mc???\Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

print(filelist) 

#filelist.extend(glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"*\mc???\moments_tot.dat"))) 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

#filelist = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

 

destination=sys.argv[2] 

destinationlist = os.path.join(cwd,destination) 

 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break 

             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

     

#Sets up pages and frames for the plots. Loads the list of files in, and 

appends it to the 

#first frame. Saves the first frame as a style sheet, and applies it 

(connects the dataset) 
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#to all the other frames 

#makes first page, x-direction (Longitudinal to flow) 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

 

for items in filelist: 

    print(items) 

    title = os.path.basename(os.path.dirname(items)) 

    title2 = os.path.basename(items).split(".")[0] 

    print(title2) 

    #Frame 1 set-up 

    Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

    Frame001.name = "Concentration" 

    Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

    Frame001.width = 3.5 

    Frame001.height = 2 

    Frame001.transparent = True 

    Frame001.show_border = False 

    concentration = tp.data.load_tecplot(items, frame = Frame001, 

read_data_option=ReadDataOption.Replace) 

    Frame001.load_stylesheet(stylesheet1) 

    plot = Frame001.plot() 

    print(items) 

     

    print(title) 

    line1 = Frame001.add_text(title2+", "+title, (5,87.92), size=14) 

 

    for items2 in plot.solution_times: 

        timedays = int(plot.solution_time)/60/60/24 

        if timedays > 10: 

            Frame001.delete_text(line2) 

  

        line2 = Frame001.add_text(str(int(timedays))+' days', (2.5, 5), size 

= 14) 

        

tp.export.save_jpeg(os.path.join(destination,title2+"_"+title+"_"+str(int(tim

edays))+'.jpeg'), width=336,  region=ExportRegion.AllFrames, quality = 100) 

        if (len(plot.solution_times)-1) == plot.solution_timestep: 

            break 

        plot.solution_timestep += 1 

     

 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

 

 

F.13  concentration_plot_HGS_single.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 
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import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

#looks for all mc files in current directory, looks in subdirectories as well 

#finds a specific MC realization in folder2 and plots the concentration 

output 

#for each timestep into a destination folder within folder2 

 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

stylesheet1 = os.path.join(cwd, "Guelph2DXZ.sty") 

 

folder2 = sys.argv[3] 

os.chdir(folder2) 

cwd2 = os.getcwd() 

filelist = glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd2,"Guelph2DXZo.plt")) 

print(filelist) 

#filelist.extend(glob.glob(os.path.join(cwd,"*\mc???\moments_tot.dat"))) 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

destination=sys.argv[2] 

destinationlist = os.path.join(cwd,destination) 

 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 
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        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break 

             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

     

#Sets up pages and frames for the plots. Loads the list of files in, and 

#appends it to the first frame. Saves the first frame as a style sheet, and 

#applies it (connects the dataset) to all the other frames 

#makes first page 

page1 = tp.active_page() 

 

# loops over the MC realizations, however, given that this script is for one 

# MC realization, the list loops once. 

for items in filelist: 

    print(items) 

    title = os.path.basename(os.path.dirname(items)) 

    title2 = os.path.basename(items).split(".")[0] 

    title2 = title2[:-1] 

    print(title2) 

    #Frame 1 set-up, size and other frame properties 

    Frame001 = page1.active_frame() 

    Frame001.name = "Concentration" 

    Frame001.position = (0.0, 0.0) 

    Frame001.width = 3.5 

    Frame001.height = 2 

    Frame001.transparent = True 

    Frame001.show_border = False 

    #reads in data, replacing previous MC realization 

    concentration = tp.data.load_tecplot(items, frame = Frame001, 

read_data_option=ReadDataOption.Replace) 

    #reads the default stylesheet for plotting the Guelph2DXZ MC realizations 

    Frame001.load_stylesheet(stylesheet1) 

    plot = Frame001.plot() 

    print(items) 

     

    print(title) 

    line1 = Frame001.add_text(title2+", "+title, (5,87.92), size=14) 

     

    # loops through all the timesteps and outputs concentration plots in jpeg 

format 

    for items2 in plot.solution_times: 

        timedays = int(plot.solution_time)/60/60/24 

        if timedays > 10: 

            Frame001.delete_text(line2) 
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        line2 = Frame001.add_text(str(int(timedays))+' days', (2.5, 5), size 

= 14) 

        

tp.export.save_jpeg(os.path.join(destination,title2+"_"+title+"_"+str(int(tim

edays))+'.jpeg'), width=336,  region=ExportRegion.AllFrames, quality = 100) 

        if (len(plot.solution_times)-1) == plot.solution_timestep: 

            break 

        plot.solution_timestep += 1 

     

 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 
 
 

F.14  tecmomentcalc_HGS_macro_all_3Dcomp.py 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

 

import numpy as np 

import glob 

from scipy.io import FortranFile 

from parser_fractran import * 

import sys,datetime 

import re,time 

import tecplot as tp 

import os 

from tecplot.constant import * 

from tecplot.exception import * 

import math 

 

#############################################################################

## 

# 

# Plots the reads the moments of the 2D source area models subsets 

(Guelph2DXz), 

# the 3D source area models, and the 2D slice models. Outputs a figure 

# formeatted with Tecplot. Uses the moments calculated off of the HGS 

concentration 

# outputs.  

# 

#############################################################################

## 

 

#Script Inputs, (possibly an old leftovers of the a previous script) 

folder = sys.argv[1] 

cwd2 = os.getcwd() 

os.chdir(folder) 

cwd = os.getcwd() 

#latetime = 500 

 

filename = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

 

destination = os.path.join(cwd,sys.argv[2]) 
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##print(destination) 

 

#############################################################################

## 

 

# get a license for TECPLOT 

waitTimes=[2, 5, 30, 60,] 

waitTimes.reverse() # use it as a stack 

 

#destination=sys.argv[2] 

 

while waitTimes: 

 

    try: 

        tp.session.acquire_license() 

 

    # exception handlers 

    except TecplotLicenseError as e: 

        waitTime = waitTimes.pop() 

        print( 'Tecplot license acquisition error. Retrying in 

{}s.'.format(waitTime), file=sys.stderr ) 

        sys.stderr.flush() 

        time.sleep(waitTime) 

 

    except: 

        print( "Unexpected error when attempting to get a 

license.".format(args.layout), file=sys.stderr ) 

        raise 

 

    # no exception -- carry on! 

    else: 

        break             

 

if not waitTimes: 

    print('Tecplot license acquisition error. Out of retries. Aborting.\n', 

file=sys.stderr ) 

    sys.exit(1); 

 

######################################################################### 

     

## Sets up first page, loads in all the relevant datasets and appends it to 

## a list of files to be opened with TECPLOT 

     

page1 = tp.active_page() 

filelist_new3 = []     

numlarge2d = len(filelist_new3) 

 

filelist_new3.extend(glob.glob((os.path.join(cwd2,"Guelph3D1_3D\SourceArea\pl

ots\Guelph3DSourceArea_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")))) 

 

indexof3Dmodel = len(filelist_new3) 

 

filelist_new3.append(("H:\\GuelphSentry-2018\\teresa test 

simulations\\Fractran HGS - Current 
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Runs\\Guelph3D\\Guelph2D_comp_HGS\\Guelph3D1_3D\\SourceArea\\2D_Slice\\XZ\\pl

ots\\testcomptoHGS_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")) 

filelist_new3.append(("H:\\GuelphSentry-2018\\teresa test 

simulations\\Fractran HGS - Current 

Runs\\Guelph3D\\Guelph2D_comp_HGS\\Guelph3D1_3D\\SourceArea\\2D_Slice\\XY\\pl

ots\\testcomptoHGS_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")) 

 

 

filelist_new3.extend(glob.glob((os.path.join(cwd2,"Guelph3D1_3D\SourceArea2\p

lots\Guelph3DSourceArea_macrodispersivityvalues.dat")))) 

indexof3Dmodel2 = len(filelist_new3) 

 

filelist_new3.append("H:\\GuelphSentry-2018\\teresa test 

simulations\\Fractran HGS - Current 

Runs\\Guelph3D\\Guelph2D_comp_HGS\\Guelph3D1_3D\\SourceArea2\\2D - 

Slice\\XZ\\plots\\2DXZComp_SourceArea_macrodispersivityvalues.dat") 

filelist_new3.append("H:\\GuelphSentry-2018\\teresa test 

simulations\\Fractran HGS - Current 

Runs\\Guelph3D\\Guelph2D_comp_HGS\\Guelph3D1_3D\\SourceArea2\\2D - 

Slice\\XY\\plots\\2DXYComp_SourceArea_macrodispersivityvalues.dat") 

 

##print(cwd2) 

##print(len(filelist_new3)) 

##print(filelist_new3) 

##print(test) 

 

#Makes second page, all plots are made on this page, plots the moments. 

#Most of this script is formatting to for visualization 

page2 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameAA = page2.active_frame() 

ds = tp.data.load_tecplot(filelist_new3, frame = FrameAA) 

 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Time (d)} = {Time}/60/60/24') 

tp.data.operate.execute_equation('{Vtotal} = sqrt({Vx}*{Vx} + {Vy}*{Vy} + 

{Vz}*{Vz})') 

FrameAA.save_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

 

FrameAA.name = "Centroid Position, X" 

FrameAA.position = (0,0) 

FrameAA.width = 2.6 

FrameAA.height = 4 

plotAA = FrameAA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotAA.delete_linemaps() 

 

Frame1 = page2.add_frame() 

Frame1.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

Frame1.name = "Mass" 

Frame1.position = (0,-2) 

Frame1.width = 7.8 

Frame1.height = 2 

plot1 = Frame1.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plot1.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 2 set-up 
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FrameA = page2.add_frame() 

FrameA.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameA.name = "Variance, X" 

FrameA.position = (0,4) 

FrameA.width = 2.6 

FrameA.height = 4 

 

 

plotA = FrameA.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotA.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Makes second page, z-direction (Transverse to flow) 

#page3 = tp.add_page() 

#Frame 3 set-up 

FrameC = page2.add_frame() 

FrameC.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameC.name = "Centroid Position, Z" 

FrameC.position = (5.2,0) 

FrameC.width = 2.6 

FrameC.height = 4 

plotC = FrameC.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotC.delete_linemaps() 

 

#Frame 4 set-up 

FrameD = page2.add_frame() 

FrameD.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameD.name = "Variance, Z" 

FrameD.position = (5.2,4) 

FrameD.width = 2.6 

FrameD.height = 4 

plotD = FrameD.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotD.delete_linemaps() 

 

FrameE = page2.add_frame() 

FrameE.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameE.name = "Centroid Position, Y" 

FrameE.position = (2.6,0) 

FrameE.width = 2.6 

FrameE.height = 4 

plotE = FrameE.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotE.delete_linemaps() 

 

FrameF = page2.add_frame() 

FrameF.load_stylesheet('temp1.sty') 

FrameF.name = "Variance, Y" 

FrameF.position = (2.6,4) 

FrameF.width = 2.6 

FrameF.height = 4 

plotF = FrameF.plot(PlotType.XYLine) 

plotF.delete_linemaps() 

 

## 

#############################################################################

# 
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#Start of calculations of average velocities associated with each fractran 

iteration 

#initializes arrays for velocities 

averagevelocitytotal1 = [] 

page2.activate() 

 

Frame1.activate() 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel-1).name = '3DSourceArea1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel).name = '2DXZSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel+1).name = '2DXYSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2-1).name = '3DSourceArea2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2).name = '2DXZSlice2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2+1).name = '2DXYSlice2' 

 

FrameAA.activate() 

print(ds.num_zones) 

for z in ds.zones(): 

    #plots the centroid position, x-direction 

    if z.index < numlarge2d: 

        lmap = plotAA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                     ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                     ds.variable('X_c_shift')) 

        plotAA.show_symbols = True 

        lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

        lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

        lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

        lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

        lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

        lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

        z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

    else: 

        lmap = plotAA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                     ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                     ds.variable('Xc')) 

        plotAA.show_symbols = True 

        lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

        lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    ##print(z.index) 

    ##print(averagevelocitytotal1) 

    FrameA.activate() 

    lmap = plotA.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('SigmaXX')) 

    plotA.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

    lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

    lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

#    z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

    #page3.activate() 

    #plots the centroid position, z-direction 

    FrameC.activate() 

    if z.index < numlarge2d: 
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        lmap = plotC.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                     ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                     ds.variable('Z_c_shift')) 

        plotC.show_symbols = True 

        lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

        lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

        lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

        lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

        lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

        lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

#        z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

        #lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

        #lmap.line.color = color 

    else: 

        lmap = plotC.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                     ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                     ds.variable('Zc')) 

        plotC.show_symbols = True 

        lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseLineColor 

        lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

 

    #plots the variance over time, z-direction 

    FrameD.activate()  

    lmap = plotD.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('SigmaZZ')) 

    plotD.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

    lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

    lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

#    z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ' 

     

    FrameE.activate()  

    lmap = plotE.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('Yc')) 

    plotE.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

    lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

    lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

 

    FrameF.activate()  

    lmap = plotF.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('SigmaYY')) 

    plotF.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 
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    lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

    lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

 

    Frame1.activate() 

    if z.index < numlarge2d: 

        z.name = 'Guelph2DXZ'  

    lmap = plot1.add_linemap(z.name,z, 

                 ds.variable('Time (d)'), 

                 ds.variable('M000')) 

    plot1.show_symbols = True 

    lmap.line.color = Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.color=Color.Custom1 

    lmap.symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

    lmap.symbols.fill_color = Color.Custom2 

    lmap.symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

    lmap.symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

    lmap.symbols.size = 1.00 

 

Frame1.activate() 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel-1).name = '3DSourceArea1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel).name = '2DXZSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel+1).name = '2DXYSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2-1).name = '3DSourceArea2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2).name = '2DXZSlice2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2+1).name = '2DXYSlice2' 

 

 

##################################################################### 

#Final plotting details 

#Frame 1 

page2.activate() 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotAA.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotAA.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotAA.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotAA.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotAA.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'X Centroid (m)' 

plotAA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 2 

FrameA.activate() 

plotA.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotA.axes.viewport.right = 90 
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plotA.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotA.axes.viewport.top = 90 

xaxis = plotA.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis = plotA.axes.y_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'X Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotA.view.fit() 

 

#Frame 3 

#page3.activate() 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotC.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotC.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotC.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotC.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotC.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Z Centroid (m)' 

plotC.view.fit() 

  

#Frame 4 

FrameD.activate() 

plotD.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotD.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotD.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotD.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotD.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotD.axes.x_axis(0) 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Z Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotD.view.fit() 
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FrameE.activate() 

plotE.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotE.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotE.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotE.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotE.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotE.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Y Centroid (m)' 

plotE.view.fit() 

 

FrameF.activate() 

plotF.axes.viewport.left = 27.5 

plotF.axes.viewport.right = 90 

plotF.axes.viewport.bottom = 15 

plotF.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plotF.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plotF.axes.x_axis(0) 

yaxis.title.offset = 9 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

xaxis.title.font.size = 5 

yaxis.title.offset = 18 

xaxis.title.offset = 8 

yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 4 

yaxis.title.font.size = 5 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Y Variance (m<sup>2</sup>)' 

plotF.view.fit() 

 

Frame1.activate() 

plot1.legend.show = True 

##plotAA.legend.font.size_units = Units.Point 

plot1.legend.font.size = 7.75 

plot1.legend.box.box_type = TextBox.None_ 

plot1.legend.row_spacing = 1.1 

plot1.legend.position = (100,95) 

plot1.axes.viewport.left = 15 

plot1.axes.viewport.right = 70 

plot1.axes.viewport.bottom = 25 

plot1.axes.viewport.top = 90 

yaxis = plot1.axes.y_axis(0) 

xaxis = plot1.axes.x_axis(0) 

xaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 7.75 

xaxis.title.font.size = 10.25 

yaxis.title.offset = 10 

xaxis.title.offset = 10 
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yaxis.tick_labels.font.size = 7.75 

yaxis.title.font.size = 10.25 

#yaxis.title.offset = 9 

yaxis.title.title_mode = AxisTitleMode.UseText 

yaxis.title.text = 'Mass (kg)' 

plot1.view.fit() 

 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel-1).name = '3DSourceArea1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel).name = '2DXZSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel+1).name = '2DXYSlice1' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2-1).name = '3DSourceArea2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2).name = '2DXZSlice2' 

ds.zone(indexof3Dmodel2+1).name = '2DXYSlice2' 

 

FrameC.activate() 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 
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plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotC.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

FrameD.activate() 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotD.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

FrameAA.activate() 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 
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plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotAA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

FrameA.activate() 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 
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plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotA.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

FrameE.activate() 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 
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plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotE.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

FrameF.activate() 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 
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plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 3.75 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 4.5 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.4 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plotF.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

Frame1.activate() 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom20 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.size = 1.25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom26 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).line.color = Color.Custom25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom28 

 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Grad 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2-1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Purple 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Circle 
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plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.size = 1.25 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_mode = FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom50 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.symbol().shape=GeomShape.Del 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.size = 1.6 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.line_thickness = 0.8 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).line.color = Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.color=Color.Custom49 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_mode = 

FillMode.UseSpecificColor 

plot1.linemap(indexof3Dmodel2+1).symbols.fill_color=Color.Custom48 

 

## Outputs a layout for future editing in tecplot 

##plot6.view.fit() 

os.chdir(destination) 

tp.data.save_tecplot_plt('output_3dolny.plt') 

tp.save_layout('output_3dolny.lpk') 

 

#saves a comparative moments plot for 2D and 3D data corresponding to 

#outputted HGS solution times 

page2.activate() 

tp.export.save_png(filename+'_3DOnly.png',region=ExportRegion.AllFrames) 

 

 

tp.session.release_license() 

 

 


